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You know what the National 
Canners Association is doing to 
improve the sale of canned foods. 
You've seen the advertising. 
by now, you've had time to plan 
what you are going to do. You've 
had ample time to get going. 
What have you decided? What have 
you done? 
Here are just a few of the things 
you should have done-and should 
be doing-to make this campaign 
increase the use and sale of your 
canned foods. · 
L If you 
you made see the 
tance of this campaign to you-
to them? Have you instruct-
them to work on the trade 
for canned foods displays, spe-
advertising? Are they get-
ting retailers to feature Christ-
mas gift assortrnents of canned 
foods-an idea up in the 
December 19th in 
The Saturday Evening Post? 
Their job is not to stock the 
NATIO 
retailer but to him selL 
Their is to help him move 
more goods-canned foods of all 
kinds, all brands. And, as the 
canned food market 
your brand will take care 
2. If you use 
them you are this 
and insist that they work as 
have before? The broker 
the need for a better 
canned foods market. It's up to 
·vou to make him understand 
that this is his opportunity too-
and see that he works on the trade 
to make conditions improve. 
3. Wholesaiers are an 
link in the chain. Have you told 
you expect their 
you gotten them 
salesmen's 
the retail trade for 
own wn 
a lot. You can get the co-
operation of your local news-
0 
paper. You can get your local 
retailers to make an extra effort 
on canned foods. You 






and more, He 
brains for 
add to the 
drive is 
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LL UM 
is More Econotnical 
/())NLY new, springy fibres are allowed 
V in the oakum that bears the name 
of Wall. 
Let the seams swell tight! Let them press 
and grind and stretch! Wall Oakum won't 
flinch or creep. It checkmates every move. 
Obviously, this means easier caulking, and 
more permanent caulking. Economy of 
effort and economy of money. 
There's over a century of"know-how" in 
every pound of Vvall Oakum. Get only 
the best. Get Wall and the job.will last a 
longer time. 
Made in America by American Labor 
WALL ROPE WORKS, Inc. 
48 South Street, New York, N.Y. 
Factory, Beverly, N.J. 
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There is satisfaction in knowing that the frozen fish you receive 
has been so handled at its production source as to guarantee it 
classed only as "Prime Quality." 
That is the outstanding feature of Sebastian-Stuart Halibut and 
Salmon that has held the same distributors for years. Are you en-
joying this advantage? Wire or write for quotations. 
-STLJAR T FISH C 
SEATTLE, LJ. S. A. 
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VIT RIAL 
7hat! ~ore Propaganda~ 
~WHO ARE READING will remember that 
exactly one year ago the voters of California put 
down the attempt of a political clique to saddle 
commercial fisheries industrial with dictatorial rule. 
A carefully-schemed and thoroughly-financed cam-
had been gotten afoot at least six months pre-
and politically ambitious persons who valued 
and good citizenship less than personal 
profit and advancement in office, had lent powerful 
effect to the un-American project. There being then 
no strong federation of fish-producers in existence. 
the plunderers foresaw no opposition-they \vere or-
oq;anized, but the victims vvere not. 
Proponents of "plenary powers" plotted to acquire 
the support of the hundreds of thousands of voting 
en throughout the state. This vast bod.r of 
men and women is, for the most part, almost entirely 
ignorant of fish, fishing, and fisheries, hence can be 
told any seemingly logical yarn and be made to be-
lieve it. vVell-intentionecl folk of good principles and 
genuinely loyal to the region wherein they live, can 
be agitated into delirious wrath against sardine can-
ner or tuna packer if made to believe that the opera-
tions of these food-producers are destructive to the 
species exploited or result in decline to recreational 
fish varieties. 
Accordingly, propaganda was J)repared wherewith 
to trick the sportsmen of the state, and gain their 
support for the plan of a few men who fore-· 
saw money benefit for themselves if they could but 
become dictators of the multi-million dollar indus-
try. went into the inland districts and 
made preachments there. Half-truths, miscon-
ancl whole lies were dealt in liberally. Cer-
men detected what was happening and 
realized the seriousness of the threat, but the alarm 
did not become general until vVEST COAST FISH-
published its October denouncement under 
the title of "Amendment No. 11". Its analysis of the 
law, revelation of the corrupt purpose be-
and inclicatiom of how the fresh fish and can-· 
were to be "taken for a ride'' by a 
group of rad::eteers, produced a sud-
revulsion sentiment, and evoked so strong and 
a protest that the whole state was shaken 
and the initiative measure defeated when thousands 
r)[ Yoters learned the nature of the perpetration in-
it is thought that by continuing the tac-
that almost won the last election, a few thousand 
supporters may be gained, and dictator-
established at the election eleven months hence. 
. it is that all emphasis is being laid upon 
hshing, and it seems almost as if a conscious 
is being made to conceal from the public the 
th;tt California has one of the largest fishery in-
in the entire world. 
An instance in point was an address delivered 
Jack Boaz, new Assistant Director of the Bureau 
Education and Research of the California Division 
of Fish and Game. Boaz appeared before a business 
men's club in the town of San Pedro on the morning 
of N ovem her 2, bringing with him a outfit 
and several reels of film. By way of he 
had been described in printed announcements as "for-
merly a fishing scout for a large Los Angeles sport-
ing goods store"; the man who presented him to the 
gathering sought to impress his listeners with the as-
surance that Boaz wore out a pair of 
boots each vear. 
San Pecl;o is one of America's cannery 
towns, but the representative of the of Fish 
and Game presented no scenes of commercial activi-
ties. Instead he showed views of sport fishing for 
marlin, and then switched to the no-longer-inspiring 
display of trout-hatchery procedure. His address 
was fragmentary and casual, but he made a point of 
stressing that "the Fish Commission is the only com-
mission in the state that is self-supporting," where-
after he declared that it is supported solely from "the 
sale of licenses and fines.'' To gratify his hearers he 
told them that although the cost to the state of rear-
ing a trout is about 30 cents, the average cost to 
the sport who catches the fish is only 8 cents. 
parently Boaz saw nothing contradictary in these 
figures, despite his last-made remarks. 
i\mong the listeners were several fisheries men. 
One of these asked Boaz if it were not true that 
"privilege tax'' of 50 cents per ton is collected on all 
cannery fish landed in the state, and that this large 
sum of money is paid into the Division's treasury. In 
reply he stated that he regarded this income as em-
anating from licenses, saying that "this tax is a 
of the license law". 
As every fish man the Tax" rs 
established and imposed by special statute which 1s 
separate and entirely apart from the license 
ions. Boaz either is not informed, or else he is going 
about the state officially dispensing false information. 
In either case he is unsuited for the he occu-
pies, and should be removed. 
Commercial fisheries contribute the major fraction 
of the state's fisheries income, and are entitled to 
equal mention and publicity with sport fishing. That 
they are not cited at all, and their exceedingly im-
portant monetary contribution to the support of the 
Division publicly denied, is another proof of official 
prejudice. All this reveals that there exists a class 
uf anti-commercial fisheries propaganda. The plot-
ting politicians know that the fisheries still a.re un-
organized, defenseless, and an easy mark at the 
next November. 
Hasten the da\" when the 
ticn will be ftu{ctioning t 
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From Alaska to Panama 
The End Is In Sight 
T IS a gloomy moment in history. 
Not for many years-not in the 
lifetime of most men who read 
there been so much grave 
apprehension; never has the fu-
seem.ed so incalculable as at this 
time. In our own countrv ... thousands 
,,f our poorest fellow cit[zens are turned 
out against the approaching winter with-
out employment .... 
''In France the political caldron seethes 
and bubbles with uncertainty; Russia 
as usual, like a cloud, clark and 
upon the horizon of Europe; while 
all the energies, resources and influences 
of the British Empire are sorely tried .. .'' 
The cheerful gentleman who wrote the 
above might have been preparing it for 
submission to one of our present-day 
newspapers or magazines. Certainly state-
ments much like it have been made bv 
pessimistic pro_;:Jhets during the preser{t 
period of slowed-up business. In the in-
terests of truth, however, it should be ex-
plained that the above statements ap-
in HARPER'S WEEKLY for 
1857--three-quarters of a 
Depression? 
A noted economist, after a period of 
ron,iderable study, recently announced 
the United States has experienced, 
during 150-ocld years, some 23 serious 
Several earlv ones came as 
wars. The War of 
it a panic during the 
and two following depressions. 
occurred the Panic of 1837, fol-
by a depression clue to debt repu-
and another panic in 1857. The 
\Var caused a lack of confidence 
hurt business; it was followed by 
and secondary post-war de-
and a collapse ip 1884. In 1893, 
and 1907 panics occurred. 
brought a short war 
followed by a post-war busi-
ness deciine in 1921 and now bv a second 
allticlimax to the great struggle in 1930 
1931 
information it mav be seen 
. "depressions" ar~ nothing 
111 American business. As was stated 
a issue of WCF, they are 
in which business eliminates evils 
itself and makes more efficient its 
of production and distribution. 
of interest to note that each earlier 
followed b_y two panics or de-
as has been the case since 
i'\ _ apparently occurs as a re-
.,1 ot one of two circumstances: ( 1) too 
'.•ch Production for existing markets; 
By ELVERTON B. STARK 
(2) elimination of markets which pre-
viously consumed goods. During the past 
two vears a combination of both of these 
factors has conspired to attack business 
and the fact that industry has continued 
in the face of such a serious situation is 
evidence of the basic stabilitv of Ameri-
can business and of the stre-ngth of our 
federal reserve system and other phases 
in our economic plan. Had such a union 
of undesirable conditions occttrred in pre-
vious decades the results could not be 
imagined. 
Not All Affected Equally 
When a period of poor business condi-
tions sets in, each company in a general 
way suffers in direct ratio to the weak-
nesses which exist within itself. That is 
to say that a business supplying a com-
modity needed by the public and con-
ductin::;· its affairs in an efficient and in-
telligeJ,t manner experiences bnt little dis-
comfort as compared to a f!y-by-mght 
concern which does not perform any serv-
ice of value and which is administered in 
haphazard and extravagant fashion. Sub-
stantial firms frequently fine a so-called 
depression period to be a time of great 
opportunity for themselves and are able 
to greet the return of good times with 
stronger organizations and augmented 
facilities, 
A recent survey by the United States 
Department of Commerce, covering but 
a portion of the country, has revealed 358 
examples of important commercial and 
industrial establishments which have 
made material progress during the past 
two years, accorcLng to a report given out 
by the United States Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce. These institu-
tions have secured advancement through 
their own efforts, no companies having 
been included which because 
of conditions not of own making, 
such as government building programs, 
decline of competitive industries and sim-
ilar occurrences. 
"In many cases", declares the state-
ment of the Bureau, "present success is 
attributed not so much to the present or a 
change in policy as to past policies, the 
soundness of which is accentuated bv cur-
rent business conditions". -
Examples of such progressive t!rms arc 
easy to find. Sales of Norge electric re-
frigerators for the first 10 months of 1931 
are· 533 per cent above those for 1930, 
according to a statement made in Electric 
Refrigeration News by John H. Knapp, 
vice-president and sales director of Norge 
Corporation. William Wrigley Jr., chair~ 
man of the board of directors of William 
Wrigley Jr. Co. of 
through Sales Management 
had earned its full 1931 
that of 1930) by the first . 
by the end of December the business 
will be far above that of last vear. Everv 
month in trade journals thrbnghout the 
country executives of 
nounc:e that their firms' 
year are greater than 
The End Has Came 
Today, some two years after "Coolidge 
prosperity" and the stock market boom 
suddenly collapsed to precipitate business 
into an economic Slough of Despond, 
American industrial leaders are awaken-
ing to cognizance of the fact that the de-
pression has SJ.lent itself and that business 
is on the upgrade. No does thtc 
optimist prophesy that times are 
"just around the corner", and then won-
der to himself what corner he means. 
Statistics and information collected bv a 
number of survevs show a definite -up-
trend in sales, a -strengthening in prices, 
a sudden improvement in collections and 
a cheerful enthusiasm nad farseeing prep-
aration for the future which definitely es-
tablishes the finale of poor busines.s. 
Retail food prices and wholesale com-
modity values in have 




ber of other nations. to 
have gained 50 per 
month, while the 
leum and cotton has so 
'N estern Business declares have 
been "public celebrations in Oklahoma in 
honor of the of oil and cotton". 
Adoption of the stand-
ard in a number of countries 1s 
to have increased the world's purchasing 
power by $.50,000,000,000. 
President Herbert 
000 corporation for 
sets, a general of industry 
and elimination of unfit firms and individ-
uals, standardization and of 
commodities offered for 
few indications that this advance need 
not be expected to double back upon itself 
in a "relapse''. 
Application to Fisheries 
The fisheries industries of the United 
States have suffered about equally with 
other lines of business. The Importance 
of foodstuffs to mankind has tended to 
aiel canners and fresh fish dealers in their 
efforts to keep out of the red side of the 
lO 
ledger, but this advantage has been coun-
terbalanced by lack of cooperative ma-
chinery through which the various phases 
might have been coordinated and much 
waste and loss avoided. 
Producers of seafoods have been quick 
to recognize the change in business trend. 
All along the western coast of North 
America fishermen, canners and fresh fish 
dealers are looking forward to a return 
of prosperity. Many firms already have 
been benefited by the change, while 
others are beginning to feel its influence. 
Making Haste Slowly 
Fisheries executives, however, are not 
taking this change for the better for 
granted. Previous experiences have 
taught them that too-early expansion is 
unwise and they therefore are proceeding 
with caution. More than anything else, 
they arc taking steps to prevent recur-
rence of bad times. 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
One indication of this program is the 
increase in advertising appropriations 
among canners and fresh fish dealers. In 
the l\Torthwest distributors of fresh and 
packed seafoods are conducting local and 
national campaigns, one of which receives 
mention in an article in this issue of 
W CF, page 14. In California like pro-
grams are in progress, that of Northern 
California fresh fish dealers having been 
described in past numbers and a new 
campaign being explained in this issue, 
page l.S. More than half of the 61 larg-
est food manufacturers in the United 
States have reported an increase in their 
advertising appropriations for J 931, ac-
cording to a survey made by Associated 
Grocery ManufactureE of America. 
Improved ,Products 
Another "promissory note of prosper-
ity" is the expenditure in all branches of 
the industries in efforts to improve the 
quality of the products distributed. 
company has spent more than 
a method of processing sardines, 
has secured a new type of 
chines for packing its fish. Can 
facturers have cooperated with 
producers in developing better 
Cold. st~Jra~e installations in anc] 
111 drstnbutlve cc;nvey~nces greatly ha~t 
been rmproved. The ctevelopment of 
produc~s to go aboard the West's Hotillzt 
of fishmg vessels has been the sub;(:r''' 
of manv articles in WCF. J ,, 
Still ; third indication of the 
edness of western fishery leaders 
movement for organization 
tion. Pacific Salmon Sales 
Tuna Institute, California Sardine 
Association, Northern California 
Fresh Fish Dealers 
Fish Exchange and The 
Federation are but a few of the 
formed to aid the fishing 
their struggles back to normalcy, 
~~opolobaiDptl Shrintp DevelopiDent 
HICHIBU MARU," p a 1 at i a 1 
trans-oceanic mail and passenger 
liner of Nippon Yusen Kaisha, 
opened her cargo ports and commenced 
the busy exchange of express shipments 
when she arrived at Berth 230, San Pe-
dro, at Thanksgiving time. All of the 
miscellany of oriental merchandise poured 
out of the great diesel-driven vessel, after 
which a reverse movement 0f cargo :;et 
in. Motion picture films and autor1wbile 
accessories were trundled aboard and 
finally came truckloads and trucklo~ds of 
shrimp-probably 50,000 pounds of it! 
Shrimp is the Japanese counterpart of 
American turkey at holiday season. Hun-
dreds of tons of the crustaceans therefore 
are in request during the Nipponese mid-
season feast, and the requirement is so ex-
treme that the local waters of the bland 
Empire arc incapable of producing the 
whole quantity. ' 
Anticipatory of the coming demand, 
Japanese commenced interesting them-
selves in the Mexican shrimp resource 
several months ago. Indeed, the initial 
dcveiopment harks back a number of 
years, but although the richness of the 
Iagunas and esteros of the Mar de Cor-
tez (California Gulf) is famous in the cat-
alog of untouched natural resources, the 
world has learned comparatively little 
about it owing to the remotenes? of the 
locale. Early attempts were, in every in-
stance, frustrated by natural or by politi-
cal conditions, or by a combination of 
both. This year, however, the experience 
of the past was availed of as a guide, for 
through the elimination of means that 
had been proven inserviceable, a produc-
tion system was evolved which seems 
likely to prove permanently practicable. 
Topolobampo, a native Mexican village 
situated on the brink of the extraordi-
narily extensive system of everglade sinu-
osities known to all cartographers by the 
same name, is the axis of Mexican shrimp 
production. Numbers of Indian fisher-
men operate from shore camps in that 
vicinity, and bring their catch to the vil-
lage for sale to Oriental buyers. In times 
past a majority of these traders have been 
Chinese, but owing to recent nation-wide 
objection to the continued operations of 
the Celestials, this year Japanese pur-
chasers have predomniated. 
As soon as landed the green shrimps 
are iced, loaded into a waiting refrigerator 
car (Topolobampo is at rail-head), and 
the ''reefer" shunted out to the state cap-
itol at Hermosillo, where it meets the 
main line of the Sur Pacifico de Mexico 
for conduct to Los Angeles markets via 
the entry port of Nogales, Arizona. 
Some shipments of Topolohampo stock 
have been delivered directly to fish job-
bers and wholesale merchants in Los An-
geles, but far the greater quantity has 
been spotted upon the side-tracks of the 
Union Ice &. Cold Storage Company, 
Wilmington. At this institution crews of 
workers always are immediately available, 
ready to remove the shrimps from the 
car, arrange them with skillful hands in 
shallow metal pans, and place these in the 
quick-freezer of the plant, Being already 
at ice temperature, the solidification takes 
place quickly, whereafter the frozen cakes 
arc melted from the pans, glazed, and 
stacked away in orderly formation in cold 
storage chambers. 
Late in October the first carload of 
J\!Iexican "camarrones" arrived in Wil-
mington from Topolobampo. Crews of 
nimble-fingered young peo]),le from the lo-
cal Mexican colony, working beneath the 
direction of Superintendent Knut Jorge-
son, transferred the "reefer's" contents to 
freezing, pans with utmost expeditious-
ness. Within a few hours the entire 
quantity had heen frozen solidly, glazed, 
and stacked away in frigid storage, await-
ing later disposal. Subsequent carloads 
arrived at weekly intervals, until a large 
accumulation had been made. At this 
juncture the Japan esc liner, "Chichibu 
Maru," arrived in port, and some 25 or 30 
tons of the congealed crustaceans were 
trucked from the storage to her side, and 
passed into the freezer rooms with which 
the craft is equipped. In three weeks this 
fast -dicselship will have made port in Yo-
kohama or Tokyo, and the cherished 
shrimp delicacy distributed throughout 
the Empire, to serve as 
ment in the holiday feasts 
be imminent. 
Present production of Mexican 
is seen to be but trivial if the 
yield of the Sonora, Sinaloa 
esteros be considered. 
submerged coast of the 
parallels of latitude 20 and 30, thnusand: 
of miles of mangrove swamp 
backward into the allnvial plain from 
barrier-spit of sand 
ocean's brim. In the channels 
pools of this intricate lace-vvork of v.,ater, 
ways school darting myriacls of crusl:<,· 
THE PROVINCIAL 
of British Columbia 
the seine-boat tax of 
son. As a result, 
f1shermen off the 
couver Island once 
erate at a moderate 
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If viev) of the new vawum sm·dine oq1al closing machines recently installed in tlze Terminal 
Island N-K plant of Fan Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., by Americmz Can Company 
EliJninati:~•g Springers By V a~ui1.1n 
IR is a substance which man has 
found much difftculty in cm1trolling. 
Lack of it causes his death and the 
failure of many of his inventions to func-
also becomes detrimental to man's plans. 
-the absence of vacuum, is a source of 
the seali~g l?roces.~ has been completed 
become sprmgers -that 1s, they bulge 
at ends. A springer usually contains 
as good vegetables, fruit or fish as 
the non-bulging can, but it at once 
becomes an object of suspicion to possible 
buyers who are not familiar with canning 
and as a result it is passed up 
some other brand which is not 
so a fflictecl. 
San1iEU!' Springers 
s~.rdine canners o£ California, due to 
two factors ·whicl1 cause spnngcrs, are 
well acquainted with the phenomenon. 
The pound oval can in which the bulk 
z,f tile California sardine pack is placed 
flat container, with a top and 
because of the area 
cover. are easily bent out of shape. 
slight pressure from within IS 
enough to make the pound oval tin be-
convex. Secondl~', all California 
factories are at sea-water level. 
of this location. when canned 
are shipped to high altitudes the 
1, . . of exterior pre~sure because of ~ne i.lunner atmosphere m the past has 
l.1een sufficient on various occasions to 
tbe cans to spring. 
· well-known to all fish packers, 
in the cans is secured either 
use of an exhaust box equip-
ment which the cans are heated and a 
of the air content forced out through 
. of the ·warmed vapors, or by 
'1 PUmp which sucks the air out just he-
to~ the lids of the cans are rolled tight. 
, he lonner method has been used 111 
for· manv years. It is sue-
. in most cases 'in which the pack 
solc1 on the vVest Coast, or for the 
round tuna or salmon cans 
·whose tops and bottoms cover less area 
2.nd therefore are better able to withstand 
pressure from viithin. In many cases 
where it is efficient enough it works satis-
factorily with ovals which are shipped to 
higher regions, but there always is pres-
ent that uncertainty as to what may hap-
pen in extraordinary circumstances. 
Vacuum .Machines 
To eliminate the danger of springers, 
California Packing Corp. and Van Camp 
Sea Food Co., Inc., have installed the 
latest-model American Can Co. vacnum 
oval closing machines, the former in its 
Monterey plant and Van Camp in its San 
Pedro N-K establislnncnt. A Universal 
No. 3 machine was tested by CPC in both 
its San Pedro and Montcrev factories last 
year; follo-wing the experi~nents officials 
of the large packing organization an-
nounced their complete satisfaction and 
this season finds five new machines in 
their Northern California sardine head-
quarters. Van Camp's installation m-
cludes eight closers. 
The new· machine;; are valued at ap-
proximately $10,000 each, and cost $1,000 
each to install. The cans arc packed with 
fish, after which they come direct to the 
sealers, ·where the lids loosely are clinched 
to the sides of the can. An Ingersoil-
Rand type No. 15 vacuum. pump then ex-
hausts the air, creating a vacuum of from 
·four to 10 inches as desired. The pump 
operates at 325 to 350 r.p.m. and is con-
nected direct to each closing machine 
through a centralized pipe. A No. 1 
vVestern Oval Closer is geared direct to 
each of the new Universals, and after tbc 
air has been pumped out of the cans, they 
pass through this apparatus and their lips 
are rolled tight. 
The new machine;; are declared to be 
much more efficient than older types of 
equipment. Van Camp Sea Food Co., 
Inc., formerly had 14 Max-Am in;;talla-
tions but eight of the new Universals are 
sufficient to keep their plant operating at 
capacity. Each closer is guaranteed to 
handle or 7 5 cases 
hour. the N-K 
tory a cases per hour. 
Perfm·m, Well 
"vVe tried out the eqt1ipment at i.he be 
ginning o-f our season in N oven1ber/' 
states Superintendent Karl Stromson, 
"and found the machines to work splen-
didly. Of course there are minor 
adjustments to be made 
e fficiencv is 
these ii1stallations 
·,veil. vVe hope to use them 
unless bacl 
sure 
The nnY equipment, it is believed, will 
protect oval sardines from 
locality under 
by 
Cu. after a long period of re-
search, made necessary because the oval 
shape of the ins proved much more diffi-
cult to handle th~tn containers which are 
circular in shape. Now that the closer,; 
arc perfected, it is expected that eventual·· 
many other pilchard canneries vvill or-
their installation. 
"WE ARE FINDING business 
good at the present time," 
Meredith, of Meredith 
Sacran1ento. 11 It n1ean.s a lot 
of hustling to keep it that hnt if one 
results he does not "\vorking 
them." 
During late October Jv[credith's firm 
was receiving fair catches of catfish. In 
middle November the salmon season 
opened, but the run ·was expected to be 
small and the Sacramento 




SPOTTED CAB RILLA and great grey grouper made the season's first 
appearance in San Pedro markets 
when, on November 16, the diesel-craft 
"Yolanda" ]'>Ut lines ashore at the munici-
pal fresh fish markets and offered for sale 
a fare of the preferred Mexican table 
stock. 
"Magdalena fish, of course", co11""' 0 ntecl 
Capt. Louis Zermatten, master. "This is 
our first trip of the season, and we did 
reasonably well. Our catch was com-
posed chiefly of the gray groupers, but we 
also took a proper portion of the polka-
dot cabrilla, which many people prefer 
to any other that the sea offers. In addi-
tion to these we caught a considerable 
quantity of corbina-and fine big fish 
they were, too!" 
Cabrilla is one of the finest of fishes. 
It is not yet appreciated in American 
markets because for several years it has 
been distributed under names other than 
its own, thus losing identity. It has been 
sold as cvervthing from rock cod ond 
bocaccio to filet of totuava and halibut. 
There can be no question that the cus-
tomers and consumers were delighted, 
and probably many of them came back for 
more to their butchers and fish mer-
chants without ever again getting fish so 
good and tasty. Among Mexicans of the 
Baja California peninsula, where the 
cabrilla originate, few fish are so favored 
as is the beautifully spotted species that 
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Arrivals CoJDillen~e 
dwells among the submerged boulders off 
headlands and reefs. It is closely related 
to the gray groupers, from which it is 
often indistinguishable except by its hand-
some and distinct exterior appearanc·e. 
"We encountered hot weather at Mag-
dalena, but it was clear and excellent for 
fishing", states the "Yolanda's" Swiss 
skipper. "We didn't havr: muc:h conF>'lny. 
though. Only two or three tuna cruisers 
were in, the bay when we were there. 
They had no difficulty in seining plenty of 
bait, so did not stay long before sailing 
for the Galapagos Islands, where they all 
seemed bound." 
Crew members of the ca1Fi1Ja-liner 
tell that times are hard in the Baja Cali-
fornia coast towns. Every trip the natives 
come alongside in skiffs, humbly wishing 
to know whether the captain has supolies 
aboard which might he spared. What 
they most want is potatoes and canned 
milk, which in that region enjoy the 
status of luxuries. As is well known, all 
supplies for the town of Magadelena are 
freighted in by a Ford truck over a wil-
derness road from La Paz, many miles 
distant. For this reason prices are ele-
vated to twice the amount prevailing in 
markets of the United States, and every-
thing except fish and native meats are 
excessively costly. As aggravation of the 
inherently unfavorable conditions. high 
Mexican import duties effectively prevent 
the natives from enjoying even wheat 
flour, it being said that potato flour fr.-,"~ 
La P~z is th,e bread stuff most use~l. 
Inhabitants 01 Magdalena place 11111 cl1 
dependence up.?n natt;ral suupl•es of 'tor-
tuga cahnama' or g1ant turtle of 
the sea and estems. These 
with consummate skill, 
killing is signal for a public 
communal feast. 
"We like Mexico, and the people down 
there are good-hearted and just as honest 
as can be, but they have no wav Fet-
ting money," states the Captain.- "In c'tl;r 
winter we make a trip down and hark 
about every three weeks. The 'Yolanda' ;~ 
a 15-year-old boat, having been built i,; 
1916, but she is sound as a _ _-, 
solder. They made her out of northu~~. 
white cedar, and there is no rot to that 
kind of wood. Really, she is almost 
good as when brand new. Well anvvn.• 
we thought enough of her to put tb~ be~t 
diesel engine into her that we could 
and that was only two years ago. J t · 
a 50-hp. Atlas-Imperial, a 
that has made the boat a success. w, 
it well oiled and never have had . 
bit of trouble with it. It is a damn 
engine. I have had enough 
with diesels to know a good one when 1 
see it. A man gets to appreciate a 
chine like this mH~-" 
Capt. Zermatten expects to operate 
·'y olanda" along the cabrilla 
Magdalena, during all winter, 
Frozen Foods Group Holds ~leeting 
F ROZEN FOODS ASSOCIATION of America's recent convention at 
Experiment, Georgia, brought to-
gether a group of men whose names are 
prominent in all discussions of sharp-
freezing and refrigeration. The two-day 
meeting at the end of September was 
called to studv \vork of the research lab-
oratory at E;:periment, and also to hear 
talks by a number of scientists and ex-
perts upon freezing methods. · 
Dr. H. P. Stuckey, director of Geont;a 
Experiment Station, is president of F.F. 
A.A. and therefore presided at the meet-
ing. He made an address of '.velcome, in-
troduced other speakers and explained 
workings of the station to his guests. 
Shrimp Freezing 
. Of particular interest to fisheries men 
was the discussion bv E. H. Diemmer, 
general manager of Glynn lee Co., Bruns-
wick, Georgia, who told his audience 
something of his experiences in shrimp-
. freezing at his company's ice plant. "My 
experience", he stated, "indicated con-
clusively that shrimp can be successfully 
frozen at temperatures as high as zero to 
5 degrees above zero F. 
"In my plant the Colby Diving Bell 
method is used entirely in freezing opera-
tions, this type of container ·having 
proved entirely satisfactory. We are able 
to freeze the shrimp solid in two hours 
time and a careful examination of the 
irozen product discloses no breaking 
down of the cell structure. After the 
shrimp is frozen, each block is glazed by 
dipping in water; this quickly causes a 
film of ice to freeze over the entire sur-
face of the block, a method which has 
enabled the frozen product to be main-
tained in excellent condition for a period 
of months. The frozen shrimp, when 
cooked, can not be distinguished from the 
fresh either in taste or appearance. 
Waiting for Market Gain 
"\'Vhen shrimp is plentiful and is being 
caught in great quantities, it is most diHi-
cult to find ready and profitable market 
for the commodity, but with the advent 
of freezing this situation is changing, for 
the meat mav be held for favorable mar-
keting conditions or until there is a scar-
city of the commodity in large markets 
of the country." 
Similar sl1rimp-freezing operations have 
been carried on succesdully in the plants 
of Union Ice Co., vVilmington, California, 
and United States Cold Storage Co., At-
lanta, Georgia, it was announced. 
Leah Ascham, home economist of Geor-
gia Experiment Station who spoke on the 
problem of enlarging consumer-accept-
ance of frozen foods, stated that factors 
which make other forms of food success-
ful must be taken into account to popu-
larize the new type of product. 
Sales Appeals 
"The attractive appearance of the pack, 
the color and texture of the product have 
their sales appeal," she explained. "The 
natural flavor of the various foods should 
be preserved unless it is found that ob-
jectionable physical or chemical 
take place ·which may be avoided 
use of syruus, salt or other 
substances. ·The chef or the hnusev:i<'c: 
has a pricle in special dishes for which 
or she is famous and always desires 
use personal preference in anwunt . 
kind of seasoning, rather than find 1t 
the commercial package. This "!li . 
pecially true of the frozen food' a' we-: 
will save more of the fresh than 
other form in which meats, fruits 




luxuries and some of 
cia! and advertising factors 
will be outstanding in 
But when, and cost can 
bring them the range 
era! purchasing public, thus 
significant place in the 
!ems just as basic must be 
siclcration. 
Results of Freezing 
"Food values now 
mav or mav not be 
and later subjecting the 
0\JS temperatureS in nrPn,ll-l!l 
table use are 
and vitamins. 
that digestibility is 
of vitamins, destroyed. 
"If the cell permeability 
effect will this have 
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No Use To Anybody 
R ENUNCIATION of Los County fish and game wardens by the local 
chapter of Isaac Walton League 
has revived hope in hundreds of South-
ern California commercial fishermen that 
the vindictive abuses of county wardens 
may at last be brought to an end. The 
sportsmen who compose the Isaac Wal-
ton organization protest the officiousness 
of the county's chief warden, yet the 
injustices cited amount only to interfer-
ences with quail shooting or such other 
recreational matters, whereas San Pedro 
boatmen have been persecuted conLnu-
ously in their professional callings, and 
their means of earning a living by hard 
work and honest effort seriously hindered. 
Surely it is safe to venture the state-
ment that in no other spot along the 
length of the West Coast are commer-
cial fishermen subjected to discriminatory 
mistreatment such as is suffered at the 
hands of county wardens operating out of 
the port of Avalon, Santa Catalina Is-
land, Los Angeles County. It seems 
foregone that there is definite understand-
ing between the wardens and certain ele-
ments resident on Catalina, whereby 
every conceivable pretext is seized upon 
as excuse for attacking commercial fish-
ing. Since Catalina gains fame from its 
sport angling, residents there are uni-
formly prejudiced against commercial 
operators, and woe to any foolish seine-
boat captain who might be so fatuous as 
to ask for jury trial in that jurisdiction of 
malevolent bias! 
Instances are legion wherein fishing 
craft have been victimized by county 
wardens operating out of Catalina Island 
. All sorts of legal technicalities have 
employed as devices for extracting 
fines from vessels and crews. This acti-
tude has not in any instance been pre-
dicated upon a friendly desire to correct 
erroneous practice, but on the contrary 
has had the single purpose of offensive-
so that the Island and all its people 
gain a reputation for "schrecklich-
among the netting fleets, thus cans-
them to give the odious locality a 
berth. In fine, the device was one 
uuuumation and coersion, the author-
avail of the State's statutes 
away market fishermen, even 
waters where they had a legal right 
a number of years the Avalon 
have been a rankling element in 
sheries. In their "enforcement" dep-
they have made use of the 
patrol boat, which quite fitly bears 
name "Cobra", the one serpent in all 
world which intentionally and vicious-
out of its way to seek trouble and 
deadly fangs in the unsuspecting 
The "Cobra" h'ls been the 
vehicle wherein the gun-toting 
"S of Catalina have dished forth 
the high seas to arrest whatever 
might be within three, four or, 
even five miles from the forbid-
is to prove these dis-
? The "Cobra" has served simi-
to the o'd-time "Beware the Dog" 
and has made its piratical sallies on 
and fined whoever was siezed, 
a reminder that Catalina rules the 
for as far off-shore as a county 
can see. 
By GEO. ROGER CHUTE 
I AAC WALTON LEAGUE of America, Los Angeles Chapter, has tendered a 
resolution to the Los Angeles County 
Board of Supervisors askinq that the County 
Forestry Department discontinue its costly 
game warden service and devote its ener-
gies strictly to matters of reforestation. It 
cites several instances in which the county 
game service has caused qreat inconvenience 
and dissatisfaction to Leaque members, and 
urges the futility of the county undertaking 
a duplication of game administration work 
already managed with marked excellence by 
state officers of tlze Division of Fish and 
Game. In published explanations of its 
stand the League has said: 
"The most serious indictment we make 
aqainst the County Forestry Department is 
the fact that it practically duplicates the 
functions of the State Fish and Game Com-
miss:on, which results directly in a duplica-
tion of expense. and economic <w'aste, which 
could and should be spared the taxpayer, par-
ticularly in these dsitressful times. There is 
likewise a very exasperating conflict in the 
interpretation of the law by the County De-
partment and the State Department having 
jurisdiction over the same subject matter. 
We believe there can be no serious argument 
in favor of such division of authority with 
its resulting confusion. With a State De-
partment vie.wing questions pertaining to fish 
and game /rom the standpoint of the good 
~o the whole State, it is utterly foolish, hav-
znq a County Department attempting to regu-
la~e a~tivities which are primarily of state-
wzde zmport." 
L()s Angeles County game wardens are 
supported at the expense of the _qetteral pub-
lic-every taxpayer must contribute to their 
maintainance whether he hunts or fishes or 
does neither. A ccordinq to published state-
ments of the Isaac Walton League the an-
nual expense of this service amounts to 
$168,¢11! 
Until the last session of the state legis-
lature, the waters lying around the south-
east end of Santa Catalina were described 
legally as Fishery District No. 20. This 
area was closed to commercial exploita-
tion, being a reserve for the benefit of 
sport anglers. 
It happens that the southeast end of 
Catalina protrudes between the port of 
San Pedro and the island of San Cle-
mente. Fishing craft returning to the 
canneries from San Clemente seining 
grounds always have laid a course close 
to this Catalina headland, thus shorten-
ing the voyage appreciably. Knowing 
this fact, county wardens of Avalon have 
found it easy to lay an aquatic ambush 
for homing seiners. dashing out from be-
hind some concealing rock to make a 
"ninch" when a tuna-netter passes by. 
Numerous instances of this character have 
occurred in times past, it being invaria-
ble that the captain of the vessel suffered 
severe penalties at the hands of the 
Avalon magistrate. 
Unfairness to boatmen became notor-
ious and at the last session of the Cali-
fornia legislature existing statutes were 
amended in such way that it was made 
legal for purse-seine ships to pass through 
territorial waters of Catalina when main-
taining a fixed course toward port. Gov:. 
ernor Rolph affixed his signature to this 
new bill, which was to become effective 
on August 15, 1931. Notices concerning 
the alteration in law were printed in 
coast-town newspapers, and all vessel · 
operators were happy that the old law of 
discrimination and mistreatment had been 
repealed. But the county wardens were 
not disposed to permit the limitation of 
their perrogatives to become effective 
without a final demonstration of spiteful 
vengeance. Accordingly, they voyaged 
forth in the "Cobra" and other craft, seiz-
ing a total of seven fishing vessels alleg-
edly passing through the waters that the 
new law would re-open to navigation 
within a week or two. A more obvious 
betrayal of fanatical disposition could 
scarcely be imagined. 
One of the vessels seized was a purse-
seiner whose captain was arrested, not 
for fishing illegally, but for navigating 
Santa Catalina's private ocean. County 
wardens and island officials exerted them-
selves in every way to procure the con-
fiscation and destruction of the $6,000 
purse-seine, and it was only by the ex-
penditure of much effort that the cap-
tain's attorney at last contrived to prevent 
the contemplated outrage. However, an 
irregularity of some significance is that 
the 12 tons of tuna aboard the craft were 
sold to a Fish Harbor cannery instead of 
being either destroyed or given to charity, 
as is provided by law. By order of th!" 
magistrate a half of the proceeds fron1 
this sale wa.~ collected, and even now suit 
is threatened to obtain the balance from 
the unfortunate captain-who, by the way, 
has since lost his vessel and thereby has 
been deprived of means of earning a liv-
ing for his family and dependents. 
Another case that attracted much pub-
lic attention because of the elements of 
ludicrousness which gained for it wide 
notoriety, was the celebrated "kidnap-
ping" of a Santa Catalina county warden 
by Capt. Paul Fiamengo, master of the 
seiner "Johnnie Boy". Crew members tell 
that the boarding party of gun-waving 
deputies came alo"gs;rle in a vower craft-
probably the "Cobra" !-and one of their 
number climbed aboard. He insisted that 
the vessel put into Avalon, a thing 
which the master ftatlv refusPd to do. 
giving as his reason that there was no 
fairness among the populace there, that 
it always had been impossible to get a 
change of venue from the oetty court. and 
that he would not sacrifice his $6.000 
seine to the certain confiscation which he 
felt awaited it there. Instead, he kept 
his vessel on course. and presently arrived 
in San Pedro.. The county warden's 
indignation was unutterable. His dignity 
had been bruised He ch'li:ged abduction.! 
And in the complaint appeared the u~ual 
assertion of all Catalina deputies-that 
the defendent likewise was guilty of "re-
sisting an offic.er". 
The first thought that comes to mind 
in this matter of Catalina trials is: If the 
Avalon justice-of-the-peace be Prejudiced, 
why do the hoatmen not demand a change 
of venue? Defendents who have been ar-
raigned there have reouested this in re-
peated instances, but always without sue-
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cess. In each case the judge has ruled 
that he is without prejudice, wholly fair, 
and unbiased; he has refused to Dermit the 
transfer of the case to another court. 
Almost uniformly the result of these 
trials has been the imposition of maxi-
mum penalties, or at least very heavy 
fines. Perhaps, it is a pertinent observa-
tion that in private life the Avalon jus-
tice is owner and editor of the small town 
newspaper, wherein anti-commercial fish-
eries articles have from time to time 
appeared. He is, then, to a limited extent, 
a moulder of public opinion. Moreover, 
he is personally interested in the influx 
of tourists and sportsmen that visit the 
place, for he is a business man in at least 
the degree that he operates a public to-
bacco stand. 
Worse than all that has been described 
is the fact· that the mecldlesomeness of 
county wardens is a grievous handicap to 
the enforcement staff of the Commercial 
Fisheries Bureau of the California Divi-
sion of Fish & Game .. 
At Terminal Island is a small nucleus of 
level-headed State Deputies. These men 
have spent years in the work and know 
how to deal with fishermen of all nation-
alities. They make no attempt to hail 
fisherfolk into court on trivialities, but 
instead concern themselves onlv with that 
class of men which intentionally and pur-
posely seek ways of defrauding the State 
by consistently breaking its laws. These 
habitual violators are trapped and pun-
ished, but occasiona 1 minor infractions are 
not magnified into mountains and made 
the pretext for excessive and hurtful pen-
alties. 
The sad fact is that the pestiferousness 
of the county wardens often is charged 
against the State's Commercial Fisheries 
Bureau, the destinction between the two 
unlike services not being clear in the 
minds of many boatmen. Even at best, 
when the victim knows that he has been 
imposed upon by county deputies, he can-
not but harbor ill-will toward all inforce-
ment personnel. In this way the efforts 
of the state officers, who endeavor to 
obtain corrective results through a cer-
tain degree of tolerance and friendly co-
operation, are effectively blocked by the 
heckling and harassing of county wardens 
who are abetted and egged on by the 
Santa Catalina Island natives. 
All commercial fishermen will be de-
voutly grateful if the Isaac Walton--or 
any other league-can bring about a ces-
sation of the activities of county wardens. 
Certain it is that by continuing the serv-
ice an apparently futile extravagance of at 
least $100,000 is suffered annually by Los 
Angeles taxpayers. The county's num-
erous and inefficient staff may have a 
legitimate and effective function to per-
form in trout and quail management, but 
if it be that the Isaac \N alton League 
protests this possibility with vehemence 
·there seems no other ground on which 
the county men can stand. Certain it is 
that commercial fisheries will come forth 
with the unanemous assurance that Los 
Proof Against Pri~e 
F ALL IN THE LEVEL of prices in any one phase of the fish canning 
industry does not hit the company 
whose products are sold on a basis of es-
t;, iJlished brand names. Fancy chinook 
salmon or yellowfin tuna may suffer a 
drop in general market value, but can-
ners who have focused public attention 
upon the labels they sell do not experi-
ence the losses which are the lot of pack-
ers distributing poorly-known brands or 
unnamed packs of fish. 
An example is furnished by the "Show 
Boat" label of Pioneer Packing Corp., 
distributed by G. P. Halferty & Co., Seat-
tle. Unaffected by the fall of pink prices 
earlier in the season and also by that spe-
cies' subsequent rise in value, this pack 
has been selling consistently at $1.25 per 
dozen one-pound tall cans. Here is how 
it was done: 
Guy P. Halferty, an experienced sal·· 
mon operator, determined to take his qew 
product out of the competition which is 
the lot of every pack sold on the basis of 
species of fish. He accordingly had de-
signed an unusually attractive label and a 
shipping case of equally pleasing appear-
ance, the latter being turned out with 
dispatch by Fibreboard Products, Inc., of 
San Francisco. On both of these be fea-
tured his carefully-selected "Show Boat" 
brand name, a title which connotes ro-
mance and color in the minds of all who 
read it. Upon this pack he set a price of 
$1.25 per dozen, a figure which took care 
of his operating expenses and allowed him 
a small margin of profit, in keeping with 
present business conditions. 
Next he secured representation in 34 
chief markets of the United States. With 
every "Show Boat" dealer he made an 
agreement whereby G. F. Halferty & Co. 
was to send-with the order of salmon-
a check for 12Yz per cent of the purchase 
price. This money, immediately available, 
was to be used for advertising the "Show 
Boat" brand. Through this method Hal-
ferty secured national advertising for his 
fish and, what is more important, he se-
cured that advertising only in the dis-
tricts where he had competent distribu-
tive facilities. "Show Boat" publicity is 
not being wasted; every advertisement is 
at work where it is most needed. 
Another feature of his advertising pro-
gram was cornposed of a series of four-
color lithographed advertisements splen-
didly executed by the American Litho-
graph Company division of the U. S. 
Printing & Lithograph Co., of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, and inserted in current issues of 
W.C.F. 
Halferty realizes, of course, that a label 
is not all that must be offered the jobber, 
wholesaler or retail chain store executive. 
Underneath that label there must be high 
quality and uniformity. The housewife 
demands, and has a right to demand, that 
the food she buys under an established 
label shall be good and shall be possessed 
of the same attributes which character-
ized the last purchase she made of that 
brand. So Pioneer Packing Corp. has 
taken steps to see that every can of 
"Show Boat" is like the cans which pre-
ceded it and like those which will follow 
it. And Pioneer Packing Corp, also has 
used everv n1eans known to salmon can-
ning to pttt into its pack a product which 
will be superior in taste, texture and ap-
pearance. . 
"But the matter which deserves the 
most comment", declares a, West Coast 
foods broker, "is Halferty's establishrnent 
of the name of his product. He isn't sell-
Angeles County wardens are no thin(! L. .... 
than an unrestrained. and _iniuriou~' ~~~;i~ 
sance 111 the ocean tood mclustry. We 
would be well nd of them, for 
Deputies of the Commercial 
Bureau no~ only are individually abler 
more effiCient men, but they know 
to obtain t~e. results contemplated 
law wrt_h a mm~n~um of s!aff, minimum 
expenchture, mmrmum ot law .1 .. 1 
minimum of ill-feeling. ''''" 
Commercial fishermen 
league members of the Isaac 
g~nizatio_n, for everyon~ appreciates th~ 
chssappomtment of havmg Sunday r[uail 
hunts obstructed by an officious 
age. Our boatmen are peculiarlv 
tion to understand these matterS: for 
also, bave experie~1cecl tyrannical treat.' 
111~nt .. Our compla_mt, however, deals not 
w1th mterfer_ence 111 the pursuit of p\cct .. 
sure, but wrth the n1uch more serinnq 
matter of bloc;king our honest efforts. to 
work for a hvmg whrle at the same time 
producing a class of health-giving ocean 
foods which is needed by all the' 
It is our solemn contention 
interference and abusiveness reach the 
degree of persecution which is character-
istic of the Avalon jurisdiction, the 
bounds of republican tolerance have heen 
exceeded, and it is time for a purgirw of 
the body politic. " 
Unquestionably this long-endured source 
of aggravation would have bncn 
with long ago had the 
(Continued on Page 31) 
De~ lines 
ing pink salmon, Alaska reel salmon , 'r 
chum salmon, because the average 
ceryman knows verv little about 
Alaska red or chum salmon. He's 
'Show Boat' salmon, a non-technical narw· 
which the grocer can remember and rec-
ommend to his customers. 
"Halferty is doing for his salmon 
actly what Pioneer Packing Corp. ins 
been doing for clams during many yt·;trs. 
Pioneer clams have a 
the field which is not 
the species of clam packed or the price 
Pioneer as compared to other seafoods 
or commodities in general. The nz;me 'Pl-
oneer' has been established over a . 1 
of years by advertising and a consJst?nvy 
good pack. This year the denn ud 1~ 
great, I have been told, that at 110 renuc·· 
tion in price Pioneer Packing . 
be able to fill only 47 per cent o± 
ders for halves and 25 per cent of the rc· 
quests for number ones". 
As WCF has said time after 
United States presents a market 
can absorb all of the seafoods 
bv American fishermen and •w•·,n·'''·'' 
American factories and 
consume the entire prodL1ction 
can fisheries when a 
standard of quality is 
brand names are 
housewife buys "tuna" 
still is sornethino· of an 
most women do not like to 
of their husbands' wrath by 
of unknown quality. But \vhen a 
wife buys tuna or salmon under 3 
known brand name whose 
been high every time she 
chased that label in the 
experimenting and 
moved to buy with a 
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f7iews of the San Diego and JJ!fonterey Canneries of K. Hovden Company 
To Me:r~handise Portola Label 
SIGNIFIGANT THING HAPPENED during middle No-
vember-the K. Hovden Company 
of sardine and tuna packers entered into 
contract relationship with the Hanff-
Metzger agency of professional advertis-
ing engnieers, the object being a pub-
licity onclaught whose purpose is the 
popularization of the wedily known and 
equally widely appreciated "Portola" 
brand of light-meat tuna and pilchard 
Already plans are being per-
for a big ''spring drive," and the 
Hanff-Metzger staff declares that it is 
enthusiastic over the outlook. 
idea of the professional standing 
the Hanff-Metzger agency may be 
gained from the astonishing array of ac-
counts which it serves. It conducts the 
advertising for the following firms and 
: () Mulhens & Kropf£, Inc.; 
products; 1913 to 1931. (2) Thos. 
Edison, Inc.; the Ediphone; 1917 to 
1931. (3) Paramount Publix Corp.; Par-
amount pictures; 1917 to 1931. (4) Whit-
ing Co.; writing papers; 1918 to 
1931. Terminal Barber Shops; 
'·vvhere Promise is Performed"; 1919 
to 1921, 1928 to 1931. (6) The Texas 
Co. Texaco Petroleum Products; 1920 
(7) S. W. Rarbcr, Inc.; Adjusto-
Farberware; 1920 to 1931. (8) 
Manufacturing Co., Inc.; "Brillo"; 
to 1931. (9) Edison Storage Bat-
Co., storage batteries; 1925 to 1931. 
Ceribelli & Co.; "Brioschi"; 1927 
(11) Geo. W. ,Ruft Co., Inc.; 
Lipstick, etc.; 1927 to 1931. 
"\·fcKesson & Robbins, Inc.; phar-
prepara tions, etc.; 1928 to 
Royal Typewriter Co., Inc.; 
; 1928 to 1931. (14) Norton 
Closer Co.; door closers; 1928 to 
J.5) A & M. Karagheusian, Inc.; 
rug§_; 1929 to 1931. (16) United 
Corp.; motion pictures; 1929 to 
(17) Los Angeles Chamber of 
; Domestic Trade Department; 
1931. (18) Santa Barbara Bilt-
resort hotel; 1930 to 1931. (19) J. 
Co.; Espey's Cream; 1930 to 
Cass & J ohansing; insurance 
to 1931. (21) Parfums 
; 1931. (22) Ammco; 
; 1931. (23) Byron Jackson 
; tnachincry manufacturers; 1931; (24) 
Philip R. Park, Inc.; kelp products; 1931. 
(25) K. Hovden Co.; canned fish and fish 
products; 1931. 
The organization maintains offices in 
the Paramount Building, New York City, 
and in the Paramount Building, Los An-
geles. Its large staff is composed of 
specialists in the several arts which are 
combined in successful advertising, here 
even being one of its men who is person-
ally acquainted with commercial fishing 
and who knows both K. Hovden and all 
Monterey fishing with intimacy. 
The K. Hovden Company offers an 
especially apt opportunity for the Hanff-
Metzger organization, for the reason that 
it already enjoys world-wide repute as a 
quality packer. Hovden's canned tuna, 
canned sardines and canned pilchard 
specialties have won highest premiums at 
European and at South American exposi-
tions wherever shown. In 1915 they car-
ried off the Gold Medal of greatest ac-
claim at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, 
San Francisco, and again in 1926 another 
Gold Medal of highest award was won at 
the Philadelphia Sesquicentennial Expo-
sition. In Paris, France, Hovden fish 
delicacies were accorded the "Grand 
Prix" in 1929 wheu they ·were displayed 
in direct comDctition with products from 
Portugal, SI)ain, Italy, Norway and 
France itself. (WCF, Set., 1930.) 
The success of Hovden products is de-
clared to be attributable to- the excellence 
of taste imparted to them. It always has 
been a conspicuously noticeable fact that 
the Monterey packer tore up and rebuilt 
his factories almost every year, he being 
strivnig all the while for a finer article 
than yet had been produced. It was in 
line with this constant effort to achieve 
superlative quality and savor that the 
Hovden Steam-Griller was evolved and 
put into service. CWCF, August. 1931.) 
It is a noteworthy fact that the K. Hov-
den Company is the only one having can-
neries both at Monterey and San Diego. 
In the former all standard packs of 
pound-ovals and pouncl-talls are produced, 
while specialties such as the now famous 
"Boneless Peeled" and "Smoked Filet"-
both pilchard products-are manufac-
tured. It happens that because of the 
great size and uniform fatness of Mon-
terey pilchards, the location is an ideal 
one for the elaboration of smoked, spiced 
or otherwise prepared filets. 
At San Diego is located the tuna plant 
of the Hovden concern. It stands op-
posite the U.S. Naval Aviation Field, on 
Point Lama. There a fleet of modern 
tunacruisers delivers its catches on mak-
ing port from South Sea expedi-
tions. The open-air metal concrete 
plant is a model of cleanliness, and in it 
the various tuna delicacies are prepared. 
Incidentally, a number of small craft are 
employed during season to capture the 
small-sized sardines that are found in San 
Diego Bay and contiguous waters, these 
being brought to the cannery for packing 
in fancy "quarter-oil" sizes. 
Hovden products are offered to the pub-
lis under several labels, the principal 
among them being the celebrated "Por-
tola" brand. Since thousands of appreci-
ative users of good sea foods have 
learned to rely upon this label, and have 
come to repose confidence in the merit 
which they have learned always is within 
the package so branded, it is to be ex-
pected that the Hanff-Metzger agency 
will make capital of this excellent name 
and urge it uoon the public throughout 
the land. -
There is admitted advantage in being 
enabled to offer for approval a 
complete assortment fancy sea foods 
such as Hovden's "Portola" brand light-
m-eat tuna, tuna and tuna in olive 
oil; Hovden's brand French 
Style quarter-oil sardines, Boneless-
Peeled quarter-oil sardines, Garnished 
quarter-oil sardines, and Smoked Filet 
sardines· Hovden's "Portola" brand 
Steam-Grilled pound-oval sardines, half-
pound-oval sardines, one-pound-oval sar-
dines and a number of other sizes of 
round cans. 'vVith such a narray at his 
disposal any customer can be satisfied 
with ex'actlv the quantity and type of 
product de-sired. The "Portola" label 
blankets everv market reqmrement. It 
constitutes a complete line and 
The combination of advertising 
packer and product,s k::J.Ves nothing . 
wished for. All tne mdustry wlll vtew 
with much interest the opening of Banff-
Metzger's spring campaign on Hovden's 
"Portola" canned fish ,specialties. 
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Froznt filets of a type suitable for procnsing with the nev.; portable quick-freezer 
Freeze TheJD 
0 NE OF THE REASONS why fro-zen fish for some time enjoyed an 
exceedingly poor reputation among 
housewives (as has been stated before in 
\,YCF) was the fact that it often had 
been held for a considerable period of 
time before it was frozen. As a result, 
the product was ruined before the pre-
servative process was applied, so that 
when it was defrosted the lady of the 
house found a partly-decayed food before 
her. 
Today every effort is being made to get 
away from that trouble in all phases of 
. the frozen foods industries. One of the 
most efficient aids to improving the qual-
ity of such foodstuffs is the ice plant ad-
jacent to the production center. Union 
Ice Company's Wilmington plant, for ex-
ample, is a convenient .Jepository for 
fresh fish in times of glut, and is used ex-
tensively by San Pedro, Wilmington and 
Long Beach fresh fish dealers. 
Portable Freezer 
Another late development is the ')Oft-
able sharp-freezer, patents for which re-
cently have been granted General Foods 
Corporation. This apparatus, designed 
for use under the basic patent rights of 
the original Birdseye Process, is. said to 
he suitable for handling perishable foods 
on cattie ranges, in truck gardens, in 
orchards and on fishing vessel landing 
wharfs. 
The new apparatus is being used this 
fall adjacent to harvest fields at several 
places in the East, for quick-freezing 
various kinds of vegetables and berries, 
and for freezing seafoods. Its advantages 
over equipment now in use are said to be 
increased freezing capqcity per unit of 
space, faster loading and nnloadnig, 
quicker freezing action and smaller cap-
ital investment. 
Tht> apparatus is described in an en-
closed series of refrigerated metal plates, 
arranged one above the other, between 
·which packaged foods are sandwiched for 
quick-freezing. It was developed at the 
Birdseye Laboratories. Gloucester. Mass.,. 
and is known as the Birdstye milti-plate 
froster. While having similar elasticity 
and simplicity of operation, and utilizing 
the same direct-contact and controlled-
pressure principles originally worked out 
and patented in conection with older 
Birdseye machines, the multi-plate appa-
ratus is declared to set new standards of 
low first cost, efficiency of operation, and 
economy of floor space. It is an all-pur-
pose machine, valuable for both small and 
large scale production, and will handle 
either packaged or bulk products equally 
well. 
How It Works 
As its name implies, the multi-plate 
£roster consists of a series of refrigerated 
metal plates placed one above the other, 
capable of being opened to receive prod-
ucts between them, and closed upon the 
products with any desired degree of pres-
sure. The plates have been specially de-
signed and developed by the Birdseye or-
ganization, and consist of aluminum alloy 
cast around metal coils. In the cornmer-
cial models these plates are 43 inches 
wide, 52 inches long and about two inches 
thick. They are machin'ecl and ground 
smooth on both sides. Their relative 
movement is obtained by means of an m-
ge~!ous arran?.ement of pantagraphs or 
or lazy tongs ·. 
The entire apparatus is enclosed in an 
imulatecl cabinet and can be operated in 
ordinary room temperature. Since the 
plates are arranged one above another, it 
is possible to freeze more than a dozen 
layers of product in a room having a ten-
foot clearance. This makes possible 
greater production per square foot of 
tioor space than can be obtanied with any 
other freezing apparatus. Pressure on 
the product between the several plates is 
uniform and is automaticallv maintained 
at any desired point from practically zero 
un to 150 or more pounds per square foot. 
This accurate control of pressure and the 
great conductivity of the metal plates in-
sure extremely rapid extraction of heat 
from the product being frozen. 
In practice it has been found that when 
the plates are maintained at about -25 
degrees·· F., two~inch packages of sea-
foods, meats , vegetables and fruits can 
be completely frozen in less than 90 min-
utes. Ordinary unpackaged fish filets 
Caught 
freeze in eight to ten minutes. I nasrnuch 
as the freezing of the product progresses 
simultaneously toward the center from 
both sides in a sharply defined line, no 
single cell or gronp of cells 
than 5 to 20 minutes to pass tlw 
"zone of maxim1m1 crystal formation". 
Low Operating Cost 
The fact that substantially 
can be frozen with great 
holding· the plates at not lower 
degrees F. has made possible the use ot 
direct expansion, single-stage ammonia as 
the refrigerant, the suction line operating 
at approximately three pounds back 
sure. This arrangement insures 
first cost and maximum cfii· 
ciency for the refrigerating 
All models have sliding doors, hack and 
front, which give clear openings for luad· 
ing and unloading; and on each end an: 
removable doors, making every ul 
the apparatus easily accessible. 
First cost of the new apparatus said 
to be less and output per square foor 
floor space to be greater than is the cas<: 
with any other 
Simplicity of construction and 
is outstanding, also efficiency in the c;sc 
of refrigeration. Smaller mod:=cls, ut 
machine are portable and enttrety 
contanied and can be 
that electric current 
available-in a heated 
truck. 
Larger Portables 
The larger models also arc 
and refrigeration may be 
either from ammonia compressor'i 
nished for the purpose or from 
tion facilities already available 
in which the machines are to 
Brine may, if desired, be u?ed 
frigerant, instead of ammoma. 
Inasmuch as the 
pletely enc~osed, the apparat:l," , 
operated w1th the plates at a.l) 
angle In other words, the . 
· · · · 11 'tab!P wr froster IS espee1a ~ sut ~ c • .,,d ;5 c:J· 
ab0ard vessel<; operatmg at seo. ... "' . r 
pable of handling type . or hn " 
packaged products sucn 
may require. 
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''Sea Rider", one of the vrssels fisiJintJ for the floating reduction ship, "Lake Mirafiores" 
Purse-Seiners 
V EH'S BULLETIN: The j purse-seine ~'strike" is ended! 
· At a meetmg held between 
Cusenza, manager of Monterey 
Sardine Fishermen's Organization, Inc .. 
the 8 ma!!ter fishermen in~•olved, and 
members of the Stanley Hiller firm, an 
arcrJrd Waf! reached which resulted in a 
resumption of fi'shing. The netmen met 
with owners of the floating reduction-
S.S. "Lake Jldiraflores'', in San 
Francisco, on Saturday, November 28. 
At that time the executh•es of the oil-
and-meal concern relented from their 
Previous stand, and conceded to the fi'sh-
ermen' s urging that one man from each 
.reineboat crew be allowed aboard the 
"Lake Jl!Iiraflores" at the time of un-
to observe the correctness of all 
Having won this guarantee of 
play, the crews ·went immediately 
aboard their ~1essels that same 
and the early hours of dar/mess 
the little fltilla of eight turn-table craft 
Passed out through Golden Gate to 
recommence the harvest of the deep. 
It is understood that the Saturday 
was purely but that 
the terms of the agreement were to be 
reduced to u.rriting the following filf on-
day. 
H IGH-SEAS REDUCTION of Cali-fornia piichards came to a complete 
halt on Friday, November 20, when 
Mirkovich, manager of Fishermen's 
Association, San Pedro, 
in the last purse-seine craft then 
for the floating reduction ship 
Miraf!ores." Previous to that time 
eight of the turn-table vessels had 
regularly for the Oakland 
control is vested in Stanley 
one-time head of the large mann-
enterprise which built the Hiller 
presses still found in sPrvice in the 
industries of the West Coast. 
fleet of craft-of-capture wCJs recruit-
from among the vessels hailing from 
San Pedro and Monterey, and was com-
posed of members of the Fishermen's Co-
operative Association of the former port, 
and cf the Monterey Sardine Fishermen's 
Organization, Inc., . of the latter. 
John Merkoviclz, manager of Fishermen's 
Cooperative Association, San Pedro 
According to the version given 
officers of the associations, the 
originally went out to fish for Hiller at 
tbe agreed price of $8.00 a ton. This was 
the rate at which seiners stood ready to 
deliver unlimited quantities of sardines to 
reduction plants ashore, to canneres 
ashore, or to floating canneries. It was 
the uniform rate which gave no one any 
especial advantage, and was regarded 
Strike 
both by packers and fishermen as entirely 
fair. 
The price of pilchards remained 
to question for some weeks, the 
ermen, but at last the master the "Lake 
Miraflores" began demanding extra ·weight 
of fish. 
"We began the season on August 
states one of the seiners, "and Hiller 
our fish during the next dark of the moon, 
giving us full weights. was sat-
isfied; there was no But right 
away after that we commenced suffering 
a 5 per cent deduction to allow for what 
they called 'shrinkage' in the unloading 
operation, between purse-boat and floater. 
This condition got worse and until 
"'e figured that actually we were 
paid only $5.40 a ton. Even at that we 
kept bringing in full cargoes . 
The 8 vessels and having con-
tracts with the Hiller ship were: 
"Buccaneer," Milosevich; 
"California," 
R.,'' Capt. Marco Botich · 
Capt. T. Shirakawa; 
R. Dragich; "Blue 
:\{as on; •· Serra/~ 
"Abraham Lincoln,'' 
This fleet, manned by a 
boat-pullers, had made 
tions for the 
nf the provisions being 
high side-boards 
that in addition to 
stowed below 
loads cou 1d be 
the ships increased their 
ity far above what is customary, and 
ton cargoes were not uncommon. 
captain who has command of 
for more than a week or two 
what she will You 
to within 2 or 
states a crew member from one 
turn-table craft concerned. "That 
we weren't fooled when we m a 
J :10-ton load and paid for tons. 
Rio-ht after that 'Buccaneer' had a 
similar experience, after out 
at almost exactly 100 tons after 
night they suddenly cut her to 51 tons. 
One thing that can be said is that there 
was no favoritism shown, because they 
deducted about one-half the load from 
(Continued on Page 27) 
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Conde10na-tion oi Canned SaiiDon 
0 NE OF THE FUNCTIONS of government is to protect its people 
from having foisted upon them 
goods of inferior quality, especially in in-
dustries which produce necessities of life. 
Fish canners of the Northwest, therefore, 
offer no criticism of the general principl<' 
that the salmon pack should be subject 
to scrutiny by federal officials before it 
is delivered to the consumers. 
But they do object-and this stand 
would seem legitimate to the average by-
stander-to conducting a federal inspec-
tion service in such fashion that it hinders 
trade, loses valuable customers and brings 
discredit upon a responsible and well-
deserving industry. The packers are 
agreed that inspection of their produce is 
desirable, but many of them believe that 
the method of condemnation is in need of 
considerable improvement. 
Buyer Demands lnspecrion 
When a canner completes a pack of 
fish and offers it for sale, prospective 
buvers ask two proofs of the product's 
worth-samples for their consideration 
and public inspection by a recognized 
company trained in that work. They have 
-confidence in the integrity and ability of 
firms specializing in pack examinations 
1Jecause they know that no such organi-
zation dares put its stamp of approval 
upon a poor pack because to do so would 
be to damage the inspection company's 
rating. The public examiner draws 
·samples from all of the pack which is 
offered for sale, taking cans from each 
-of the various company codes. 
Provided the public inspector gives an 
-affirmative report on the pack and other 
-details can be arranged to the satisfaction 
of buyer and seller, the deal is consum-
·mated and the fish shipped to whatever 
vart of the United States the purchaser 
may desire. 
But another inspection is made between 
the tirne the pack is completed and its 
·arrival in the hands of the chain-store or 
other concern which bought it. That in-
vestigation is carried on by representa-
·tives of the United States Food and Drug 
Administration of the Department of 
Agriculture, whose men are not com-
·pel1ed to notify the packer that they have 
made or are goin~ to make an inspec-
·tion, but simply complete their tests and 
place their findinvs on file in their offices. 
Flaw in the Plan 
The canners are glad to cooperate with 
·federal officials in making these examina-
tions possible. But the chief weakness in 
i:he system is the fact that the canner does 
not learn of the findings of the food and 
drug experts until he has broken a law 
·enacted in 1913 by transporting his sal-
mon from one state to another. North-
west packers are reported to have made 
numbers of requests that the federal in-
spectors supply them with copies of the 
governmental r.eports, in order that they 
might reco11dition the salmon before it 
became subject to condemnation or had 
1Jeen shipped to other parts of the coun-
trY. where its correction woulrl be a diffi-
·cult and expensive task. The packers 
declare that these requests have not been 
·granted. that the inspection men have de· 
~1ared themselves interested only in en-
forcement of the emPowering act of 1913 
-and not in cooperating with the industry. 
Various canners have attempted to safe-
guard themselves from trouble of this 
nature by requesting that the staff of a 
public inspection company be permitted 
to make a joint examination with the gov-
ernment. This suggestion also has met 
with a negative answer, although its 
legality has been demonstrated by a re-
cent case in which a federal judge ordered 
a joint inspection. Nor is the govern-
ment organization influenced by the find-
ings of the public experts; its methods 
and decisions are wholly its own. 
Two Courses of Action 
If a packer's output is condemned by 
the foud and drug men, there are two 
courses he may adopt, submission or 
court action. If his is a large company, 
with established and well-liked brands, he 
may plead guilty of packing and trans-
portiug from state to state a product unfit 
for human consumption, thereby escaping 
unfavorable publicity. In that case he 
pays a fine of $50 for each count on which 
he is found in the wrong, and also agrees 
to have the entire lot of fish reconditioned 
at a cost of $1.00 per case, this fee cover-
ing only the actual work of recondition-
ing and not such charges as drayage and 
other handling costs. 
Reconditioning is a simple process. The 
cans are heated, after which a small hole 
is punched in the side of each one. A bit 
of thf' liquor is drawn off and subjected 
to the trained nose of the examiner, who 
then makes his decision as to whether 
the cans are good or bad. Those which 
do not meet the quality standard are set 
aside, the others bei~1g resealed with 
solder and recased. Smce the pack has 
been condemned by the government, the 
examiner must find a certain percentage 
of bad cans, regardless of the fact that he 
may have made a previous inspection in 
which he passed the entire lot. If he 
concludes his inspection and has found 
but little spoiled fish, he must take some 
of the good salmon and put it with tlw 
bad in order to protect his company and 
the canner from having the lot recon-
demned. 
Loss of the confidence of his buyer, 
cost of the fine, loss of reputation and 
cost of reconditioning are the lot of a 
canner whose pack is condemned. In 
addition, reconditioned salmon almost 
always is sold at prices well below other 
packs, which causes still another loss. 
Fighting the Case 
If the salmon company is unwilling to 
submit to the findings of the inspectors, 
he may take the case to court. Before 
the federal judge he brings his inspectors, 
samples, witnesses and technical data. 
Although no one questions the integrity 
of America's judicial bodies, the packer 
find.s the odds against him, for both he 
and the public inspection firm are finan-
cially interested in the industry and there-
fore naturally are suspected of prejudice. 
If the packer wins the case, the entire 
pack is accepted as wholesome by fed-
eral authorities, in spite of the fact that 
it may not be deserving of that recogni-
tion. If the packer loses, a large per-
centage of his product may be in fine con-
dition but the entire output receives the 
stigma of condemnation, a costly happen-
ing in any industry. In addition, whether 
he wins or loses. his position in the matter 
may be :~1isunderstood and his future 
business activities harrased by unduly 
severe inspection. 
Change Needed 
. No criticism of th~ integ~ity or inten-
~wns of ~he ~eder<~:l mspec~ton service is 
mtended m th1s article, but 1t is plain that 
however wholehearted and unbiased the; 
may b~ the present sys~em is in need of 
alteration. The salmon mdustry is suffer-
ing from the plan now in use, at a time 
when c01~di_tions are ~ufficiently bad make 
such an 1rntant a senous matter. Neither 
WCF nor any other agency may presume 
to tell the fisheries indus~ries what they 
should do, but the followmg suggestions 
are believed worthy of consideration 
1. Remove the act of shipping ca~med 
fish out of Alaska to West Coast ports 
from the classification of interstate trans~ 
portation. Today a canner who ships a 
below-standard _pack from his cannery in 
the North to h1s headquarters in Seattle 
Portland or San Francisco is guilty of in~ 
terstate transportation of the goods. Yet 
he cannot store his fish in the production 
area because warehousing space is insuffi-
cient. Neither can he have it examined 
and reconditioned when necessary, facili-
ties for such operations being lacking. 
Were he permitted to bring the product 
to some point in which it could be ware-
housed, checked and taken care of, he un-
doubtedly would be glad to cooperate in 
that respect. 
2. Have government inspection of all 
fish as soon as possible after it is packed, 
and prohibit shipment of any parcels until 
they bear the stamp of federal approval. 
In this way no goods would be shipped 
to far corners of the country and then 
condemned, with resultant loss of much 
money in transportation and damage to 
reputation. Every can of salmon which 
left the cannery warehouse or public 
storage chambers wou,ld bear the stamp 
of government approval as well as the 
recommendation of the public examiner 
and the buyer. 
3. Where findings of government a~ent:; 
show fish to be questionable, prov1d_e a 
joint inspection by federal representatives 
and officials of the inspection compa~Y 
before condemnation. Cooperative dis-
cussion of the matter should be producd-
tive of satisfaction to all, and shot;! 
enable governmental and private agenc1~s 
to learn from each other. There are satd 
to be cases in which there were sent to 
the salmon industry federal inspect<;'rs 
whose entire experience had been vnth 
operations in tuna or sardines or other 
fisheries and who therefore would have 
benefited greatly from the advice of m_en 
who had been in the business of exan1lll-
ing and reconditioning fish for manY 
years. 
Political Aid 
Ralph Horr, recently elected to t.~: 
United States Congress, conferred w:ne 
salmon canners before he left to ass~hat 
his duties at Washington, D. C. At nd. 
time he was asked to lend his supp~wt ~he 
influence to a movement to recttfY 
existent evils and permit harmonious 
operation between the Food and 
Administration and the salmon 
industry. It is hoped that he will 
cessful in his efforts to secure a 
system of inspection and that 
cases will be on file to form a 
proof for his claims. 
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Fros~y Galt.~ 
Preparing to fzarpoon a swordfish 
PULPIT CRAFT made the longest season in 1931 that the history of the 
fishery ever has known on the West 
Coast. Active harpooning continued un-
til December 1, :mel even then a number 
of San Pedro boats still carried planks 
and irons, So long a deferment of the 
of the broaclbill season probably 
a record that will stand for a 
long time. Henceforward, when chill 
arrive in October, lily-iron hurlers 
he want to recall "the good old days" 
of 1931. when the swordfish "hung around 
the Ch~nnel" until the first of December. 
A,; is now everywhere known, the sea 
off Californian and Mexican shores has 
been "·armer this summer than in a gen-
Temperatures have run 5 or 8 
above normal in many instances, 
this oceanographic phenomenon re-
sulted in mantarayas being harpooned off 
San Pedro during middle summer, a11d, all 
sorts of unaccustomed species makmg 
comrnercial debut in the various fishing 
Barracuda swarmed in the bay at 
Cruz Monterey caught San Diego 
and the little port of Avila experi-
Yisitations from wondrous hordes of 
Lass that invaded the hidden cove to 
great excitement of local residents. 
question the ~warmth of the sea 
favm:ecl the lingering of the broad-
nills in San Pedro latitudes, thus protract-
ing the season a month beyond normaL 
Tbc freezing wind that blew do~wn from 
high plateaus ''vas regarded by 
most fish dealers ~,s. the evening gun for 
the l\J31 harpoonirtg: Landings of a few 
nsh Friday, <November 20, were de-
to be the ve;;r's last, it being argued 
the frosty -gale would send the re-
broadhills in search of warmer 
a dozen fish were landed 
later and a few more were 
into p~rt on November 28. Most 
boats thereafter rernoved their 
bnt no doubt the most resolute 
continue striking an occasional fin 
rnto December~as long, in fact, as 
re111ain. 
evidence of unseasonal condi-
the late abundance of barra-
Purse-seiners captured 100 ions of 
these in local waters and upset the mar-
ket with so large a morning's landing of 
one species. Smelt were exceedingly 
abundant, both silvers :mel jacks being of 
the very finest. Even flying fish still were 
present in the Santa Catalina Channel in 
the middle davs of the month, and Bat-
tista Falcone, -expert flying fish netter of 
San Pedro, declared that he could catch 
a few dozen any night were the price 
sufficiently high to justify operations for 
so small a quantity. Rock cod landings 
also continued good, machorro and to-
tuava recipts by truck were considerable, 
and flounders (''soles") shipped south 
from the Eureka operations of San Fran-
cisco's trawl fleet were both first class 
in quality and unusually large in size. The 
market was well supplied with all species, 
and considerable tonnages were delivered 
to the Union Ice & Cold Storage plant at 
\,Yilmington, for quick-freezing and 
holding. 
At the close of the third week of No-
vember the tail-end of the Washington-
Oregon-Montana-Coloracio-N evacla bliz-
zarcl descended upon Southern California, 
The lily-irou man makes his cast 
bringing 30-clegrec amid a 
cloud of desert dust. continued 
four or five davs. relented for 48 honrs, 
then set in again in milder mannec The 
long-extended summer thereupon came to 
an end, and "winter" set in, 
The effect upon fishing was as startling 
as it was immediate, Boats vvhich had 
lain in because of rough water during tile 
windy periods sallied forth to catch noth-
ing. The fish hac! disappeared. vVithin 
a j)eriocl of five clays a condition of scar-
city prevailed, there being scant stocks in 
all markets. Dealers awaited arrival of 
machorro and totuava haulers :mel the 
price soared to nevr high points for the 
year. Cabrilla fishing was looked to for 
additional relief, and the interest in this 
excellent fish created so much conversa-
tion that several boat captains became 
serious in their pondering whether or not 
;o outfit for the specialized activity, trust-




Locallobstering has been poor 
cut the whole season, warn1 ~weather 
:ng to assist in increasing the catch of a 
v-ariety that already has been exploited 
almost to extermination. Mexican lob-
sters, arriving in an Diego, were received 
in moderate quantity but 
"hard-times'' market and 
countered in distribution, failed to move 
out with usual ease. 
Shrimp were uniformly 
throughout the whole of the 
lot shipments arrived from points in 
Sonora, and L. C. L, amounts were re-
ceived from numerous producers along 
the Gulf of Mexico and Florida, Port 
Lavaca, Texas, was a principal contribu-
tor to the shrimp supply, and a large and 
fancy product was received from there. 
Many barrels of Gulf of Mexico shrimp 
were turned over to the Union Ice Com-
pany freezer in Wilmington, where the 
contents were placed in pans and frosted 
into imperishable bricks for future re-
quirements. 
Unless present conditions alter ma-
:erially, Southern California can count its 
remarkable 1931 summer run of fish at an 
<"ncL If the hot-water current holds its 
course, a return of high barometer and 
sunny skies may effect a reappearance of 
ihe plentiful schools, but should the warm 
,·::;line river swing away from the school-
iHg grounds, it well may that for 
the balance of the vear first 
must he placed U[;on 
Mexican barracuda, San 
flounders, and such frozen stocks 0.s hali-
but, salmon and those local species a!-" 
ready in storage. This change in the sup-
ply situation has had a highly beneficial 
effect upon oysters, which now are sell-
ing rapidly and gaining in 
result of the chilly weather. 
ovsters are a cultivated Jish, and their 
- is well within the control of their 
producers so that scarcity in the case of 
free-swimminc>" sorts can be filled 
tl1e crop fro~n cultivated bivalve 
beds. 
T lze swordfish, haaicd up on deck 
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Ext:rao:rdin,ary una Situation 
T HESE ARE EXCITING DAYS in the ports of the Tuna Coast. 
Fishing history is being created in 
quantity lots, and everybody recognizes 
that policies which are to govern the in-
dustry for a long time to come now are 
in the making. 
From the standpoint of production the 
scene is one ne\'er before witnessed. The 
Frtd Schcllin, president of the San Diego and 
San Pedro tunamen's association 
largest operators are almost wholly in-
active, \\'hereas smaller packers in some 
cases are putting forth rnaximum efforts 
to get fish. For instance, Calpack has its 
entire fleet in port, tied up. The same 
can be said for K. Hovden, whose San 
Diego plant is quiescent. Van Camp, 
chief operator in the industry and by far 
the largest producer of white-meat tuna, 
has one lone vessel on the grounds-the 
"Chicken of the Sea". Coast Fishing 
Company of 'vVilmington and Cohn-Hop-
kins of San Diego each have one vessel 
in commission-'"lnvader" and "Europa," 
respectively. French Sardine Company, 
San Pedro, is following the lead of the 
big firms and likewise is "watchfully 
waiting", while its ships lie at anchor in 
Fish Harbor. 
In contrast v;ith the general inactivity 
stands the vigorous prosecution of the 
fishery by Wiley V. Ambrose, president 
of Westgate Sea Products Company, San 
Diego. He has his whole flotilla o1i the 
grounds, only one cruiser happening to 
be in port at the time this is written. The 
Westgate squadron consists of "Flying 
Cloud", "Conte Verde'', "Olympia", ''Ma-
gellan", ''Continental" and "Patria", of 
which number onlv the '"Patria" is in 
harbor. Another packer who has received 
regular quantities of tuna is Eugene Gia-
comino, head of the Italian Food Prod-
ucts Company of Long Beach. His firm 
is taking the fares of one of the newest 
ships in the fleet-Capt. Frank Machado's 
"Santa Margarita". Southern California 
Fish Corporation, San Pedro, has the 
"Olympic" and "Reli8nce" in operation 
to its account, both ships being now in 
port with hundred-ton loads aboard. 
The lest two ships mentioned are the 
focal point of attention along the length 
of the Tuna Coast at the 1Jresent time. 
Intense concern is expressed in the dis-
cussions of what shall be the future price 
of raw fish. It will be remembered that 
some months ago the bcatmen joined the 
packers in an agreement whereby the 
price of prime yellowtail was stabilized 
at $100 per ton. To insure the mainte-
nance of this rate a special arrangement 
\Vas entered into whereby the canners 
were to P"Y $67 per ton at time of deliv-
ery, and $33 at January 1, 1932, provided 
that meanwhile the boats had not caused 
a lower nrice to prevaicl through selling 
at cut rates. By this plan the canners 
,who put up large quantities of $100 fish 
were protected against decline in the 
value of warehoused stocks in the event 
that the fishermen's associations proved 
unable to hold their following in line and 
thus failed to insure that no yellowfin was 
sacrificed at prices lower than $100. 
Much fish has been landed under the 
terms of the agreement. Tunamen de-
clare that the unpaid 33y] per cent of the 
moneys earned by them for tuna already 
delivered at $100 per ton equals an 
amount between $200,000 and $300,000. 
They fegr that should the accepted price 
of fish now be lowered through their con-
sent, all of this fund that is due them 
would be sacrificed. Because they de-
clare that thus far the $67 received served 
only to meet operating expenses, and did 
nut enable them to make payments 
against amounts due for the construction 
of their ships, to lose the $33 would en-
tail the loss of vessels to O>Yners who 
would not then be in position to forestall 
foreclosure proceedings. 
The situation is viewed with much con-
cern bv all tunamen, and great agitation 
has b~en evidenced by vessel owners, 
captains, fishermen and officers of their 
associations. Fred Schellin and Edr\y 
Ghio, executives of the tunamen's guild, 
arrived at Fish Harbor soon after day-
light on Monday morning, N ovcmber 30, 
to lend their support to the concerted 
effort to support the price of tuna. Geo. 
Campbell, of the Campbell Machine 
Works, San Diego, likewise was seen on 
Fish Harbor Quay a day later. John 
Mirkovich, manager of the pnrse-seine 
fishermen's organization, has concerned 
himself with the problem, because his 
members are important contributors to 
the tuna supplv through their activities 
as sole operators in the bluefin tuna fish-
ery. Committees have been going the 
rounds of the canneries, calling upon the 
executives of the plants, and seeking to 
establish universal agreement that the 
price for tuna shall not be lowered. 
Numbers of plans have been suggested 
as a means to support the $100 price, one 
of these bei~<S that the loads of the 
"Olympic" and "Reliance" be delivered 
to the quick-freezing plant of the Union 
Ice and Cold Storage Company, at Wli-
mington, for holding until subsequent to 
the expiration of the period of agreement. 
There the whole quantity could quickly 
be frozen solid:y-some of it already is 
frozen within the vessels. Question may 
arise, however, whether Union has suffi-
cient available storage space for accom-
morlating 250 tons of tunal 
The present dilemma surpasses the fa-
mous bluefin tuna quandary of last April, 
May, June and July, in that it includes 
not only the live-bait operators but also 
all of the bluefin semcrs. Indeed, even 
owner of a turn~table. craft,_ combinatin), 
sh1p, or purely lJVe-batt cnnser is , · 
concerned, and since by far the greater 
number of these men at present are it; 
port, me~t1~1gs are 111 cot'stant proRre,, 
111 assoCJatwn headquarters, at vanrn" 
places along the w~ter front, and in the 
mess-rooms and ptlot-houses of round-
haul boats and off-shore craft. 
No ir.dication of the ultimate outcu1q, 
o_f the dis~ussion was discernible at tb; 
time of gomg to press. 
HOMING TUNACRUISERS, h ,11 n,: 
to Sen Pedro from long cruises 1n th 
South Seas, often have residual am,, 11 nh 
of live bait in their tanks. Almest aJ, 
\'~iays these are purely 'anchovet;b' 
siiYery fish that abounds so 
Magdalena Bay, and other 
ensenadas and bights alonR the 
fornia shore. 
When nearing port. where the 
engine room is to be shut down and 
with pumps and diesels idle for a "n:i• 
or more, it has been usual to 
whatever bait supplies remained in 
tanks. Thus it bas happened that 
a year or two continuous quantitib 
the foreign ,;pecies have been 
the cool waters of Santa 
nel. 
Richard Croaker, 
watches the fresh fish markets San 
Pedro in the interests of the Califn1 '"'' 
Fisheries Laboratory, states that 
the summer months of 1931 
amounts of the Mexican anchoveta van-
ety have made appearance in the caich :s 
of market boats. 
"The Iviagdalena 'anchoveta· -'~~~~~, 
Eddie Glzio, 
aJsociation 
have accustomed it;;elf to our mort ,,,,,nt~ 
ern envirom11ent," says the . 
"Considerable quantities of thts 
kind are brought into San Pedro 
by the small lam para outfits that.>' 
to seine for whatever they can g< •· 
seems that, at least for the 
forDia l1as a new 
ready extensive catalog 
rieties." 
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Vi~<u) of a portion of t/ze up-to-date plant of Jldonterey Sardin: Products Company, wlzich has been sold to northern business 
men and now z5 kdO'Wil as Bayview Sardine Company 
MONTEREY SARDIJ\iE Products Co., modern sardine and mackerel 
· packing plant of Monterey, Cali-
was sold during the first half of 
1\ovember to a group of three men from 
the state of Washington. The nev; o·wn-
ers, including John Batinovich (Fairfax), 
(Seattle) and John Uglcsich 
paid $150,000 for the building, 
equipment and good-will of the firm. 
Sardine Products Co. was 
at a cost of $200,000. The 
responsible for its establishment 
entirely was composed of local 
the first board of directors includ-
. Buffo, president; Nino V. Crivello, 
and general manager; C. 
secretary-treasurer; R. Car-
Masquera. 
the direction of these officers 
plant was constructed and 
Pelton centrifugal pumps con-
fish from an unloading hopper 
the canrery receiving tanks. Follow-
butchering and brining, the sardines 
to Gardner Manuf::tcturing Co. cook-
by way of Standard Fence Co. con-
Emmons & Gallagher drainers 
receive the fish, after which the cans 
sealed by Cameron closing machines 
then placed in Ray retorts for cook-
. reduction plant is one of Cali-
la Manufacturing Company's 
on-per-hour irstallations, a sanitary, 
Ple and efficient collection of equip-
nt which has secured wide recognition 




Gee boiler plant and Westinghouse elec-
trical apparatus are part of the additional 
equipment. 
The cannery was operated during its 
first year, all machinery performing ex-
cellently and the factory's various unique 
methods of handling its fish demonstrat-
ing the wisdom of the planners. Follow-
ing that time, however, the establishment 
has been idle, the directors preferring not 
to operate rather than to run the risk of 
incurring a loss because of unfavorable 
marketing conditions. 
lVew Officers 
The board of directors elected during 
the second vear included Constantino La-
pori, president: Dino U. Copello, vice-
pres;dent; C. A. KierPan, secretary-treas-
urer; P. Buffo and Horace Coniglio. It 
was this group of men which, with the 
consent of other stockholders, negotiated 
for the sale of the company. 
Indebtedness of the firm at the timco of 
sale amounted to slightly over $100,000. 
When this amount is defrayed, the re-
maining $50,000 will be returned to the 
stockholders, who are said to have m-
vestcd almost $140,000 in the project. 
Future Plc~cns 
The new owners took charge of the 
finn on November 17, renaming it Bay-
view Sardine Company. At that time 
they announced that their plans call for 
complete overhaul of machinery and oth-
er equipment, in order to !JUt the packing 
plant iii the hest of condition for opera-
tions. They expect to bring ,;outh a flo-
tilla of three Puget Sound purse-seiners, 
vessels which are their own property, for 
use in catching fish. These are expected 
to make an attempt to seine Eluring the 
daytime, as is the practice with northern 
salmon purse-boats, although Monterey 
fishermen have expressed doubt as to pos-
sibilities of success. 
A brief impediment to conclusion of the 
negotiations was occasioned by a protest 
from C. Ricardi. a San Francisco business 
man who was said to have claimed that 
Secretary-Treasurer C. A. Kiernan had 
promised to dispose of a number of shares 
of stock to him. It is understood, how-
ever, that the matter has been cleared up 
to the satisfaction of both parties and 
that the final exchange of documents has 
been harmoniously completed. 
Favorable Outlook 
The sale of Monterey Sardine Products 
Co. and the plans announced by its pur-
chasers for commencement of operations 
within a short period of time are indica-
tions which point to a resumption of op-
erations on the part of a number of other 
pilchard-processing factories ~which so Ltr 
this year have been partially or entirely 
inactive. In spite of adverse business con-
ditions the movement of fish from Mon-
terey warehouses has been considerable, 
and nov,; the packers are recognizing the 
fact that the season rapidly is and 
that if depleted stocks are not 
shortly it will be too late and 




A ZZARIH MEREDITH'S life his-tory, if it may be summed up in so 
few words, is an example of the re-
wards which come from conscientious 
work, integrity and intelligence. An offi-
cer in the prosperous Meredith Fish Co. 
of Sacramento, unusually well liked 
among all who know him, possessed of 
sufficient of the world's goods to make 
life pleasant and comfortable, the North-
ern California fresh fish distributor well 
may look back upon his career with sat-
isfaction and happiness. 
Azzie (as he is known to the fisheries 
industries) Meredith was born in Rock 
Springs, Wyoming, on February 6, 1883. 
His father was Zoro B. Meredith, born 
in Tomypandy, Wales, and for years su-
perintendent of Union Pacific Coal Mines 
in the town of S,OOO where Azzie spent 
his youth. Upon the death of the elder 
man, who was killed in 1891 while in-
specting a mine, Mrs. Matilda Meredith 
and her family of seven sons and three 
daughters moved to Port Angeles, Wash-
ington, where Mrs. Meredith's mother, 
Mrs. Rachale McFadden, resided. 
Following his thirteenth birthday, Az-
zie decided the time had come for him to 
become a breadwinner, so he left school 
(he then was beginning the seventh 
year) and secured a job at the Hume 
salmon cannery as salter, working 10 
hours a day for two years at SO cents per 
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A zzie Meredith 
day. In 1898 he went to Tacoma, Wash-
ington, and went to work in a restaurant 
as wish-washer at $6.00 per week. Fol-
lowing two years in the eating house, he 
transferred his residence to Seattle and 
became a painter in American Wooden-
ware Company's plant at 7S cents per 
day. Two months later he was in Port-
land, Oregon, working in a fruit cannery. 
Meredith came to Los Angeles near 
Leaders 
the end of the old century and became 
employed in a brickyard where he put in 
10 hours of the h_ardest kin~ of work. 
Later he became mterested 111 painting 
houses, at which trade he worked for a 
year. Becoming restless, he took pass-
age for San Frnacisco aboard a four-
masted sailing vessel, paying $S for the 
trip. "I thought it would be great fun" 
he explains, "but I was sick the entir~ 
six days and nights of the trip and was 
weak and half-starved when I arrived in 
the Bay City". 
There he decided to pay a visit to his 
brother, Crad, who was operating Ameri-
can Union Fish Market; he wired Crad 
collect for funds to pay his way, and 
promptly received sufficient money to en-
able him to travel up the river aboard a 
stern-wheeler. After a short visit with 
his brother, Azzie made a deal with a 
Sacramento painter named Lou Warner 
and worked for him for some time. In 
1901 he was employed by Crad to deliver 
ducks, and in this fashion gained his first 
taste of retail selling. He called from 
house to house with SO birds over his 
shoulder, interesting housewives in his 
goods at the rate of 2S to 7S cents a 
pair. 
When the young merchant made good 
at this work, Crad gave him a post as one 
of six men employed to skin c'ltfish on a 
(Continued on Page 29) 
Retail Dealers Organize 
N ORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S re-tail fresh fish dealers, with .the 
assistance of representatives of the 
state Department of Agriculture, have 
banded together in an organization 
through which they hope to eliminate the 
chief ills of their industry. 
Retail Fish Dealers Association of 
Northern California has been selected as 
the title of the new group. Its purposes, 
as stated in the second article of the con-
stitution, are ''to stimulate and carry on 
cooperated effort to remedy adverse trade 
or economic conditions", to "disseminate 
information concerning trade conditions 
and trade problems of its members", to 
"increase fish consumption throughout 1the 
State of California", and to "cooperate 
with- the State Fish Exchange and public 
health departments of the cities from 
which the members may be drawn." 
First Meeting 
The association received its' original 
impetus on November 2 at a meeting held 
in the conference room of State Harbor 
Commissioners, Ferry Building, San Fran-
cisco. Those in attendance included the 
following: Dudley Moulton, Ben S. Allen, 
Claude Hooke of the state Department of 
Agriculture; R. Gordon, Maurice Bern-
stdn,. Compagno & Asaro, F. Maurice 
Dee, S. Drabkin, Andrew Thompson, 
Michael Scafani, S. Balestrieri, Calista 
Mausso, Percy. E. Roberts, Joe Da San 
Martino. V. Ortessji, Ben F. Blanck, J. 
Schiappacasso, Joseph Asaro, A. ]. Schlis-
selmann, Domenico Galletta, W. S. Win-
ter, E. G. Ward. 
Talks were made by Dudley Moulton, 
outlining the services which the Depart-
ment of Agriculture was prepared to of-
fer the fish dealers, and by Ben S. Allen 
(temporary chairman), describing the ac-
tivities of California State Fisb Exchange 
and encouraging the dealers to organize 
in order that his institution might be of 
greater benefit to them. 
W. S. Winter, vice-president and gen-
eral manager of Northern California 
Fisheries Co., Ltd., holding corporation 
including four of the five large whole-
salers of San Francisco, moved that a 
chairman be appointed from among those 
present. E. G. Ward thereupon was 
named chairman. To assist him in draw-
ing up plans for an association, the fol-
lowing were selected: W. S. Winter, S. 
Compagno, M. Bernstein, Percy E. Rob-
erts, Andrew Thompson (state wharfin-
ger) and Beh F. Blanck. These were au-
thorized by unanimous vote to prepare a 
constitution and plan of operations to sub-
mit to the dealers. 
Committee Meets, Elects 
On the same day of the following week 
(November 9), Chairman Ward called to-
gether . those who were to plan the new 
organization. Those present were Ward, 
S. Compagno, R. Gordon, Percy E. Rob-
erts, Andrew Thompson, Ben F. Blanck 
and W. S. Winter. Maurice Bernstein 
was forced to be absent, but reported by 
telegram. 
On motion of Winter it was decided to 
appoint a temporary board of directors. 
In the balloting which followed, ~- G. 
Ward unanimously was elected president. 
The other offices, also unanimously se-
lected, are S. Compagno, vice-pres1der:t; 
Maurice Bernstein, treasurer; W. S. Wmd 
ter, secretary; Andrew Thompson an 
Percy E. Roberts, directors. 
The association's official designation 
was determined, it being decided t() ~all 
the group Retail Fish Dealers Assoc:tatwn 
of Northern California. Dues were s~t 
at $1.00 per month, payable quarterly 111 
advance. A meeting was sche~uled _fo! 
Monday, November 16, at wh1ch tl!I~­
members of the committee were to pr h 
sent suggested constitutions, from whl~ 
the laws governing the group were to d 
drawn. It also was unanimously agret 
that at this forthcoming meeting a_1sfi:h letter be drafted to send to retal 
dealers licensed by State Fish Exchange. 
Constitution Adopted 
At the following meeting thd coAsi:~l; 
tion was worked out and adopte · . rtion 
One gives the name of the. assoc!a ' 
while Article Two describes 1ts 
Article Three defines those 
membership, and includes Jt) (Continued on Page · 
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PETER ANDREA of Oceanic Sales Co., Seat· 
tie salmon brokerage organization, returned to 
his "'lvork early in November after a period oi 
inactivity due to an operation. Pete started in by 
working only part of each day} in order not to 
overtax himself, but soon was able to put in his 
full time, 
RALPH HEMPHILL, head of Hemphill 
Diesel Engineering Schools, celebrated the 
opening of his Los Angeles plant by announcing 
a ne\v arrival in the Hemphill family. A baby 
daughter was born to l\Irs. Hemphill at VV'indsor 
Hospital, Glendale, California, on Saturday, 
Xovember 7. The young J\Iiss Hemphill tipped 
the scales at 9 pounds, 15 ounces when born, and 
has been enjoying life to the full ever since. 
GEO. K. OGAWAJ executiYe of Inter~ationa1 
l\Jarine Products Co. 1 l,td., reports that his 
finn bas given up the hope of constructing a pipe-
line from its Turtle Bay, B. Cfa., cannery to the 
famous creek bed in the caiion at J\1orro I-Iennosa. 
"'l'hat is to be a beautiful drean1 for a-while yet,n 
says t)ga\va, \vith characteristic humor. ''Instead_ 
of that, vve are building storage reservoirs in 
which to collect rain. Hainy season starts do\vn 
there ·very quick now. 'rhat is about all -..ve can 
get for nothing, the water fron1 the sky.n 
Ogcnva states that he has received information 
to tbe effect that the agricultural development 
and colonization plan that was projected for the 
Magdalena 1-~ay region has come to nothing. 
"That is another dream, too. Baja California 
is a great place for dreams. l\Iany things do\vn 
there are possible, but up till 110\V most attempts 
develop the country have not resulted \ve11. It 
is a f-nnny thing~ too! because it is so close to 
civilization, and to sources of supplies and ma-
and near to markets. \Ve have our can~ 
dovn1 there which we are not \Vol·king very 
right now, but as soon as conditions get 
\Ve shall he ready to operate at capacity/ 1 
R AND MRS. HERBERT W. GRAHAM 
c){ \Vashington, D. C., -will spend the ·winter 
prohably a much longer period of time in 
California, in order to catTy on studies of 
life. They will \Vorlc in cooperation with 
T·age Skogsherg of Hopkins J\1arine Station, 
Uniyersity laboratory at Pacific Grove. 
was one of the scientists \Vho worked 
the "\Veil-known Carnegie ship \Vhich was 
GRABAU of Northern Electric Co.~ 
manufacturer of vvireless rand radio equip~ 
spent several days at horne during .early 
Grabau claims that he was sick at 
time, hut it \Vas noticeable that his absence 
\Yith the appearance of miserably rainy 
or may not have anything to do 
'( FALANGUS~ Oregon :fisherman, suffered 
- ' Painful injuries \Vhen he fell from the dock 
Astoria on November 10. Falangus ·\vas work-
on a net when the accident occurred. lie 
denly lost his balance and plunged headlong 
his boat. There he struck upon the engine, 
Ptd over the side and was being canied off by 
current when other :fishermen s·aved hiri1. Fie 
taken to a nearby hospital, where it was 
ed that his injuries consisted of a broken 
lder and various bruises. He is reported to 
\veil on the road to recovery .by now. 
and OT 
A W. BRINDLE, president and 1nanager 
IP V\"ard's Cove Packing Co., Ketchikan, 
A1aska, packed up his extra shirts and ties early 
in 1\'ovember and sailed for Seattle. He reported 
that he was planning to visit a number of the 
important centers of canned fish distribution to 
learn hrnv present business conditions are affecting 
sales of the company's "Gold SeaL'' "Catc\Yay,' 1 
"\i\lard's Cove~~ and ('Coin" packs. 
L OUIS BEVERINO, Santa Crnz manager 
for San Francisco International Fish Co. of 
San Francisco, California, on :'-Jovember 5 left his 
offices to trek southward to Los Angeles where, in 
the big Olympic stadium which will house the Olym-
pic Games in 1932, he saw Southern California's 
Trojans conquer the Stanford I-{ed football 1nachine. 
1\-Il-s. Beverino accompanied her husband. tfhey 
returned home on N ovemher ] 0 and found 1natters 
going forward smoothly under the competent direc-· 
tion of Fred Castagnola, who had taken charge in 
LouisJ absence. 
BRYCE B. FLORENCE, goorJ.]ooking young 
1nan \\'ho is a partner in the finn of Henry 
Dowden Co., San Francisco seafood }Jrokers, has 
acquired a new 8-cylincler Buick sport coupe. 
Bryce decided that he needed a new car to match 
his clothing ensemble, which usually stresses brown 
shades, so he purchased the beautiful two-tone joh. 
K~- TOGASAKI, JR., member of the firm of 
8 l\futual Supply Co., San Francisco, and 
officer of 'West Coast Oysit.:r I<arms 1 Ltd., spe:nt 
10 days of the early part of November Jn Los 
Angeles, 1.vhere he visited -\vith _Antone K. Kouu 
louris, president of A. K. Koulouris Co., I,td.~ sea-
food brokerage firm. l-Ie returned to San Fran-
cisco only after he had had n1any Southern Cali-
fornia distributors sample his "Hey Pointn Pacific 
oysters. 
"~veryone I talked to \.vas interested in our 
Elkhorn Inlet project," stated the oyster g1·o\ve1-
upon his return, Hand I expect Southern California 
to be a good market for California oysters. The 
freshness of our half-shell stock especially \vas 
commented ·upon. A. K. Koulouris Co. already has 
received n1any shipments since we first began dis~ 
tributing our products on October 28. \Ve are 
having the lithography n1shed on our half-pint and 
pint I-1ily waxed, lined containers for the retail 
trade and are making plans to thoroughly ~over 
the state with r·etail outlets for mu· products." 
APT. CARLSON, San Diego, recently took 
cornn1and of the cruiser ~'Atlantic" while its 
owner, CapL I\1anue1 0. l\ledina 1 made a trial 
voyage on the new "-:Mayflower.-" 
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UGO PALADIN!_, sales1nanager for A. Pala~ 
dini, Inc.; San Francisco Yvholesale fresh fish 
finn, had a narrow escape- frmn serious injury 
when his Studebaker overshot the highway on a 
turn while Hugo and hvo relatives \Vere returning 
fron1 a \veclding at Collinsville on NoYe1nber 80 
The car left the high\vay on a sharp turn and 
plunged into a barbed-wire fence. 
"\Ve were corning from Collinsville, just off 'the 
Sacramento highvvay,'' explains Hugo, ~'and I \Vas 
driving at about 40 miles per hour. I saw 
curve ahead, hut it did not look too sharp to :make 
at the speed -..ve were traveling. }Iowever1 I soon 
saw that I was deceivecl 1 for I could not st:i:aighten 
out the car. \vhich did the only thing it could do-~ 
head straight- for the fe:ri.ce. It was a good thing 
that the latter was there instead of a canyon, 
\Ve got off \Vith a bent axle and several scratches 
to the paint. Another party of motorists gave us 
a lift hack to Collinsville, \vhere- vve horro\ved a 
car and drove to San Francisco.l' 
Hugo \vas accompanied by n..fike Longo and 
Louis Folinni. At Collinsville they learned that 
accidents 1vere common at that point, a woman 
having heen seriously injured the ·week previous. ' 
F-,. RED SCHELLIN, head of the tuna fishers' 
organization of San Diego and. San Pedro, was 
a visitor at :Fish I-Iarbor on Kovember 17, -\\lith 
him were Capt. I\Iannel 0. ~.fedina 1 Capt -Sabino 
lnos and Capt. Joaquin 0. i\1edina 1 all O\vners in 
the new H)..IayHower." 
N{ ISS EDITH MONTAN is the charming 
young lady who gi\-eS yoti. the correct 
ansvvers in the new offices of Pacific Salmon_ Sales 
Corp., Seattle. l<:dith has heen in the salmon busi~ 
ness for 17 :years. 
F L. WILCOX of IIarhor Boat Building 
• Terminal Island. Californias tells a sad story 
rm a ship-owner \vho had just had his vessel ovtr· 
hauled by the capable Harbor staff. After looking 
over the job and announcing himself as eutirely 
satisfied 'vith it, the skipper climbed into his land~ 
going chariot and started for home. Before he 
started, however, he slipped his plate of Hstor<F; 
teeth n into his flask pod;:et. 
That \\'as a fatal error. The car struck a bump 
in the road. the driver \Vent up and came do\Vll 
and--sad to r·e1ate-was bitten in his stern l1y his 
o·\.-vn molars. So deeply did the bicuspids gouge 
that blood-poisoning set and the poo1· fellow 
had quite a time before he rt>covered. There 1nust 
he a 111oral to this, but no one seems to kno\V 
·what it is. 
MERY F. TOBIN, New England Fish Co. 
representative in Alaska, spent the major .part 
of l\~ovember visiting relatives at \Villard, '\i\lash~ 
ington. ·~.-Irs. Tobin preceded her husband, but 
\>.ras joined by hin1 short1y after the beginning of 
the month, 
E DWARD AND JOE LESSARD received a 
_ ..; e brief course of instructions in how to treat 
\\'hales \vho wander up the Columbia Rive·. Thei:r 
lessons cost thetn $200 apiece, that being the 
amount of the fine levied against them_ by an 
Oregon district judge after they had slain Egbert 
VVhoozis, sea-going 1nammal whose untimel3r detnisc 
was r·eported in '\\TCF' for I\To·ven1herJ 1931 (page; 
63)< The fines \vere based on a law -~vhich. Im·- 1 
bids killing fish ·with harpoons or 5pears., the judge 
1naking tb.e measut·e apply to Egbert's case even 
thongh he 1vas not a fish. 
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H A, FLEAGER of Kelley-Clarke Co., who ~~'~ also is vice-president and salesrnanager of 
honor with it in that it is the cnstmn of the club 
unanimous vote. The position carries even 1nore 
Pacific Salmon Sales Corp.! \Vas elected vice-presi-
dent o[ Seattle Golf Club on November 6, The 
n1embership chose "Dixie'J to the executive post by 
to elevate the vice-president of the club to the post 
of pre.sident at the following election. Keeping 
track of golf balls and canned salmon shipn1ents 
ought to keep Dixie out of tnischief for many 
moons. 
OHN RADOS and Jack Hamilton of Harbor 
Boat Building Co., Terminal Island, California, 
to San Francisco during the last days o£ 
October, primarily to match the thrilling 1J.C.L.A.-
Stanford gridiron battle at Palo Alto on October 
31. They nsed the well-worn a1il1i of combining 
business and pleasure" 
The journey was \Vithout event except for an 
unfortunate 1neeting with a traffic officer just north 
of Ventura. John says they slowed down to 80 
01~ 90 m.p.h. to take a look at a fishing vessel 
which they thought needed the attention of 1-Iar-
hor Boat engineers. Jack suggested that they 
stop and give the fishermen their cards~ .but before 
they could act upon his suggestion, a motm·cycle 
patrolman appeared frotn around smne corner and 
gave the boat-huilders his momento instead. 
J. E. ISOIVf~ vic_e-president of Northern Seafood 
9 Co 01 Ltd., Cordova and Petersburg, Alaska, is 
making a to·ur of the West Coast to visit fishery 
marketing centers. An1ong other :finns, he visited 
}Ienry Dowden Co., seafood brokers of San Fran~ 
cisco, who have been appointed Northern California 
distributors for his products. 
~'Northern Seafood Co" is interested .in the busi~ 
ness of canning crab and shrimp meat,n stated. 
Isom on November 10 \-vhile in San Prancisco. 
c•we produce both vacuum and cold packs. Our 
company has an invesbnent of over $33,000 in 
Alaska, and we believe our pack is superior to 
Japanese canned crab, which is enjoying 1·eady 
~ale in tl1e states. 1 ~ 
E D RADFORD, vvho became manager of the 
Santa Cruz (California) branch of Western 
California Fish Co. and retained that position until 
the establishment was sold to Santa Cruz. Commet·-
cial Fishermen's Association~ was confmed to his 
hmne early in November with a severe cold. 1\'Ir. 
and Mrs, Radford were all set to leave for one of 
the big gridiron events of Southern California when 
Ed became iU and the- journey had to be post-
poned. 
Incidentally, Ed has purchased a new Plymouth 
car5 but says he really hasn~t had much time to 
try out Chrysler's snappy autornobile because ;,vhen 
he hasn't been sick he has 1-Jeen so 1Jusy with oper 
ations of Santa Cruz Fisheries. of which he is 
manager, that the vehicle has spent 1nost ef its 
time sulking in the garage. 
SERAFINA CANEPA, Santa Cruz fisherman, 
caught too large a fish the other day and lost 
$200 worth of net, The Monterey Bay netman 
was fishing on November 7 when a 1.51"10-pound 
basking shark found its way into his webbing· and 
tore it to pieces in efforts to escape. Serafina 
brought the ~'hig fellown in to Santa Cruz, where 
it was exhihited in the plant of Santa Cruz Fish-
eries, cooperative wholesale fresh fish firm recently 
estahli~hed by Santa Cruz Commercial Fishermen~s 
Association. 
L JACK GESTWICK of Galveston Shrimp, 
· e Inc, sends in his subscription to \\i'"CF and 
adds: "We find copies forwarded to us interest~ 
ing. 'VVe as~u .. e you that we appreciate the valu~ 
able information contained therein.~' 
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ED B. GROSS, president of F~, B. Gross Can, 
--A ning Co.~ is convinced that occasionally a 
motion-picture show n1ay be t·ather an expensive 
fonn of entertaimnent. The well-known Monterey 
sardine packer and his family attended a ''111ovie 
palace" on the evening of November 13. When 
they returned after the final fadeout~ they found 
that others had been there before them and even 
then were departing. The thieves took je\velry and 
money valued at more than $100. The unexpected 
return of the Grosses caused the marauders to make 
a rapid departure, leaving behind them a ring 
worth $750, 
G BATCHELLER HALL CO., a firm which 
'" in previous years has been a large packer 
and seller of canned salmon, has opened new offices 
in Seattle" The headquarters are .in I-lenry Build-
ing. 
HARLES M. BROWN, secretary of Monterey 
Chamber of Cmnmerce~ Monterey 1 California~ 
t·eports that his office has been swamped ·with 
applications hon1 laborers seeking etnployment in 
construction of the new brealnvater 1 on which 
work was begun Noven1ber 5. 1\IIany hundred ap~ 
plications already have been receivedt and prac-
tically all of them are fron1 l\ionterey Peninsula 
residents. 
Brown returned on November 10 from a six-
day trip to l.,.os Angeles to attend the state Chmn~ 
her of Conuilerce convention. 
C APTAIN WALTER E'NGLEKE, master 
the California Commercial Fisheries Burean. 
patrol boat nBluefin,H put his vessel into drydock 
at the Garbutt & Walsh yards, Terminal Island, 
during middle Noven1ber, Complete engine over-
haul1 interior refinishing and exterior painting are 
planned for the ship before it is relaunched for 
winter and spring serviceo The HBluefin" is de-
clared by its crew to be a masterpiece of ship con~ 
struction, it having developed no shortcomings or 
defects since the time it was launched into the 
estero at the yards of San Diego Marine Con~ 
struction Company. 
RS. TILLIE LEVY can never be convinced 
that a fish is a harn1less~ friendly sort of 
creature. The other day 1\.frs. Levy was passing a 
wholesale fresh :fish market in Baltimore~ Maryd 
land, when a 30-pound carp leaped out of a stall 
and bit her in the ankle, She was taken to Johns 
Hopkins I-Iospital for treahnenL 
pHIL ANDREWS says this is a cruel coiol 
world. \V11en one asks him what is the ca~~"'~ 
o~ his. v~oeful re1na~k, he declares that every mcn:;h 
h1s v1~,1tors-and he has lots o£ ~em-insist uu 
carrying off his current issues of WCF. 1\cconi-
ing to Phil~ they just can't seem to he]p , 
selves. He p1ans on kindly helping them in th"' 
fnture---hy keeping the magazines locked u.p< ·-
J MANISCALCO, crab and lobster 
® saler of San Francisco, has moved his 
to 1193 Columbia Avenue. 'The building has 
floor space of 20 x 125 feet, with a drivnv; y 
through the center1 and was entirely design('J. 
Maniscalco, who has been in the Wholesale hl'S; 
ness ·1n San Francisco for 30 years. The fJil1~c:~ 
are situated in the front of the plant~ vvith a 
storage chatnber to the right and a cooking- rqc.n; 
in the left rear. The cookery is equipped ·with a 
large cen1ent kettle of 100 gallons capacity. 
cARL B. TENDI,CK,. W:st Coast agent 
U. S. Bureau 01 Ftshenes, is now sontll\V2.rd 
bound from a brief visit to the Seattle offices 
the bureau. His route includes all of the principal 
fishing ports of the southern Washington~ Orcgor;, 
and northern California coasts. Tenclick 1s a 
observer ; he has made a study of :northen-. ~tl~· 
pearances of albacore during the last four 
years and probably knows mo:re about the 
that matter than any other 1nan. 
M RS, MANUEL Q, MEDINA, wlfe of 1he ico-
mous skipper of the tunacruiser "At.la11tic. 1' 
returned to her Pt. Lorna home November J 6 afte:r 
three weeks in the hospital. At that time 
convalescent frmn surgery for appendicitis. 
almost completely recovered 9 she again is persor:a~ly 
rnanaging her home, which is a 1nodel one rdk·ct 
ing the :refine1nent for which the l'Vfedinas 
celebrated. 
C HRIS MOE of Superior Fish Co., Seatt1o, 
decided that it \Vas high time he \Vtnt hunt,. 
ing, so on November 17 he loaded himself up 
artillery and arnrnnnition and headed into the · 
woods. No report as to his lnck is forthccnnlng 
yet, but his friends all are av.:aitiug a 11igh-ch-i.o::3 
selection of alihis. 
ATTISTA FALCONE, veteran 
San Pedro t who began his career as a 
gill-netter at Catalina Island so long c_go 
boots weren't yet invented~ decided early 
ber that the \veather was too cold to fish anyl-YilY· 
so got sick. He made a thorough job of it, 
had the good wife, An1elia, waiting on him 
and foot until certain old friends drop~eci 
iously the cronies inquired after his 
"\vhat medicines he was using, and v,.+etber 
beneficial results were being had. 
spent that only with difficulty could he tall<:, 
with mighty exertion he was able to reach 
the bed whence he fished out a tall-ncckul 
whe1·ein was the medication used" 
Well, its name recommended it, so 1t v;as 
around for inspection. The boys .all 
low just then, and fearing that they might 
how catch the leprosy, they all doserl. or; .~ 
rlrops 1 after which Battista himself dectden l< 
time for another curative swig. A half hour· 
the elixir \vas spent, Battista declared that the 
was -filled with visiting- friends, the 
acquaintances were singing stein-songs and 
Italia !" and the meeting that harl. hegun 
and with the shadow of The Reaper "''""~-·<·· ' 
the hearts of all came to conduc:;ion 
parent full cu•·e having been effected fo·r-
and a great enliVening of spirit all ~rounrL 
says he's going to work. now. 
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Growing Pains Aiie~t 
California Tuna 
Industry 
By WILEY V. AMBROSE 
President of Westgate Sea Products Company, San Dieqo, California 
T HE TUNA INDUSTRY of South-ern California is today suffering 
from the effects of growing pains, 
and from trying to produce a pack that 
could not be absorbed by the tuna pur-
chasing public. Particularly for the last 
twelve mont)1s the situation has been 
most acute. 
The people of this country are prob-
ably eating more tuna at the present time 
than at any period prior to 1927. This 
has been due in a great extent to the fact 
that it is a very high class product and 
repeats, but more particularly to the ad-
vertising that has gone to the public dur-
ing the last five or six years. But like 
all other industries, as a whole, we ex-
ded our manufacturing possibilities 
than we developed our markets. 
· 1930, when signs of the 
very plainly to the fact that 
reached the saturation point, we 
to build more units of produc-
in the raw fish end of our business, 
went gaily ahead with the idea that 
would never reach the limitation of 
ability to sell tuna as fast as it was 
I 
erefore, on the 1st of J-anuary, 1931, 
awakened to a realization that there 
on hand a surplus, above natural re·· 
nts, of about a half million cases, 
realization placed us in the same 
as most every other business in 
country, namely, a large surplus that 
to be consumed before we could go 
with a stabilized business. 
industry faced the situation bravely 
a unit. stopped their boats from 
and proceeded to the marketing of 
s. I am very much of the 
n that at the present time we are 
to the point where the surpluses 
been consumed. and we can now 
with an orderly pack of our tuna 
the basis of producing that which 
e consumed. 
all has not been accomplished 
WILEY 17. AMBROSE 
knows tuna-packinq from close association 
with the business for many years. He qained 
his knowledge of San Pedro opera•tion as head · 
of Southern California Fish Corp. and is 
thoroughly familia-r with conditions in San 
Diego as president of West gate Sea Products 
Co., whose plant. is located in the more south-
ern city. He is responsible for many of the 
processing methods now in common use 
throughout the industry. 
without some very heavy losses being 
taken, both by the canning industry and 
the producers. As is always the case, the 
canners met a situation of overstocks by 
a continual sliding scale of prices and 
forcing nearly all of the tuna canners to 
absorb heavy losses. This was reflected 
back upon our fleet of fishing boats, and 
in addition to having on the 1st of this 
year found ourselves with possibly 25 per 
cent more of these splendid vessels than 
the industry needed, it has been necessary 
to practically hold the fleet in during the 
last eleven months about half of the time, 
with a natural result that contract pay-
ments on these boats have not been made, 
the fishermen have not been able to meet 
their household bills, and at the present 
time there is really a great deal of dis-
tress among the fishing people. 
The tuna canners have tried for the 
past ten months to develop a table of 
stabilization that would work for the 
benefit of all concerned, but with the old 
law of supply and demand facing them, 
they have found that their efforts have 
brought them no particular success, other 
than that it is agreed at the present time 
that some method, other than those pre-
viously tried, must be found before any 
hope of orderly manufacturing or mar-
keting can be hoped for. Probably the 
only feasible plan is to draw the canners 
Wiley 17. Ambrose 
themselves into an organization, some-
thing along the lines of those recentlv 
established in the salmon industry, and 
agree upon an administrator for their 
businesses, who will have the power to 
formulate an act and inject into the busi-
nesses such rules and regulations as will 
limit the packs to a proper point of con-
sumption; to establish a price that will 
make a return to the canner of at least 
his cost, and to so standardize the pack 
that the buying public will be enabled to 
know just what is in the can. This has 
been done in other lines of business here-
tofore, and should be capable of accom-
plishment among the tuna canners. 
In looking at the immediate future of 
the business, I am very confident that 
with the shrinkage of surpluses practically 
to normal at the present time, and with 
the possibility of agreement among the 
canners on the stabilization of the buying 
prices and with the induction into the in-
dustry of a man capable of handling the 
situation, the year 1931 should at least 
show the tuna canning industry back to a 
normal basis, and possibly again on a 
profit-making program. 
It is very probable that by the 1st of 
March the fishing fleet will again be .oper-
ating, and thi§ is going to have a most 
beneficial effect upon the unemployment 
situation. At San Pedro, Long Beach 
and San Diego the tuna canning indusfry 
employs a very large population that is 
dependent entirely upon the canners. This 
not only applies to those who directly 
work for the canners, but to the men who 
man the fishing fleet and thPir allied in-
dustries, such as boat builders, ship 
chandlers, supply companies and, in a 
lesser degree, to everv business within 
these communities. Our communities 
have been forced to try to absorb this un-
employment, and with the opening of the 
canneries early next year, this situation 
of unemployment is ~ming to be affected 
splendidly and will l'elieve these different 
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communities of the heavy burden that has 
been carried during the recent months. Frozen Foods 
As a conclusion, I am quite optimistic 
for our industry during the coming year; 
in fact, it seems to me that industry as a 
whole throughout the United States has 
turned the corner and can proceed along 
a general orderly progression. 
(Continued from Page .12) 
elements? Will they be lost to a greater 
extent in the 'pot liquor'? This may be 
an advantage if the housewife is aware of 
the fact. Dr. Sherman studied utilization 
of calcium from milk and vegetables and 
(;ILI3ERT C. 
SAN DIEGO 
867 Harbor St. 
Phone 
MAin 4490 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. SAN PEDRO Municipal Wharf 
Phone 2680 
Specializing in all for·ms 
of Insurance Protection 
for the Fishing Industry 
REPRESENTING 
BOS1~0N INSURANCE COQ 
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Standard protection, which the Efca trade .. 
marked case insures, means confi"-
dence in Fibreboard Shipping Cases, Along 
with that confidence, it also means material 
savings in packing and shipping which in turn 
mean lowered landed costs in foreign markets. 
found that for children the latter 
poor sources of this mineraL 
b~ .tn~e if freezing increas~? cell pern•ez•-
blllty, .M1ght the poor .uhhzation he ~1 11' .• 
to mab1hty of the mmeral to - --
available to the body which 
f~eezing would increase? This same 
ople may apJ?ly to 1ron w!1ich is recog-
m~ed as !ow m most Amencan diets_ ' 
··so w1th fro::en food~ we will ba\-,, 
problems also ot preparatwn, to cor> Sf•;-. -_ 
fo?cl values an~ to determine how ;~ [;e\,', 
uhhze the vanous pr?ducts. It is nr;t 
mconce1vab.le that sub]ectm~ animal ancl 
vegetable trssues to qmck-±reezinp; h:m-
peratures affects them to such an - - -
that methods of preparation will materi-
ally differ from those for fresh · " 
Other speakers were included 011 
program, but their discussions were 
cerned ·with processing of fruits and 
tables. 
SAN DIEGO vessel owners still 
watching with interest reports from 1 he 
coast of Oregon which announce 
of tuna by trolling vessels 
of Astoria and other ports. 
one or two tuna have been reported 
throughout the season and one fishcTmru1 
during November brought in a of 21, 
varying in weight from 7 to puund-. 
YNCHAUSTI & 
ropes and cordage, 
on November 22 when its 
all vvarehouses in 
Islands, were destroyed by No 
ther information is avaliable at this tintc·. 
but it is believed the blaze will cost tk 
company many thousands of dollars. 
Fibreboard Shipping Cases 
jouruey from the Pacific Coail. 
being discharged in excellent 
London, a barge up the Tlurmrs 
These are the reasons why Fibreboard earn-
estly backs the Export Fibreboard Case Asso-
ciation program. The same reasons explain 
why most Pacific Coast food packers are 
specifying only shipping cases manufactured 
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DR. NORMAN B. HENDRICKSON 
and Wm. H. Spaulding, who constitute 
the Spaulding Inspection Bureau, Ltd., of 
San Pedro, experienced a quick increase 
in business during November. During a 
10-day period in the middle of the month 
more than 100 samples of tomato paste 
and canned fish were sent to them for 
examination. 
"Armistice Day was one of work for 
" says Hendrickson, well-known indus-
chemist. ''And thereafter our busi-
ness increased so greatlv that we were 
obliged to devote evening·s, Saturday aft-
ernoons and Sundays to the laboratory. 
Packers are evidencing a better interest 
in knowing the exact ratings of their 
canned products, and we are examining 
and preparing reports upon an increasing 
number of canned fish samples." 
Hendrickson and Spaulding have at 
the!r disposal a large industrial labora-
in which analyses of all sorts are 
In addition to assisting packers 
hy reporting to them upon the respective 
qualities and merits of different makes of 
tomato sauce and paste, similar studies 
also are made of cotton seed oil, olive oil, 
mustard and all other condiments 
in fish-preserving. The sudden 
of business during November was 
caused by a number of plants being in the 
Inarket for tomato sauce for sardine can-
ning, and by the additional fact that sev-
eral of the packers wanted to know ex-
actly the results being obtained by their 
several canning processes. 
Dr Hendrickson states that brokers arc 
coming to appreciate the value of the 
serdce rendered by the Spaulding Inspec-
tion Bureau, Ltd., and that some of these 
are requiring reports upon whatever lots 
of canned fish they cnotemplate purchas-
ing. All of this is merely such procedure 
as the U. S. Army and U. S. Navy have 
in their purchasing departments 
many years past. Everyone 
knows that in peace time American mili-
tary requirements are uniformly high, and 
that the cornmissary officers buy nothing 
until federal chemists have reported upon 
Its composition, purity and suitability. 
LUIS F. BERNSTEIN, Mexican fish-
operator who, in company with his 
Carlos and Enrique, developed 
Cerros Island cannery in Baja Cali-
recently returned from Turtle Bay, 
he had gone to supervise the con-
'"·"··sr1-11'"" of at the cannerv 
Products Co~, 
Chief among his tasks was the 
of cement reservoirs in which to 
rain water for the employees re:;i-
near the plant. 
arc 165 Mexicans and 25 Japa-
at Turtle Bay now," says 
''Knmving that there is a cannery 
and commissary containing sup-
they flock in from all through the 
It is a problem to keep the 
of the whole Territory hom 
at that one spot. It is utterly 
to provide 1Nork for all of 
the plant is operating in-
on abalone. It is the en-
company to try to keep its 
} 
regular crew supplied with the necessi-
ties of life. Even that is a problem." 
The Baja California peninsula bears no 
economic resemblance to its former self, 
states the returned Mexican. The peo-
ple are impoverished and there is no 1vork 
of an v kind from one end of the country 
to th-e other. However, actual hunge"r 
seems a remote possibility, for always the 
sea is there with its quantities of fish and 
shellfish. 
A LADY FROM SEATTLE writes a 
letter to WCF asking about California 
canned mackerel, and offering sundry 
comments as follows: 
"The only acquaintance I have had 
•xith mackerel is in connection with the 
word 'holy' as an expletiYe! It sounds 
good-though I'm sure nothing could be 
quite so scrumptious as the K. Hovden 
sardines we got last March. Ordinarily, 
sardines on the menu oftener than everv 
three ·weeks would wear out their wel-
come, but do you know, Harold and I 
lunched on sardines every blessed day 
for weeks, and never found any since then 
that could come within a hundred miles 
of Hovden's." 
Seiner Strike 
(Continued from Page 17) 
everybody, not paying for more than SO 
per cent of the catch. Take the 'Gloria 
R.,' which stows 105 tons; her skipper, 
Marco Botich, says that he was paid for 
only 49.3 tons when he brought in all the 
pilchards his boat would carry without 
foundering." 
Conditions reached so acute a stage that 
on November 6 the eight seine-crews 
decided to cease producing. Subsequently 
a meeting was held in the San Francisco 
offices of the Stanley Hiller firm, and 
the boatmen thereupon demanded that 
two men employed by them be allowed 
to board the "Lake J'viiraflores" for the 
purpose of measuring the cubical content 
of the storage bins there. The seiners 
volunteered to pay the salaries and ex-
penses of the admeasurers. Hiller inter-
ests denied the proposal, which was rea-
;·on for continuance of the "strike." 
In an endeavor to keep the floater in 
production, Hiller immediately com-
menced private negotiations with differ-
ent seine-boat owners, the result being 
that on November 10 five turn-table craft 
from Monterev and San Pedro arrived at 
Fishermen's Wharf, San Francisco, an-
nouncing that they had come to fish for 
the reduction ship. These craft were: 
"Johnnie " "Virginia," "Oakland/' 
"Lucky Star, and "Jugoslavia." 
Joseph Cusenza, manager of Tvionterey 
Sardine Fishermen's Organization, Inc., 
was appealed to at once by the 8 seine 
captains who had originally signed con-
tracts vvith the Hiller outfit. They de-
manded that he call his boats bome. The 
case being that every one of the five new 
arrivals belonged to his union, Cusenza 
rushed to San Francisco and issued .orders 
that his association's yessels abstain from 
interference with a subject which con-
cerned boats and crews having previous 
27 
A 
contract relationships to adjust. 
All of the interlopers except the "Oak-
land" recognized the authority of their 
officer, and returned to Monterey. How-· 
ever, the "Oakland," which is registered 
in San Pedro and is a member of the 
Fishermen's Co-operative Association of 
that port, announced that it would 
only upon instructions from John 
kovich, manager of the guild, when de-
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called Mirkovich by long-distance tele-
phone, advising him of the attitude taken 
by the southern vessel. Mirkovich caught 
the first train north, jumped aboard a 
waiting seine-boat at Monterey, and put 
to sea in quest of his recalcitrant member. 
When the vessel was sighted, and neared 
sufficiently to exchange hails, Mirkovich 
shouted: "Alright, boys, we quit fishing 
now ", and the "Oakland" turned obe-
diently toward port, where she tied up. 
Manag'!" Explains Stand 
"We want everybody to know tint 
what the fishermen stand for is a fair 
deal from everyone and a fair deal for 
everyone," declares John Mirkovich. "We 
are ready to work for $8 a ton, as we have 
agreed to do, but we want honest weight. 
It isn't paying $8 a ton if the fishermen 
have to give 3,000 pounds of fish for each 
$8 paid. This is unfair to the fishermen 
and it is unfair to the canneries· ashore. 
"How can it be expected that the can-
neries in San Pedro and in Monterey can 
pay $8 for fish if a floating reduction 
plant can get the same kind of fish at a 
,rate of $8 for a ton and a half? There 
are thousands of fishermen out of work 
in all our ports now, and almost all of 
these men have big families who actually 
are existing in want. You can be sure 
that we are not going to be responsible 
for anything that will in any way con-
Packers r;f 
BOOTH'S BROILED SARDINES 
FRUITS-ASPARAGUS-· VEGETABLES 
SHAD ROE 
Canneries at Monterey, Pittsburg, Centerville 
F.-~sh Fish Sp~t:ialisls 
Wholesale and Retail Markets: San Francisco, Stockton, San Diego 
General Offices: 110 Market St., San Francisco 
Italian Food Products Co.,Inc. 
Also operating under the name of 
West Coast Packing Corp. 
Packers of 
CALIFORNIA SARDINES 
TONNO ITALIAN STYLE 
TUNA and MACKEREL 
r"'" 
Creel Genova } Sea View Farfamed Sicilia Brands Nobility Touring Club Sardegna Luster Skiff Etna Mar Grosso 
Royal Dish Stromboli San Francisco 
Office and Cannery LONG BEACH, CALIF. 
tribute to putting _off the dav when our 
big packing plants open up, for we know 
very well that prosperity will not return 
for us until that happens." 
According to assurances made by 
Vice-President M. Botica and other offi-
cers of the purse-seiners' organization 
there will be no more fishing for Stanle~ 
Hiller's ship until he guarantees the $8 
a ton price, and until he consents to the 
presence aboard the "Lake Miraflores" of 
two agents of Fishermen's Co-operative 
f\.ssociation, who will witness all weigh-
mg. 
Complete Organization 
"Furthermore," d e c 1 are Association 
members, "we are not to be intimidated 
by threats to obtain alternate crews from 
Puget Sound or elsewhere. This cannot 
be done, as the owner is now proving to 
his own satisfaction by failing to enlist 
purse-boats either in Monterey San 
Francisco or San Pedro. In all the 'south-
ern territory we are organized 100 per 
cent, and it is useless to suppose that 
other fishermen of the north are going to 
be anxious to take part in a matter that 
has proven so unsatisfactory for us that 
we have been compelled to stop fishing 
despite the fact that all of our members 
need the work most desperately." 
Fishing will be resumed immediately if 
the "Lake Miraflores" actually .will pay 
$8 a ton for sardines, assure Association 
officials, but in the event that a reason-
ably timely decision is not reached, the 
boatmen will put away their gear and 
consider the season at an end, insofar as 
the "Lake Miraflores" is concerned. The 
seiners' proposition remains open until 
D~cember 5, but in the event that it is 
not concurred in by that time the strike 
is to become permanent for this season, 
and no compromise whatever will be en-
tertained thereafter. 
Present Situation 
Toward the close of the month a rep-
resentative of the "Lake Miraflores" was 
declared to be in San Pedro during sev-
eral days' time. Seine-boat owners brought 
word into Association headquarters to the 
effect that they had been offered $7 a 
ton for their catch if thev would go out 
for the reduction ship. The further in-
ducement was said to have been made 
that would they engage in the fishing at 
this rate no catch Emit would be imposed, 
the ship gu'tranteeing to pay $7 a ton for 
all the sardines that could be gotten. 
At guild headquarters the only com· 
ment made to these reports was that 
overtures to individuals were futile, therd 
being not one turn-table ship regtstere , 
in the port that was not pledged to t~e 
Association. It was dechred that . t e 
only possibility for resuming op~ratHhl~ 
now open to owners of the reductwn 5 d·-
was for its re'prefent~tives to treat 1 
rectly either with the Fishermen's 
eration Association of San Pedro, 
terey Sardine Fishermen's 
Inc. 
GENERAL FISHERIES Corp., 
Pedro, California, of which Nick J. 
lis is president, has been 1 
steady run of sardine and macker~ · 
plant has been almost continually 1~ 
ation on one or the other of t e 
species since opening of the nt 
California sardine season an? pres_~11 
ditions indicate that packmg WI 
tinue. 
A recent improvement in . the 
an automatic mackerel-cleamng 
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This division of C.'ANNERS SECTION) 
co~Jers sardine packing in and . ~·· 
British Columbia ARD N 
San 
ILCHARD SEINING at San Pedro 
got off to an early tsart in December, 
the dark of the moon commencing 
with the very first night of the month. 
In fact, the fishing actually began on the 
night of the 29th of November, but the 
moon rose so early that evening that not 
much total darkness was enjoyed be-
tween sunset and the coming of the noc-
aumal luminary. Coast Fishing Com-
Wilmington, received the bulk of 
catch, slightly more than 90 tons be-
ing landed by its fleet of seven seiners 
the next morning, which was Monday. 
The only other recipient of fares was 
Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., which 
warmed up its boilers in both the "I. P." 
plant and the "N.-K." factory to get into 
production swing with an initial batch of 
.\2 tons. 
Successful fishing on the first evening 
encouraged crews and captains to join the 
chase, and on the night of the last day 
of November a fleet of SO round-haul 
craft cruised to sea. The various flotil-
las made up as follows: Van Camp 
Sea Co., Inc.- "Garibaldi", "Ag-
ram", "Akebono III", "Anadir", "Asia 
IV", "Cleopatria", "Costa Rica", "Daiho 
II" "Flamingo" "Indiana" "Linde" 
I", "Ne~ko II", "Old Timer'< 
"Patriotic", "Standard", "Success III", 
"vVcstmaco", "Yukon", "St. Joseph", and 
"SutJny Boy"; French Sardine Company 
-"Excellent", "Commander", "Hun1an-
ity", "Prosperity", "Standard II", "Sun-
ITALIAN FOOD PRODUCTS Co., 
lnc., Long Beach, California, reports no 
fish was received during the latter half of 
November because of stormy weather. 
·'vVe are sending out four purse-seiners 
Nove.mber 30," stated Vice-President Eu-
Giacomino shortly before the end of 
month, "and if anyone gets sardines, 
will, because their captains and crews 
among the hest in the business." 
Giacomino anticipates a successful sea-
in spite of general conditions. 
the export situation is not stae~ 
we face the future optimistically," 
J. PETRICH, vice-president 
Jacking Co., Ltd., with offices 
Vancouver, British Columbia, and 
at N ootka ard Mas set, B. C., paid 
short visit to Southern California late 
Accompanying him was 
M. Rosenberg, secretary of the 
"We have a fine fish up 
Vanconver Island," stated Petrich 
Yisit to the Terminal Island offices 
, "and find a good market for our 
We sell for higher prices than 
packers, for we couldn't af-
to can our fish if we did not receive 
than do American operators." 
STEAMSHIP Co., whose 
carry quantities of canned fish on 
and intercoastal voyages, has 
Sardines 
beam", "Congress'', "Amazon'". and ''Al-
eksandar I"; Coast Fishing Company--
"Sun,l,ig~t'",. "{;-rq,er(, '·S~mt~?"· '·\~,bite 
Rose· , Onon , Srlver (xate ·, and Pa-
cific"; Italian Food Products Company--
"Hawk II", "Sea Ranger", "Southland", 
and "Mountaineer"; General Fisheries 
Corporation-"Sea Wolf'' of Tacoma. 
Queen of the fleet is the "vVhite Rose", 
giant seiner which stows 110 tons of sar-
dine beneath hatches, and can easily 
freight 50 or 60 more tons on deck. At 
$8 a ton, a single night's maximum catch 
•Mould net the ship $1,200-were catch 
limits removed l 
As the result of the second night of 
seining, approximately 1,340 tons of pil-
chards were freighted into port. Un-
loading progressed throughout the whole 
day of December 1, the "Commander" 
not finishing with brailing its load until 
9:30 p.m. that night. Van Camp's two 
plants received by far the largest per-
ce!1tage of the catch, }he 22 ,.vessels "deliv,: 
ermg fares at the N.-K. · and I. P. 
plans representing exactly one-half of the 
total number of vessels fishing. 
Packing commenced early in the day, 
and continued far into the night. As 
these words were written the French Sar-
dine Company had two separate canning 
dep:1rtments bnsily at work. in one of 
which raw-pack pound-ovals in tomato 
sauce were being sealed by four closing 
machines. while in the other an equal 
opened new offices in Chamber of Com-
merce Buildnig, Los Angeles. 
FREIGHT RATES between Monterev 
and San Francisco, including dockagt;. 
have been cut from 12;/z cents to 10 cents 
on C. L. sardine shipments, according to 
officials of Southern Pacific Railway. 
Fishery 
{Continued from Page 22) 
barge off the foot of M Street. The 
fish was delivered by river fishermen, and 
there for ten hours a day Azzie turned 
out skinned catfish at full speed, mak-
ing for his brother and also for 
himself, pay being set at one cent per 
pound. 
"The barge was an open affair", he 
states, "but we did have a stove 
inside a small shack, and there on 
days we would fry catfish for lunch, 
washing it down with steam beer from a 
nearby saloon". 
Azzie was oromoted to the delivery de-
partment in l902, and until 1907 spent his 
time delivering seafoods and fowls with 
horse and wagon. At the end of that 
period he was placed in charge of sales 
for the firm, which in the meantime had 
changed its name to American Fish Com-
number of double-seamers was :'eaiing 
one-pound ta11s, raw pack In the Van 
Camp "N.-K." institution 125 uniformed 
white women worked until after midnight 
while placing oil-fried sardines into 
pound-oval cans that were sauced ·with 
rich, thick tomato sauce before being 
sealed by the handsome battery of eight 
new American Can 
closing machines. Farther 
Harbor Quay, the "I. P." plant of the 
same firm emitted the pungence of hard~· 
wood smoke as its down-stairs 
department produced the famous 
product so much by fisherfolk 
themselves. Here more American 
Can Company vacuum machines were to 
be seen expelling the air from the small-
size round cans wherein the light-smoked 
"Tinapa" product goes ont to market. It 
is sePn, therefore, that no two canneries 
on Fish Harbor was packing a product 
identical to that of anv other. 
The fish itself is prime. Most of the 
vessels have seined up loads around the 
seaward of San Nicolas Island, 90 
miles from Pedro. The 
large, solid, not too fat for 
and showing the evidences ma-
rine conditions generally. Boatmen 
that schools are numerous, and that 
indications to a lucky month, espe-
cially since blew a 10-day gale 
during the light of the moon when no-
body wanted to go seining sardines any~· 
way. 
pany. He and another brother, 
rewarded in 1910 part 
the firm. Crad - presented 
!1umber of of stock as 
present. a 
also was a in 
the business. 
In the the 
·western of San serv-
as Sacramento branch for three 
the conclusion of that period, 
and Crad formed J'!ieredith Fish Co. 
vvho had remaiBed 
his brothers and a three-
way partnership was Crad act-
ing as president and 
Azzie as secretary and 
In 1929 the firm 
Fish Co., 
house shipping 
and ground fish. 
Azzie was married on November 21, 
1903, his bride being Miss Clara 
Three daughters were born to 
are now deceased. Azzie is a baseball en-
thusiast and an ardent trout stream fish-· 
ennan. He is an active member in the 
Odd Fellows, Eagles and Elks lodges, and 
for 15 years (until when he re-
signed) was chairman the entertain-
ment committee of the Elks He 
is scheduled to take of 
again in 1932. The rest also 
i'i active in business. Ed, one the 
brothers, is owner of a salmon cannery in 
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WEST COA.ST FiSHERIEs 
Seldovia, Alaska, where he has lived for 
10 years. Phil is in the real estate busi-
ness. The three sisters are married, two 










W. S. Craig Brokerage <:o. 
923 East Third St. Los Angeles 
Telephone TRinity 8282 
land, Oregon. Two brothers, Zoro and 
Albert, are dead. 
"My early life. as a boy, for 
myself and workmg long hours at small 
pay, taught me many valuable lessons anr] 
the experiences I have had -
remain priceless to tne," states 
"I would not trade them for any 
of money. One incident which 
most vividly in my memory was an occ·,_ 
sion in which I was without food ;~:r 
three days. On the fourth some-one gav~ 
me a package of stale crackers; of cottFP 
I devoured them ravenously and as a r~~ 
sult suffered afterward from an attack of 
indigestion". -
A reflection of the success of the .Mer. 
edith familv is Meredith Fish 
The prospel-ous Sacramento firm is 
an annual business of $100,000 distribut-
ing Sacramento River shad, 
fish, many varieties of smoked and 
seafoods and a large line of 
cluring "Rey Point" oysters from 
Slough, product of West Coast Ontcr 
Farm, Ltd. . 
MONTEREY BAY SARDINES 
Leading Brands.· EL CAPITAN, GRILL, EL 
MAR FISH OIL and MEAL 
E. B. GROSS CANNING COMPANY 
Sales Office and Plant: Monterey, Calif. Cable Address: "GROSS" 
Quality Packers of Sea Food Products 
c p 
SAN DIEGO~ CAU:F. 
'We Specialize on Fancy Pack 
Baby Yellowfin and All Light 
Meat Varieties of Tuna 




This division of CANNERS SECTION} 
describes latest developments in the cannery , .. 
by-producis field MEAL 
CARL J. LAMB, regarded by those 
who have followed his effective sales work 
for Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
Co. as one of the most successful of 
managers for products used in 
marine industries, has resigned from 
vVestinghouse after eight years' service 
and has accepted an executive position 
Sharples Specialty Co., >vhose main 
are in Philadelphia. 
Lamb organized the Westinghouse 
marine turbine sales department in 1929 
and headed this section at the time of 
his resignation. His effective work in 
introducing vVestinghouse turbines gained 
·him. considerable recognition among ship 
owners and operators, and it is believed 
that his experience in this work will 
prove of value to him with Sharples. 
The new sales official has an excellent 
background of training and experience 
which has enabled him to make rapid 
progress as a sales engineer. He was 
cducated at the United States Naval 
Academv and served as an engineer offi-
cer in the Navy Transport Service during 
the war. Following this he gained valua-
ble shipbuilding experience at the plant of 
the New York Shipbuilding Co. and then 
spent several years at sea as a licensed 
engineer on steam and diesel vessels. He 
joined the Westinghouse organization 
eight years ago and advanced rapidly 
through various grades of the marine 
service, turbine engineering and sales de-
partments until he finally was appointed 
to head an important engineering section 
of that company. He holds an unlimited 
chief engineer's license for steam and mo·· 
tor vessels and has a Department of Pub-
:ic Safety engineer certificate for the city 
of Philadelphia. He holds a commission 
as lieutenant, U.S.N.R., and controls the 
of five American patents on tur-
machinery, with an additional one 
pending. 
He IS a member of the following so-
and organizations: Society of 
.A.rchitects and Marine Engineers, 
Societv of Naval Engineers, TJ. 
Naval Institt1te, British Institute of 
N a tiona! Security 
Navy Club of New 
U. S. Naval Acad-
Military Order 
Sons of the 
TURTLE SOUP EXTRACT, pro-
from reptiles of the islands of 
Samar, Leyte and Palawan, is 
to form the basis of a new in-
in the Philippine archipelago. For 
time R. Weidemann has been ex-
manufacturing the extract 
comments upon the food 
and America. He plans to 
near Manila, and will be-
within the next six 
N, SCHAEF·ER, chief executive 
Fish By-Products, re-
received a most glowing testi-
for his shark-liver oil, which he is 
for medicinal purposes. "I 
hten taking the shark-liver oil you 
gave us faithfully and I am honestly 
'flabbergasted' at the wonderful and very 
quick results,'' states the letter which 
reached Schaefer in October. "I feel 
cleaner, more alert and n1ore awake ... 
I think we should like to have some to 
sell. ... Giving run-down people this oil 
is doing them a favor-doing the whole 
nation a favor. Put a little pep into these 
depressionists and soon there would be 
no depression." 
The husband of the ·writer later visited 
Monterey Fish By-Products for more of 
the oil. He stated that his father, 65 years 
old, had not been feeling well enough to 
leave the house for some time. After two 
weeks of shark-liver oil he was said to be 
able to march in the parade with the Ger-
man Singer Bund and to dance most of 
the rest of the evening. 
Even the canary is thriving on Schaefer 
products, for the family reports that they 
have been giving the bird abalone meal. 
As a result, he is showing much more en-
thusiasm than formerly was the case. 
SALMON PUBLICITY 
MORGAN EASTMAN, whose adver-
tising firm (Eastman Advertising Co., 
Ltd.) recently consolidated with McCon-
nell & Fergusson, recently issued a state-
ment to the press in which he urged that 
canned salmon be given the publicity and 
advertising which it deserves. It will be 
remembered that McConnell & Fergusson 
conducted the British Columbia canned 
salmon advertising campaign which re-
cently closed, so Eastman's remarks will 
be of particular interest. He says (as 
quoted in The Ketchikan Chronicle): 
"There is no reason why every pound 
of quality salmon put up should not be 
sold at a profit. Proper and well··direct-
ed advertising will do. At the present 
time the salmon consumption in the 
United States and Canada is two pounds 
per capita per year. There is no better 
human food than salmon. It contanis 
more of Vitamin D than any other kind 
of food. How manv housewives know 
that fact? -
"Every packer should advertise his in·-
dividual brand through a qualified mer-
chandising and advertising agency. He 
should put aside so much per case for 
advertising purposes. He should have at-
tractive brands with modern labels, and, 
most important of all, he should be cer-
human food than salmon. It contains 
tain that the product JS uniform in 
quality-fully as good as advertised. 
Salmon should be advertised, sold and 
graded according to quality, just the same 
as any other product. To simply tell the 
housewife that salmon is an excellent food 
is not enough. She may get a can of 
quality salmon and like it and the next 
time she may get a can not so good and 
not like it. To her it is all salmon and 
she has not been educated to the fact that 
there are many varieties of salmon as well 
as many grades. 
"Because of its undoubted food values, 
I consider salmon an ideal product to 
advertise and to increase its sales, once 
strict grading is adhered to for quality 
the same as any other national food 
product. Every pound of Alaska's choice 
salmon should be sold at a profit." 
a d CJIL 
Use 
(Continued from Page 14) 
Federation been operative. But 
the fisheries have been 
without either representation 
it has been the butt for 
poster that happened along. 
puny but presumptuous ±orces have 
and fattened upon it with impunity, 
being no suitable defensive 
concern itself with matters 
general good. 
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WEST COAST FISHERIES endorses 
the resolution of the Los Angeles 
ter of the Isaac Walton 
the petitioners pray that For-
estry Department be directed to devote its 
energies solely_ to matters of reforesta·-
tion, and leave fish and game 
to the superior service afforded 
Commercial Fisheries Bureau of the 
fornia Division of Fish & Game. 
Retail Group 
(Continued from Page 
firms or corporations engaged in the re-· 
tail fish business, either exclusively or as 
a side-line, or individuals, firms or cor-
porations rendering a service thereto." 
Applications are to be made to the board 
of directors, who are authorized to con-
sider each such petition at the next meet-
ing after it has been received. If a ma-
jority of the directors present vote favor-
ably, the applicant becomes a member. 
Multiple memberships may be obtained, 
but no firm or individual shall have more 
than one vote in the councils of the gronp. 
Article Four determines the dues. 
Articles Five, Six, Seven and Eight are 
concerned with officers and directors and 
their duties. Two weeks after election of 
~he board of directors. that body is called 
together by the president of the associa·-
tion and is directed to elect a president, 
vice-president, secretary and treasurer. It 
also is empowered to select a managing 
director, whose salary and tenure of office 
shall be determined hy the board. Offi-
cers, except for the nwnager director, are 
to serve for periods of one , and 
must be members of the 
Article Nine provides means of amend·-
ing the constitution. 
Step in Program 
Formation of Retail Fish Dealers Asso-
ciation of Northern California is another 
step in the program of consolidation and 
cooperation which had its beginning in 
July with announcement of plans for The 
Fish-For-Food Federation. indicates 
the interest which not onlv but 
also distributors of , are taking 
in the problem of increasing 
of the goods caught and 
representatives of the great 
industry of the \Nest. It is step 
in tbe direction of eventual coordination 
of the entire field of fisheries industries 
into a federation vvhich will awaken 
everyone 1n the United States to the 
health-giving qualities and wonderful 
flavor of the products of the sea. 
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This division of CANNERS SECTION } 
concerns producers of salted, cured, smoked ,... 
and processed seafoods CURED FISH 
OFFICIAL DEMISE of the famous 
eastern smokers merger occurred on Oc-
tober 1. Organization of this affair (as 
reported exclusively in WCF for July, 
1931) was completed in July, with half a 
dozen of the most influential eastern buy-
ers of western mildcure salmon as mem-
bers of the new combine. Sigmund Ein-
stoss and William Oxenberg were the 
largest factors in the organization, which 
was named American Fish & Packing 
Company. 
The new firm operated for three 
months, during which time operations of 
the member companies were directed by 
the American's officers. Financial trou-
bles arose, however, and it was rumored 
that one or more of the members was un-
willing or unable to meet his financial 
obligations. Dissolution of the merger 
followed and, as a result, conditions in 
the eastern "smoke" business· are ap-
proximately the same as they were last 
June. 
SALTED CHUM SALMON from 
three Japanese operators was being 
shipped from Oregon to the Orient dur-
ing November. All three firms are lo-
cated near the mouth of Columbia River 
and their total vo~ume of business is said 
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Bell St. Terminal Seattlr 
OPPORTUNITY for developing a 
market for American-produced codfish is 
declared to exist in Sao Paolo, Brazil, 
where in 1928 22,014,058 pounds was im-
ported. The fish, valued at $2,413,823, 
chiefly was supplied by Great Britain and 
Norway, each of which countries shipped 
in the neighborhood of 7,500,000 pounds, 
with values of close to $825,000 each. The 
United States delivered 2,556,445 pounds, 
valued at $292,432, in the same year. 
In 1929 total imports were 17,026,018 
pounds, Norway delivering more than 
6,500,000 pounds and Great Britain slight-
ly over 5,900,000. There were no imports 
from the United States. 
Since that time Norway has continued 
to develop the market and during the 
past several months has made a deep cut 
in Great Britain's trade. It is expected 
that Norwegian producers soon will have 
nearly complete control of the field un-
less American shippers make an effort to 
secure some of the business. 
"ALICE COOK," floating salting sta-
tion of Kalgin Packing Co., Seattle, was 
burned during the middle of November, 
according to meager reports received by 
Fred Kruse, president of the firm. It 
is rumored that the ship and its entire 
fare, including a large pack of cured her-
ring and salt salmon, is a total loss. 
Mild-Cured and Frozen 
SALMON 
ALASKA HERRING 
EINAR BEYER, President 
NORTHERN 
PRODUCTS CORP. 
Cable Address-"NOPRO"-A/1 Codes 
200 Bell St. Terminal, Seattle, U. S. A. 




HALIBUT and HERRING 
Produced and Packed by 
UTOPIAN FISHERIES 
Seattle, Washington 
BUCHAN & HEINEN PACKING 
Co. has enjoyed a satisfactory season a 
cording to officers at its Seattle he~dqua c-
ters. Production from 93,627 barrels rf 
herring amounted to 500,180 gallons 0 f 
oil, 1,800 tons of fish meal and 3 100 half 
barrels of Scotch-cured herring. ' 
Fishing conditions are reported as hav-
ing. been ide<~:!, the company. never before 
havm£: expeneced a season m which fish 
was more plentiful. Operations began on 
Ju~e 1 _and continued to September 30. 
Th1rty-s1x men were employed in the 
shore crew and 42 aboard floa~ing equip-
ment. Some of the fish was produced by 
men employed by the company, the rest 
by fishermen who sold to Buchan & 
Heinen. 
. -Prices on the firm's products were low 
at the opening of the season and have 
suffered a further decline since that time 
This was not unexpected, however, as offi~ 
cials of the organization had not hoped 
to secure any considerable profit from the 
season's operations. Their program was 
to pay overhead and fixed expenses, keep 
their crews intact for later seasons and 
get by without incurring a serious loss. 
These ambitions were satisfied during 
1931, so that the company is gratified 
over results. 
J. J. MALBIN, president of Malbin 
Bros., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, states that 
lake fish came to his plant better 
this year than has been the case for many 
seasons back. Lack of gear on the part 
of the fishermen prevented the catch be-
ing even larger, he explains, and receipts 
also were reduced by an embargo on 
Canadian tulibees which has been in force 
for some time. At present there is talk 
of a like prohibition upon whitefish. ~f 
this is accomplished, according to Pres!-
dent Malbin, it will work a serious handi-
cap on smokers of the Great Lakes re-
gion, where both whitefish and tulibees 
are used extensively. 
Malbin Brothers, Inc., is one of t~e 
older smoking firms in Northern OhiO. 
In addition to fresh-water fish, the firm 
is a large user of mildcure salmon and 
frozen white salmon from the West 
Coast. 
"DONNA LANE," big floating _free~er 
and curer operated by Utopian F1shenes 
of Seattle, arrived at its home port at 
5:30 a. m. on November 21 and took up 
its usual berth at Canadian Steamship ~ot 
pier. Incom2lete information states. t i~s 
the ship was unusually successful In d 
operations, securing a large fare of cure 
and frozen herring and froz.en 
The new equipment added th1s Y 
previously described in WCF 
splendidly, according to reports. 
LOS ANGELES Smoking & 
Co., Los Angeles distributor of 
smoked fish and other seafood 
has been able to keep all of its 
tact in spite of alleged hard " 
ident Frank Tarantino says: 
out the past two years, when . 
were letting men off and cuttm~ 
this organization has kept. its eni~: 
and has maintained salanes at 
level they have occupied for years 
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represents salmon packers of A Iaska, Brit- .o. 
This division of CANNERS SECTION } 
ish Columbia, J:f7ashingto~ and SALMO 
ONE THOUSAND CASES of half-
pound oval blue-back salmon, packed ex-
by Farwest Fisheries, Inc., 
be onlv a starter for this 
firm. Wh~n the new product 
was placed in three markets only, a sell-
out was experienced almost before deliv-
eries had been entered on the company's 
books. New York, Chicago and Philadel-
phia \Yere the three metropolitan areas 
and their housewives placed an 
stamp of approval upon the 
Western seafood. 
The pack purposely was limited to 
cases because the cans were filled 
finest body cuts from selected fish. 
Charles vVhitnev and President 
Buhrman were unwilling to take 
amount for this purpose lest they 
main pack of too much prime fish 
and thereby damage the sales value of 
oreviously-established lines. 
. Thc half-pound oval can contains n4 
of fish. No space is lost, for the 
are hand-packed and an extra trian-
piece of fish is placed in the hoi-
sp-ace ·where the side portions of the 
-meet at the dorsal side. The meat 
deep reel and the quantity of natural 
· said to be unusually high. Another 
point is the fact that -.vhen the 
is removed, the skin remains in 
container and onl v the actual flesh 
away. The con(ents of the can are 
for two full portions or four side 
The can is given further sales auneal 
a four-color label. It is titled "Whit-
Best Blue-Back Salmon" and car-
a picture showing a plate garnished 
lettuce leaves and bearing an 
salmon steak The colors arc 
blue, green and gold. 
new pack was produced at Ana-
. August and reached the markets 
FOODS CO. announces re-
its offices from Colman Build-
C. Smith Building. Douglas A. 
states that the nny suite was 
November fi. 
CANNING without tbe 
been shown to be possible as a 
of experiments made at a packing 
011 Fraser River, British Columbia, 
the past summer Aftt:r 
has been washed in under 
·wonien employees skin it by 
a wooden clamp tool and a palm 
wth which, after loosening the cov-
at the tail, they are able to com-
the fish in four strips. The 
is cut, packed and cooked in 
customary way. 
few specialty salmon packs in the 
have been produced with the skins 
but the majority of the salmon 
include the covering of the fish 
the meat. It is bcli.eved that the 
lllethod will be adopted by many 
next season. 
BROWN, owner and operator 
Canning Co., located on Queets 
\Vashington, is recovering from 
npcration. In .,pite of this han-
dicap, however, movement of fresh steel-
heads from her plant has continued on 
schedule. Brown Canninct Co. ,]oes an 
extensive business 111 steelheads with 
New York firms. 
SOVIET SALMON packed by the 
ASO and AKO canneries of Siberia is 
being sold at various points in Eastern 
Canada, where several jobbers arc said to 
have received shipments of the Eussian 
product. No shipments arc reported as 
having arrived in tbe United States. The 
fish is cleclarecl to be inferior to the qual-
ity packs of Americas' West Coast. 
MORE THAN 7,000 entries were sub-
mitted by bousewives throughout the 
United States in a recipe contest adver-
tised in newspapers and dealer media by 
Japanese Canned Crab Packers & Export-
ers Association, according to Sales Man-
agement. The contest closed September 
15 and winners were to have been an-
nounced in October or N ovemher. 
To enter the contest, the housewife was 
required to secure a label from a can of 
J apa1cese crab meat. The label was sent 
in with one or more recipes in competi-
tion for 32 cash prizes ranging from $500 
to $5, the contest having begun on 
August 20. Dealers laid in extra stocks 
of the seafood arcd co-operated in obtain-
ing the interest of their customers, while 
a general newspaper campaign and adver-
tising for specific brands of Japanese 
crab-meat were used to b:anket the coun-
try. 
C. E. RIDGEWAY of Ridgeway Lith-
ograph Co. spent the latter part of No-
vember ni California. The label man left 
Seattle on N ovembcr 11 and returned at 
the end of the month. 
KINGCOME PACKERS, Ltd., Van-
couver, British Columbia, salmon packing 
firm, reports that its cannery at Charles 
Creek was destroved bv fire a short time 
ago. The loss, wl<ich ~vas covered bv in-
surance, including canning and fishing 
equipment, as well as buildings, wharf, 
workers' dwellings and various other ma-
teriaL 
H. J. Stump and P. Canipbell are pres-
ident and secretarv of Kingcome Pack-
ers, Ltd. Their Charles Creek pla:1t, only 
one owned by the firm, was not operated 
this season. 
I. R. JACOBSEN of \Visconsin spent 
November in Seattle, Washington, on a 
buying trip. In his home country, Jacob-
sen does a good business in all varieties 
of fishery produce, with especial attention 
to salt fish. He was much interested in 
the line of products from the plant of 
Moen Fisheries, Seattle, and before he left 
for the Middle West he arranged to han-
dle the Moen packs. 
GEORGE WAHL, herring operator 
of Seattle, became a temporary widower 
during late November when Mrs. \Vahl 
left for a short visit in Boston, Massa-
chusetts. "Most n1en on those occasions 
make whoopee," commented one of the 
herring man's friends, ''but so far all 
George has made is waffles." 
TOTAL SALMON PACK on Pugel 
Sound, as determined by Washington Di-
vision of Fisheries after a recheck, was as 
follows: 
Chinooks, 28,341 cases. 
Silvers, 76,484 cases. 
Chums, 55,085;:0 cases. 
Soc keyes, 87,211 Yz cases. 
Pinks, 707,306 cases. 
Total, 954,428 cases. 
These amounts are based on 48 one .. 
pound cans to the case, cases of smaller 
containers having been reduced to this 
common denominator. The amount is 
considerably in excess of the 1930 total, 
572,000 cases, which is explained by the 
fact that this was the year of the pink 
run, which occurs every other season. In 
1929, also a pink year, the total v,;as 1,130,-
000 cases. 
UNSOLD STOCKS of canned salmon 
on the first o£ November, as announced 
by Association of Pacific Fisheries, 
amounted to 3,340,411 cases. This report 
covers 69 firms operating 148 canneries in 
1931 with a total estimated pack of 
000 cases, approximately equal to per 
cent of the 1931 American canned salmon 
pack. 
Pinks led the total with 2,021,695 cases. 
Alaska reds, with 615,210 
one!, followed by chnms, 
hoes or silvers, 230,655. 
were: Fancy red chinooks 
301; standard chinooks or 
pale chinooks or kings, white 
chinooks or kings, 8.214; Pug·et Sound 
sockeyes, 52,608; steelheads. 6,343: blne-
backs, 68. 
DR. MARION D. COULTER has 
been appointed a fello\v of the Mellon 
Institute of Industrial Research. Pitts-
burgh. Pennsylvania, to conduct. studies 
on the feasibility of moisture-nroofing and 
gTease-proofing paperboards used in car-
tons and boxes. The work has been made 
nossible bv Robert Gair Co. of New York 
City. Pa\)erboard containers are finding 
extensive use in salmon, sar-
dines and tnna as other 
lines of canned goods. 
JOHN NicLEHAN, 
of the canneries at Rivers 
life during the midd'e of 
he fell into the water and was 
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MACKEREL LANDINGS at San Pe-
dro have been the subject of consid-
erable recent conversation, owing to the 
unusual size "and rare excellence of the 
fish, During the late November light-of-
the-moon a considerable fleet of half-
ring and purse-seine netters sallied forth 
to chum for the scombroids, and almost 
every afternoon capacity loads arrived at 
the Van Camp and French Sardine 
wharves in Fish Harbor. 
Just at the close of November, a da,v 
or two before active sardine seining re-
commenced, the finest mackerel of the 
season were landed. It is understood that 
this fish came from comparatively deep 
water, to seaward from Huntington 
Beach. They were of extraordinary size 
and fatness, and whoever purchases of 
this pack will certainly get twice m· three 
times his money's worth. 
lt is lamentable that such excellent 
fish must be sold at beggar's price. Cer-
tainlv the West Coast mackerel is po-
tenti~lly a fancy article, and were it ex-
ploited properly would predicate a large 
and valuable industry. Excepting for care-
less methods heretofore employed, mack-
erel packing might now be the major ac-
tivity of San Pedro. Proper regulation, 
and an observance of elemental ethics, 
will yet make the northern port of the 
Tuna Coast the largest mackerel-canning 
port of the globe. 
ANDERSON & CRISTOFANI, boat 
building firm and operator of marine 
ways at San Francisco, recently has com-
pleted one of the most beautiful craft of 
its kind, a patrol boat for San Francisco 
police department. The speedy and 
:;turclily-built yessel was finished on No-
COTTON FISH NETTING 
{(The Netting Quality" 
Every step in the process of manufacture-from gathering the raw material 
to packing and shipping the finished product-is carried out under expert 
supervision in our own plants. You are therefore assured of uniform, 
unvarymg, HIGH QUALITY NETTING. 
B RB UR'S 
Double Knot Linen Gill Netting 
and Salmon Twine 
HmJe been used on Pacific Coast since 1876 
We Recommend 
CALIFORNIA COTTON MILLS COI\1 
Seine Twine, Thread and Twine Laid 
Fishing Quality Rope 
H tve been m Demand the Fishing Fraternity of the Pacific Coast for 
Over Fifty Years. 
Selling Agents 
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443 Mission St. 
722 Rowan 
303 Smith Tower Annex 
BOSTON BALTIMORE 
JACKSONVILLE 
ven1ber 7 and was turned over to the 
bee .conln11SS1oners on that date l>(l 
The keel was laid in 
Oregon fir, one piece 
length of the vessel, which 
feet. Ribs are of oak zy; 
with 12-inch centers, and a 
gon fir was used for the 
power plants consist of two 
Scott engines driving through a 
recluct10n gear. Two tanks provide 
capacity of 1,200 gallons. 
(l[ 
The design of the vessel is frnn• ,,, . 
firm of Lee & Brintin, naval arcl~i;e~'1 ,· 11 ~ 
Seattle and San Francisco, Han;ld .. l 'T 
being responsible for designing_, ~"-
and superv1s10n. The fixtures 
were handled by Ets-Hokin 
marine electricians of San 
This well-known firm supplied the K•>hkr 
1 Vo-h.p. generating set; W estc1 , · 
pump; Westco sanitary pump; Exirlc' 
cell 32-volt M. V. A. batteriec · Al!a:1 
Cunningham electric 
and steering gear. A large 
has been installed, also a 
gas range, Lux manual 
fire equipment, and Goodrich curlesc :H:;n. 
ings to house the struts. Two Pitch•>n,(·-
ter propellers of 36-inch diameter 
inch pitch will drive the craft 16 
600 r.p.h. with 1,800 r.p.m. from 
gmes. 
Two bunks are located in the fun c:1slh 
for crew accommodations and 
the forecastle is the large 
is the engine room, which measures 
feet in size, Here all of the instailitt;<.-·lc-
of heavy equipment have been made. Tlk 
roon1 is said to be the last '.vnrd 1n dc;,ig·n 
and practicability. Further aft i,; 1ocAed. 
a large double stateroom, a ,.:ingle crai•_'-
room, bath and shower. The slecpi,,g 
quarters arc finished in light cream ;;-
\v'ith teak trim, while bath and sbn\wr 
are set in tile and are most elaboralt :n 
color scheme. 
A cotnpanionv.Tay frotn these rcJ,)\1;:: 
leads above to the deck salon. On 
main deck, well forward, is lou.tc:rl 
pilot-house, which is built of 
vvood and contains 
instrutnents; levers, gears _ 
shafting here are of heavy hronzc. ()y, r-
head on the pilot-house roof arc 
the large 12-inch <ll'd 
ning ham air horn. . 
from inside the pilot house w1th 
Just aft of the engine roon1 
the salon, measuring 17 feet .. 
8 in width, and provided w1U1 
glass windows which afford an, . , 
structed view. The room 15 ul kaK, "' 
the entire structure above tl1e n:ai ll 
A trunk cabin is aft of the saL~n. 
davits on either side for two sk11·b. 
The craft is of the modilic c: 
type, with continur,us flush . , 
s.traight raking stem, All m:1tcr:a• 
is exceptionally heavy, wh1ch 
vessel the sturdiness of an 
capable of cruising almost 
though it will be used tc 
inside the Golden Gate. 
son and Alfred Cristofani, 
owners of the 
which bears their 
worked under the 
Lee. "The best 
employ were put on 
to£ nai, "a ncl the police 
have declared their nevv 
of the finest vessels 
United States", 
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''City of San Diego", one of four tunas/zips rea/Illy returned from southern 'Waters 
Tropi~al Voyagers Return 
PAIRS OF TUNASHIPS re-
turned to port during final clays of 
December after completing 7,000-
mi!e cruises into tropical waters, south 
of the "line" which is Old Man N ep-
tunc's reputed hangout, Glistening in 
their white paint, like so many Pekin 
the off-shore bait-carriers slid into 
and San Diego with sterns 
de eo in the sea--each was freighted with 
100 or more tons of refrigerated fare, 
FiL:t to arrive were "Northwestern" and 
"City of San Diego", which put lines 
ashore in I'ish Harbor and Esteros 
A few days later the 
into San Pedro, 
Verney's "Reliance" being in 
lead of Tonv Zankies ''Olympic" by about 
50 hours. 
went far to the southward this 
time--crossed the equator four 
relates Capt. Paul Verney. "On the 
dO\'.T ·we stopped at San Quintin where 
up 125 scoops of sardines for 
Then we went on 1to Almejas Bay 
(an zcrm of Magdalena Bay) and there 
fi!lec! up with anchovetas. Before starting 
the run for the coast of Panama we 
Cabo San Lucas and stood over 
to Gorda Bank where, about 10 miles 
from we fished for skipjack to 
leed our But 400 pounds was all "\VC 
cou]J get-which wasn't even a start-
so we ·had to feed them on galley slops 
all the 'Nay dwon. \Ve should have had 
about two tons of skipjack, but instead 
of that we used hotcakes, mush, bread, 
and potatoe:;, which wasn't 
but at least it kept them fr1m1 
" 
''Yes, thev hac! to learn to cat mulli-
" says- John Cosgrove, engineer. 
were about 900 scoops of them 
They were uniform in size, about 
two inches long. They did well enough 
on strange diet, for that wasnt the first 
time the trick was tried." 
This remark recalls the fact that Capt. 
August Felando, master of the "Adven-
turer", did the identical thing on his first 
trip south of latitude 0 degrees. Diesel-
man John Cosgrove and \>Vm. ("Pat") 
()'Driscoll, steward, then a part of the 
',:Ach:entm;er's" crew, both are aboard the 
Rehance' now. 
"After passing Cabo Corrientes we ran 
into that belt of hot water," continues the 
skipper. ''Temperatures 'vvent up to 84 de-
grees the first night, and the next clay 
the sun's rays increased the heat one de-
gree, and all the sardines died. Sardines 
simply can't stand those tropical condi-
tions. \Vel!, anyway, we had anchovelas 
for the whole cruise, and on the wa v 
home, when we got north of Cerros Is--, 
land, about 200 scoops that were still en 
the tanks commenced to die of the cold, 
So 1ve turned them loose, so they could 
swim back south. 
"vVhen we arrived on ocean schooling 
grounds soutb of the equator, tuna vvere 
verv scarce. For several davs we sa,-
aln~ost none and I had just 1;1acle up my 
mind to start the next morning for Co-
lombia and Peru, when the tuna com-
menced to bite." 
"Reliance" remained on the ocean sho-
als for 21 days. During that time three 
whales were sighted, each navigating 
alone. Cosgrove tells of seeing dunn-crJf-
ored sea-snakes two feet long, striped 
vertically vvith orange bands-"vicious 
looking things." Schools of manhattans 
or "flat bait" were observed, but these 
were not seined because supplies of an-, 
chovetas lasted throughout the whole 
trip, 
"I took temperatures three times each 
day," :;ays Captain Verney. "South of 
the equator, in the Humboldt 
the highest mercury was 79 
the lowest 62, We got om 
fish when the sea water was between 70 
and 75 degrees-below or above that 
range they would not bite. vVe got 
tically all our tuna during the 
davs on the After that, for tl1e 
fin-al 11 days, think we caught only 
6 or 7 tons altogether. it was 
perfect and the was 
ideal. The was better than that 
of California, if that can be possible.'' 
\>Vben leavin,g; San Pedro the bunker 
tanks of the ''Reliance" had been tilled, 
and 800 gallons of lubricating oil was 
taken aboard. This stock of petroleum 
was nearly exhausted by the time the ;·c-
turn bome was commenced, hence it be-
came necessary to into tl1e "Yicxican 
port of :LVI anzanillo supplic:;. En route 
there, stops were made at uninhabitc'l 
reefs and desolate islands where the crew 
barged ashore to in the ;;and. search 
for 'curios, and hunt fresh meat. Hcor-
man Zorn, fisherman of 
was discover game. l:pon 
beach he espied a gigantic sea turtle, 
which all his swear weighed at 
least 600 pounds. seized upon :;aid 
afrighted turtle, he undertook tu 
capsize. The creature \NaS too monstrous 
to be upset, so it and he went into the 
surf together the contest continuin,~·. 
About then stepped upon a 
of kelp, and fell down, 
enraged reached around at lilc 
psychological instant and bit out all the 
seat of the tunaman's trousers. Mean-
while reinforcements arrived, and three 
other fishermen upon the turtle's 
back to try to him down, but the 
36 
reptilian quadruped carried them all into 
the sea, albeit his flippers were moving 
beneath the surface of the soft sand. 
Napoleon Johnson, comical son of Nor-
way, borrowed a lot of valor from his 
Viking ancestors and went forth to round 
up all the iguanas on the reef. All these 
modern replicas of the prehistoric dino-
saurs that had been seen by the crew un-
til then had fled upon close appoach, so 
Nap was mighty cocksure of himself. Se-
lecting an especially large and hale igu-
ana, he gave chase. The two of them 
were doing 12 knots, the bowlegged igu-
ana doing his best to reach defensive 
brush clumps, when suddenly something 
happened. In the twinkling of an eye the 
"Mexican turkey" whisked himself about, 
opened his cactus-swallowing maw in 
multi-toothed menace, and made for the 
astounded Napoleon. The boys tell that 
Nap ·-·•t on all brakes with such sudden-
ness that neither he nor the overland 
crocodile were visible through the clouds 
of flying sand. When the two combat-
ants emerged from the obscurity of the 
dirt fog, Nap was one jump in the lead, 
and he permitted no lessening- of the dis-
tance until he was up to his neck in the 
sea-land iguanas cannot swim! 
.Some of the shore party discerned the 
marks of cloven hoofs in the stoney earth 
behind the beach, so a deer hunt .took 
form. Finding a pool of brackish water, 
the men reasoned it to be a likely spot 
in which to anticipate the coming of 
thirsty animals in the cool of evening. 
Accordingly, Bill O'Driscoll, Johnny Cos-
grove, Napoleon Johnson and Earl How-
ard climbed into a dwarfish thorn tree, 
and awaited the advent of the jungle host. 
Dusk was rapidly gathering, and life was 
stirring in the thicket, when suddenly out 
of the heavens a group of enraged eagles 
descended upon the quartet of Hiawathas. 
On silent wing the great grey birds 
swooped at thern, threatening with snap-
ping beaks and grasping talons. Johnny 
let go the contents of his gun, without 
seeming effect, and at this point "Pat" 
fe 11 out of the tree. Panic seized the four. 
With guns held high as protection from 
the ever bolder attack of the eagles, and 
while bending low so as to minimize their 
stature, the fishermen ran for the skiff in 
complete and comic rout. 
However, Earl Howard, chief engineer, 
did some remarkable shooting before the 
reef was left. His companions tell that 
with a 30-30 Winchester he made three 
phenomenal shots, all of which netted 
a goat apiece. Cy-the-Turtle-Herder like-
wise did some wonderful work with the 
old rifle, and the gang aboard developed 
profound respect for both men's marks-
manship. 
On arriving at Manzanillo the West-
gate tunacruiser "Continental" was found 
moored there. Seventeen davs out, wath 
no fish aboard, "Continental" was taking 
aboard supplies and fuel for a run to-
wards Panama. "Reliance" bought 4,000 
gallons of Mexican fuel and cruised north 
toward San Pedro. 
"Fish were everywhere abundant below 
the equator," relates Captain Verney. 
"They were schooling around us in thou-
sands, but would not bite. They were thick 
enuogh to walk on. We tried every trick 
known to modern tunafishing, but all 
without success. I honestly believe that 
during the trip we saw enough fish to 
supply all California canneries during a 
year of steady packing. But almost none 
of them would bite." 
Crew members, when asked for com-
ments on the trip, volunteered as follows: 
John Cosgrove, assistant engineer: 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
"Our 'Model 37' Fairbanks-Morse Diesel 
took us 7,000 miles without a falter. We 
never put a wrench to it the whole tnp. 
I never before have seen such an engine 
as this. You just can't begin to describe 
it. We operated it days at a time at about 
430 hp.; its rating is 450. The Fairbanks 
auxiliaries gave perfect satisfaction also. 
We had no trouble of any sort with any 
of the engines or pumps. Our Baker ice 
machine, which has optional speeds, of 
course was running from the time we 
left port until our return-and still is 
running day and night. When the sea 
was warm we had to use the high speed, 
but most of the time it operated at the 
low rate. It is perfectly to our liking, and 
leaves nothing to be desired." 
Earl Howard, chief engineer: "Not only 
did we not put a wrench to the engine 
this trip, but we never have done so yet 
on any trip. That machine has operated 
for between 18~000 and ~0,000 miles with-
out any espeCial attentwn whatever Tf 
you, want to beat that record I think 
you 11 have to go some! Ice machin.,? 
Nothing to say. It work~ perfectly. W~ 
control the temperatures just to suit our-
~elve:;. The w~?l~ mechanical installation 
1s wtthout cnhC!sm. The place to te"t 
out an outfit i:; in the tropics, and no~v 
on repeated tnps we have proven that 
the Fairbanks-Morse diesel hums along 
just the same no matter what the water 
t~mperature is, a.nd the Baker compressor 
nses to the reqmrements made of it irre-
spective of external conditions. This is 
an excellent ship!" 
Wm. O'Driscoll, cook: "Never go into 
Manzanillo to store up unless you're a 
(Continued on Page 54) 
MORE for your MONEY 
l 
with UNION ICE 
Here is a feature you cannot get with any other water ice. 
By actual test Union lee contains 12 more degrees of re-
frigeration than any other b;ands. This is the equivalent of 
16 extra pounds for every 100 pound· cake. 
-and the price is the same! So be sure you get Union lee 
111 your hold and put the difference in your pocket. 
I 
THE UNION ICE COMPANY j 
--------
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J. F. McCONKEY, 'Nest Coast man-
for Gyroscope Jnc., of 
York, left his Fran-
cisco on October 10 to make a 
sales tour of the Northwest. His itineran· 
took him to branch ufliccs in Seattl~. 
Vancottver, Montreal, Halifax, St. Johns 
and various other cities before he reacl1ed 
the factory. Tllere a general sales meet-
illg was held, after which McConkey left 
for San Francisco. En route hack be ex-
pected to visit N n\· Orleans and Los An-
. as well as man\' other branch of-
along the: line. He hopc·d to reach 
San Francisco hy the middle of Decem-
ber. 
GEORGE MEDOCK and, it is 1Je .. 
lieved, John Aho, both of Astoria, Ore-
drowned when the gillnet bo:1t 
to the latter sank in the Co-
the night of November 17. 
CAPT. WILLIAM SELSET ami the 
halibut schooner "Spray" left Ketchikan, 
Ala,;ka, on the morning of K ovember J 5 
to tow the disabled he!libuter "Kalert" to 
Sea ttl c. 
The "Kalert'' was anchored in Prince 
\Villiam SomHl near Cordova during the 
llliddle of October when a sudden storm 
arose and snapped its :1nchor line. Tbe 
crew made an effort to start the engine, 
hut it failed to operate and the boat 
on \Vingl1:1m I slancl. Capt. 
Aune and his hvo crew members 
then left the schooner and went to Cor-
dova aboard the "Spray.'' ll"hich hap-
pened to be in the vicinity. 
Selset wired Nordby Si1pply Co., 
asking that the linn communicate 
with insurers of the "Kalert", which was 
South. 
to the extent of $3,500, and ask 
woulcl pay $1,500 to have the ves-
and tuv,;ed to Seattle. Thev 
vvhereupon the "Spray" ere\-\" 
to work. In 1\yo dav,; 
to get the vessel off 
out. The engine still "-as inop-
so thcv made a line fast to the 
schoo-ner and set out for the 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Salmon Fishermen's Association, at its 
annual convention held in Prince Rupert, 
Britisb Columbia, during N m·ember, went 
on record as being strongly opposed to 
the provincial government's one per cent 
tax which it is understood will· be applied 
fishermen's gross earnings. Tl1e Prince 
N cws states that ,,hilc this has 
not been applied this year, the gm·ern-
lllent l'X]Jects fishermen to pay their fees 
111 spite of the fact that their earnings 
dwindle later and the _gnvcrnmei1t 
be to return a lar,c;e i)aft of the 
arnonnt paid in. 
Other matters discussed were embargo 
on export of raw sockeye and the pres-
ent of the Dominion fisheries of 
Japanese licenses to designate 
canneries. These :o;ubjects "\Yere lo re-
Cl'l\'e further consideration at a 111ecting 
by the deputy minister of fisheries 
O\cem ber 25. 
Thr plant A. J o!tmon H erdq_vood 
of Seattle 
"THE SUN NEVER SETS on an mi-
filled order" is the interesting slogan of 
D. A. Johnson H ardwc"''l Co., Seattle. 
\Vashington. Officials of the tirm state 
that thev follo"lv tlw too, in spite 
of the fact that thev many orders 
for lumber to be t;sccl Jn fishing vessels 
and other ships. 
J. M. MARTINAC Co., Tacoma, vVash-
ington, again put its crew of men to work 
on the purse-seiner "Oregonian" during 
the early part of December. The vessel 
left the company's wa)·s on Friday, the 
thirteenth day of N ovemher, "·ith the 
captain, engin-eer and insurance con1pany 
representative aboard. En route to Seat-
tle from Tacoma a fire broke out in the 
their danger, 
o\·erbo:1nl, 
jumped into it ancl pushed uff. not even 
taking time to shut off the engine. 
The seiner wandered on at full speed 
in various directions. since there was no 
one aboard to direct its course. At lasl 
a passing ferry recognized that some-
thing was wrong, so it turned from its 
course long enough to permit an officer 
to leap aboard and sl111t off the power 
plant. At that time the iire was com-
pletely out, no traces being noticeable. 
In the the ferrv col-
iidecl with and caused 
a],proximatcly $1,000 worth of to 
the starboard side of the lm!l, 111 
the buhYark. This together with 
that sustained from the rtc:quirecl two 
\l·eeks of "\York to repair 
The :VIartinac ,-anls ,,-ere 
busy during lat~ N oYcmlwr :1ncl 
December. Half a duzen repair jobs 
h:l\'C been in the plant pr:1ctically all o{ 
the time. 
1"\ o work was being done on the com-
bination iive-bait and purse-seine \·essci 
under construction ill the yard. It is 
understood that lack of finances is hold-
ing up completion of the juh. 
W. C, GRABAU of l\orthcrn 
Co. left Seattle on :\ OYemlwr 
trip to Spokane. He returnee! at 
of the month. 
ERIK LINDSTROM uf Crays Har-
bor, \Yell-known Nortlnn:st trolhi1an, bas 
under con;.;truction at John~on 
Co. of Tacoma a new fishing 
will be a modern-type_ trolh·r, 
-14x11 feet ancl will be powered 
a Bolinder diesel supplied 
hy Froboese Co. 
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ALASKA TROLLMEN are somewhat 
111ore optin1istic tl1an \Yas the case 
previous n1onths bec:1use of the action 
the United States Bnreau of Fisheries m 
annotmcing that trollers will be 
ted to begin fishing January 1, The 
change in dates was rnade by Commis-
sioner Henry O'Mallev as a result of the 
need for soJ{1c n1cans ~of earning- a living 
which is being felt by so many of the 
f1shermen in the north. 
E. H. 1931 
of Ala;o;l.,:a Trollers 
in The Ketchikan Chrc.nicle as 
that this has been :1 hard year for 
men. 
"Many of the trollers", be states, ''are 
up against it for the 1vinter. It is a sen-
ems question with some of them ho"· 
will through and support their 
lies. of them did not make enough 
to buy gasoline for their buats to rett1rn 
to Ketchikan. 
''Vlhen yon hear about big 




can count them on 
gers. The majority have a 
make both ends meet for the se:1:o;on's 
work'". 
Alaska Trollers Association recently 
held its annual e-lection. At that time 
M. J. Nordstrom of Ketchikan \Yas re-
elected president, and Peter :1gain 
was named secretary. S. ·A. \\'as 
cl1oscn vice-president. 
SEATTLE OFFICES of Nonuan S 
\\
7 right & Co. of San Francisco ha·.-c re-
ceived a lan~:e urclcr fron1 :t--:-ordl:n"' 
Co., according to Norman S .. 
The Seattle 
hales of marmc 
o:1kmn. manufactured hy \Vall 
\Vorks, Inc., whose factory is 
Beverly, N e~;- J crsey. 
"\\'all r•akum is "-idclv used 
the states. \-Vright. 
Coast and marine repair 
firms order l:lrge quantities each season". 
C. B. HAWLEY. associated w;th the 
of Portland Cordage Co. 
\\'as the ,-ictin1 of ~-t sPrious 
autc)!nobile acclclcnl -~,y}lich occurred on 
November 19 on the between 
Seattle and T:1coma. by 
his \Yife, I---Ia\Ylcy \Yas en route to ~-\hcr­
cleen and other Sontb we;o;t 
11rs. 
when a collision took 








Buick in which 
badly chmaged. 
a '.vlde concretc-
knci"\Yll as a 
ami 
by 
J. S. EVANS Co. and ll;.crdon-Gn.':lYes 
Co., t\vo Seattle 1nanufact11n.:·rs o£ trailing 
gear, have completed a mer,ger. As a re-
sult of this consolidation, products for-
merly produced the hNo be manu-




Red Cedar, Green Bending Oak, 
Alaska Cedar, Dry Oak, Port 
Oxford C~,dar, Teak, Spanish 
Cedar, Iron Bark, White Pine, 
Lignum-vitae, Sugar Pine, Ma-
hogany, Spruce Bagac, Fir, 
Gum. 








;'Ill echanical Drive or Electric 
Anchor Windlasses 
For Chain or Wire Rope or Both 
Seine Winches and Fish Hoists 
or Drum Type 
or Combination 
Steering Gears 
Bronze Sprocket Chain or 
Quadrant 
Air Whistles-· All Sizes 
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM: 
124 West Massachusetts St. 
Wash. 
MARINE HARDWARE CO. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
WEST COAST l<~lSHERlEs 
tion ·which is unusually well chosen be-
cause it is but a step from the ·water-
front and is in the heart of the fresh 
fish trading centers where almost all fish-
ing craft are moored. There they have a 
well-equipped factory supplied with late 
types of machinery, large and roomy of-
flees and a liberal amount of disolay show 
cases in which to exhibit their goods. 
J. S. Evans Co. has been manufacturnig 
spoons and spinners for 14 years, 11 of 
which have been spent in Seattle. Its 
lines are known to sportsmen and com-
mercial fishermen alike under the names 
"Super Diamond" and "Improved Dia-
mond." Bardon-Greaves Co. also is a 
well-established firm. It has ·been manu-
facturing ''Barco" brand spoons and spin-
ners and a trolling gurdy which likewise 
is marketed under the brand "Barco'' for 
four vears. 
Preliminary plans for the consolidation 
were completed on N ovcmber 1, but final 
arrangements were not made until some 
time later. Officers of the new corpora-
tion are J. Evans, Evans Co., presi-
dent; D. Bardon, Bardon-Greaves 
Co., vice-president and general manager; 
Fred G. Greaves, Bardon-Greaves Co., 
secretary; Miss Ann Rodd, Evans Co., 
treasurer. 
No change will be made in brawl 
names. 
THREE NORTHWEST fishing ves-
sels recentlv commissioned are "Marv 
Susan", "A1~iakchak" and "Okeh." Th-e 
first of these was bulit in Tacoma, 'Nash-
ington, is of 8 gross and 5 net tons and 
is powered with a 20-h.p. diesel. "Aniak-
chak" '>vas built at Friday Harbor, V/ash-
ington, but 'cvill fish out of Seattle; it 
carries a 15-h.p. gas engine and is of 18 
gross and 12 net tons. "Okeh" was built 
in and vvill fish from Seattle, is powered 
with a 16-h.p. gas engine and is of 7 gross 
and 5 net tons register. 
BARBEE DRYDOCK & Shipbuilding 
Corp. has increased its fishing vessel 
mooring business during the closed sea-
son by more than 50 per cent over pre-
VJous years. 
"GIVENCHY", patrol vessel of the 
Dominion Bureau of Fisheries, bas been 
busy during the past few months killing 
sealions. These creatures, which are said 
tn do considerable damage to the salmon 
fisherv of British Columbia, are a con-
stant-source of trouble. This last sum-
mer the patrol ship took almost 1,500 
lions off the coast of vVestcrn Canada. 
CAPT. JAMES STEVENS and his 
fishing vessel "Sadie'' were of consider-
able assistance when the gas-powered 
pleasure craft ''Selma" was wrecked on a 
rock at False Point Retreat. Capt. Ste-
vens picked up the five men aboard the 
damaged vessel and carried them to 
Juneau. 
TWO MATTERS of especial signil1-
cance are under discussion hv members 
of Trolling Vessel Owners Association 
and Alaska Trollers Association. These 
are the trollers' tax and a proposed treaty 
between the United States and Canada 
to govern cases in which trollers arc 
forced to seek shelter in Canadian waters 
during storms. 
The chief point o£ contention in the 
trollers' tax situation is the amount 
earned each season by the average troller. 
The Territory of Alaska has claimed tl1at 
the amount is approximately 
year, while vVood Freeman, 
Trolling Vessel Owners Associaticl!> 
p!ains that he _does not believe returr~s t·~· 
h1s membersh1p have been 1n excess of 
$500 on the average. Additional · 
and information is being collected to de-
termine the proper figure. 
President Freeman also is conccruec1 111 
discussion of the proposed -· 
treaty. As has been pointed out 
issues of WCF, fishing vessels 
fact all moderate-sized craft, ' 
are forced to put into port or 
ter behind a promontory when surlckn 
storms anse and the safety of shi,.,s .,,,,• 
men is threatened. At such times'. ,;;:~~~ 
boats may avail themselves of havens · 
Canadian waters, but fishing craft 
remain at sea under penalty of conlt'G\-
tion. 
CHRISTIAN STROMSNESS !Jc-
lieved to have lost his life in the wreck 
his 40-foot crab-boat, which was found 
deserted at Tokeland, vVashington, fa 
mons production area for crustacean.• 
search by United States Coast Guard 
ficials and private boats failed to 
any trace of the crabman. The bo;H 
wrecked early in November. 
"EVIDENCE PILES UP." is the 
of an unusually attractive 32-page, 
paper-bound booklet recently issued 
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co. of 
Ohio. The publication is devoted to 
discussion of Goodrich cutless n;llin:r 
bearings, which are used on many 
of the vV estern fishing fleets. 
"Hundreds of thousands of dollars 
been saved in the marine industry by ~hi:; 
comparatively new product, a 
shaft bearing of soft rubber 
with water", states the frontispiece. ''A.l-· 
readv it is the most important sinr;le iteni 
of ri.tbber sold to this industry. H llac 
shown savings on literally every type 
o:hip. It has outworn babbitt, bronze 
lignun1 vitae, in son;,e cases as n1uch 
ten or twelve to one . 
The bulletin is illustrated with a num-
ber of pictures of vessels, some of 
are quite familiar to fishermen. . 
the latter are the United llSitenc; 
patrol boat "Teal", 
schooner "Yakutat", Alaska Paden'' As-
sociation tender "Chilkat," Pioneer 
jng Corp. tender "Cora lLn. halibut 
schooner "Pacific'' and the 83-fout tct\J<l· 
crusier "G. Marconi", which Jt;,. 
been destroyed. 
Nf arlne Harchvare Co. of San -F\-drn. 
California, distributes the Goodri<" 
i ng m the South. 
A M E R I CAN . . , , , 
fishery products will be mtcre:;t~,. '' 
know that an educational 
cently begun by the Fascist Govct 
of Italy to popularize fish has 
increasing the per capita annual 
tion from 4 to 6.6 pounds. 
of markets and fishing apparatus, 
distribution of the products, and 
ing are the three means used to 
this desirable result. 
This gain is especially 
view of a recent quoted st3;ternen}.,,,,k1• 
H. 011 E N· Rhodes Canaman ;y,,_~. .. 
• • • - J ~ p ~ qjl n ~ 
of Fisheries, which appeared n:; a :·u:"·thc: 
ion newspaper. "If we can mcre.co~ · 
Canadian market by 10 " . ot 1't~ 
capita per year'' declares tl1e num' e~, '"'' 
will spell the' difference between dlt• 
existence and prosperity for our 
industry." 
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This division of FISHERMEN SECTION is 
official publication for West Coast Fisheries 
Association. NO. CALIFORNIA 
BRUER & SIEMER marine ways in 
San Francisco is continuing to repair the 
bulk of the trawling fleet of Northern 
California dealers. Amadeo Castiglia, 
port captain of Standard Fisheries, San 
Francisco, brought the "T. G. Condare", 
78-foot trawler powered with a 200-hp. 
Western Enterprise diesel, to the Siemer 
ways on November 25 for a general over-
hauling. A new mast will be put in it, 
also some calking around the stern and 
a lead sleeve around the shaft log. "T. G. 
Condare", whcih was built ni 1914 by 
M. Pasquinucci ship yard in Sausalito, is 
well preserved and is kept in the best of 
condition, since it is in constant use. 
Joseph Chicca, secretary-treasurer of 
Standard Fisheries, was on hand to in-
spect the vessel at the time it was hauled 
out. 
The trawler "T. G. Condare" was han-
dled by the new Bruer & Siemer steam 
winch which recently has been installed 
and which is operated 200 feet from the 
boilers. Steam is fed by underground 
pipes, the winch being anchored securely 
and bolted to heavy timbers buried un-
derground. The pylling power is on a 
direct line with the larger ways, so that 
no pulleys or blocks are used with the 
4-inch rope other than the reduction 
blocks. The steam is operated ,from a 
valve at the side; boiler-plate housing has 
been used to cover the pipes below the 
turntable winch. 
The trawler "Jefferson", powered with 
a 135-hp. Western Enterprise diesel, has 
been working with the "T. G. Condare" 
in Eureka waters. "They have been 
bringing in good hauls of flatfish", stated 
Port Captain Castiglia, "notwithstanding 
three days of stormy weather on N ovem-
ber 16, 17 and 18. On those days Hum-
boldt Bar was breaking clear across and 
trawlers operating in the vicinity could 
not get in to land their fish, consequently 
the Northern California wholesale fish 
dealers encountered a serious shortage. 
On November 23 our trawlers 'E. Antoni', 
and 'Jefferson' made record hauls and it 
looks as if from now on we will have 
plenty of fish, as the stormy weather has 
passed. Fishermen are able to work bet-
ter and our vessels can enter Eureka 
without being endangered". 
Caot. T. Titchworth is in ch:uge of 
the "E. Antoni", which is powered with a 
165-hp. Western Enterprise diesel; Capt. 
Sid Seholm is in comm<rnd of the "J ef-
ferson", and Capt. Le Buanic has charge 
of the "T. G. Condare". 
A THREE-UNIT Sperry Gyroscope 
stabilizer system of sufficient power to 
counteract the effects of the roughest 
seas is the chief engineering feature of 
the Lloyd Sabaudo liner, "Conti di Sa-
voia", recently launched at Trieste. The 
equipment consists of three separate gy-
orscopes,. each with ·a rotor 13 feet in di-
ameter and weighing 100 tons, or 300 tons 
1U all. The gyroscopes are electrically 
operated, each has its own automatic con-
trol device and the units can be used 
separately or together in tandem, accord-
Jng to weather conditions. 
MICHAEL SCAFANI, president of 
Crab & Salmon Fishermen's Protective 
Association, Fishermen's Wharf, San 
Francisco, reports the opening clay of 
crab season on November 15 as highly 
successful. Since the close of the salmon 
season on August 15 (followed by the ex-
tension of 15 days which was granted by 
Governor James Rolph Jr. on the after-
noon of August 27, as reported in WCF 
for September, 1931, page 15), the fisher-
men have been making ready for the 
opening of the new period of operations. 
Hundreds of crab boats have been paint-
ed both inside and out, this requiring 
many hundreds of gallons of bottoming 
paint, deck and interior finishes of various 
colors. 
Since most of the fishermen were in 
need of new gear and repairs, the three 
boat builders located on Fishermen's La-
goon were kept busy. Many new crab 
vessels have been built this season. Miles 
upon miles of seine twine have been pur-
chased and hundreds of crab traps have 
been made by the fishermen. "Opening 
days were pretty rough", stated Scafani, 
"as a 35-mile gale was blowing and crab-
bing was extremely dangerous. Only a 
few of the more dare-devil fishermen ven-
lttred forth. The crabs are of good size 
this year and the meat firm, so we are 
looking forward to a successful season." 
FIRE BROKE OUT in the holc1 of 
crab boat No. 3832, owned by Sal Span-
pinata, Italian fisherman of San Fran-
cisco, on the afternoon of November 23. 
The boat was moored in the southeast 
section of the lagoon, directly in front of 
Sheel marine station and near the Stand-
ard Fisheries plant. The fire was extin-
guished by Joe Alegretti, Union Oil Co. 
marine station operator and committee 
member of the newly-formed West Coast 
Fisheries Association. 
Alegretti is given credit for extin-
guishing more fires among crab boats 
than any other individuf!l in the district. 
"This blaze, I believe, was started from a. 
backfire of the carburetor", stated Ale-
gretti. "The engine had just been start-
ed at the time, and Spanpinate was · 
squirting water on it to put out the blaze, 
but this only spread the fire. All I did 
was use a fire extinguisher and the trou-
ble soon was over". 
REMINISCENT of a popular Amer-
ican movie of last year is the story of the 
English fisherman who recently built a 
36-footer a block from the water and had 
to take down the side of the building in 
which it was housed to get it out. When 
launching time came, it was discovered 
that the vessel was too big to go through 
the doors, so part of the wall was demol-
ished. Then there was sufficient clear-
ance, but the street was so narrow that 
the distracted fisherman was unable to 
get his ship turned about so that it could 
be transported to its proper element. 
Finally down came the rest of the wall, 
states the English newspaper which re-
ports the event, and the boat was on its 
way. 
MISS EILEEN CREAN, Elliott Fish-
er operator with Linen Thread Co. at its 
San Francisco offices, was married Octo-
ber 24 to Edward Charles O'Neol. The 
wedding was held ta 7:30 p. m. at Saint 
Anthony's Church in Oakland nad wao 
attended by 200 guests. Ten employees 
of Lnien Thread Co. attended, with Mr. 
and Mrs. Frederick W. Winsor heading 
the list of invited guests. Winsor is the 
San Francisco manager for the firm. 
The wedding was one of the most elab-
orate social events held in the Bay City 
this year. A reception was held at the 
home of the bride's mother, Mrs. Nora 
Crean, where many costly wedding gifts 
were on display. Mrs. O'Neal, nee Miss 
Crean, has been an employee of Linen 
Thread Co. for the past five years and is 
continuing on with her work. The groom 
is from Forest Hills, Long Island, New 
York. The couple spent a two-week 
honeymoon at Del Monte. 
ED MOODY, executve officer of West 
Coast Fisheries Association, which oper-
ates as an auxiliary of Crab & Salmon 
Fishermen's Protective Association of 
Fishermen's Wharf, San Francisco, was 
taken seriously ill on November 8 and 
has been confined to the Letterman Gov-
ernment Hospital in San. Francisco. He 
was suffering with jaundice and fistulistic 
trouble. An operation was to be per-
formed as soon as he gained su,fficient 
strength. 
Moody for years was a deputy with 
State Fish and Game Commission, having 
been stationed at Santa Cruz and Mon-
terey. Recently he has taken an active 
part in the problems of the crab and 
salmon fishermen of San Francisco and 
in October was appointed an inspector by 
Crab Fishermen's Protective Association. 
Ray Lefkawitz is pinch-hitting for Moody 
while he is confined to the hospital. 
CRAB & SALMON Fishermen's Pro-
tective Association, San Francisco, at a 
meeting held Saturday, October 24, de-
cided that opening prices for crab this 
season are to be $2.60 per dozen. No-
vember 15 is the date on which opera-
tions begin. 
SOUTH AMERICAN engineering 
feats of Henry Meiggs, for whom San 
Francisco's old Meiggs Wharf was called 
before it became known as Fishermen's 
Wharf, are still regarded as among the 
finest examples of mountain engineering. 
This opinion was given by Miss Mary 
Edna Crist, daughter of the superintend-
ent of one of the largest copper mines in 
Peru, shortly before she sailed for South 
America from San Francisco aboard the 
N.Y. K. liner "Bokuyo Maru." Accord-
ing to Miss Crist, who sailed with her 
mother after a six-month vacation in 
Oakland and San Francisco, it was 
Meiggs who conceived and built the 
highest standard-gauge railroad in the 
world. This is the Central Peru line, 
which crosses the Andes range and at 
one point reaches a height of 15,694 feet 
above sea level. 
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Boat Builders Paint 
ANDERSON & CRISTOF ANI. 
Boat Building and Marine Ways. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Innes Ave. & Griffith, near Hunter's Point. 





Fresh Fish Brolwn 
S. TARANTINO & SON. 
Fresh Fish Brokers. 
Specializing in Sardines. 
Fishermen's Wharf, San Francisco. 
SPENGER FISHERIES, INC., LTD. 
Fresh and Dried Shrimps. 
San Quentin Point. 
Marin County, Calif. 
Fresh 
DA VI FISHERIES. 
Bass, Salmon. 
and Catfish. 
Operating My Own Boats. 
Pittsburg, Calif. 
SPENGER CO. 









Marine Hardware and Fishing Supplies. 





Ave., San Francisco. 
Nets and TuJines 
CINCOTTA BROS. 
Purse Seine, Half 





and Hard Laid 
444 Bay St., San Francisco 
Built, Repaired, Repitched for any Ship 
afloat. 
PITCHOMETER PROPELLER CO. 




and Boottopping for iron 
steel vessels 
lNTERNATIONA.L 
for wooden vessels 
CALIFORNIA DISTRIBUTORS 





Mail Headquarters for Purse Seiners. 





A. LAROCCA & SONS. 
Lobsters) Shrimps, C1ains. 
St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Marine 
RUSSELL MARINE SHOP 
Representative--
IMPERIAL DIESEL ENGINES. 
Evinrude Outboard l\1otors. 
Fishermen's Wharf. 
Marine Machine W or I;; 
L T. CRITCHLOW 
Marine Machine 
Fairbanks-Morse 
All Makes Marine Engines Repaired. 
Caille Outboard Motors. 
32-34 Fishermen's \Vharf. 
Salt 
lVIONTEREY BAY SALT CO. 
High Grade DEEP SEA SALT. 
Coarse Ground Varieties. 
l\1oss Landing, Monterey County. 
Sliced Abalone 
COAST ABALONE COMPANY 
CACO Brand Canned SQUID. 
Sliced Abalone 
Fisherrr1en)s 
JOSEPH J. TYNAN, state harbor 
~on1ml_ssion_er \vhose headquarters are :lr; 
;:,an 1< ranCJsco, n1ade 
sonal inspection of Fishermen's 
in that city on October 17. The 
of his visit was to 
had reached his 
crowded conditions at 
conferred with 




and a representati\·c 
various fishermen he heard that ],e~ 
cause of congestion at their· 
especially recently when large 
boats have been left in the 
era] of the crab boats have 
a result of Tynan's 
commissioners met with 
of the association (_hn~1ng \Ycek 
October 19. Jl;leasnres were discussed 
which would provide for 
moorings for the larger sardiners m a 
part of Fishermen's Lagoon where there 
is 1nore space. 
Tynan, in addition to heing on 1 he 
board of harbor comrnissioners, is '.·icc-· 
president and west coast manager for 
Bethlel1em Shipbuilding Corporation. He 
formerly served San Francisco as 
conl11115sloner. 
JACK BOND, 
Clinch & Co., Inc., San 
tributors for Internatinoal 
( , 
'· 
paint manufacturers of N C\Y York 
traveled to the factory 
boat. Booking passage on the 
of the Panama Pacific lines on 
12, Bond enjoyed a pleasant 
returned to San Francisco in 
part of November after having 
era! at the International 
tions general offices in New 
The return trip was made raiL 
Jack is the brother of 
president and general 
Clinch Inc., which office.' 
Seattle, and San Pec:r.,. 
SPERRY GYROSCOPE 
uounces that the Switzer 
tric Co. of Miami -will be 
sentative for the 
firm's office and shop 
November 15, 1931, to 
will be prepared to 
Sperry equipment. 
o;tock of spare parts. 
WHEN MONTEREY 
dines and "Portola'" tuna. 
sorted .sizes of canned tnna 
pound oval sardine cans, Hovden's 
assorted quarter-oil packs w~re on 
play. A Hovden employee a<:'.O :Jn·l 
hand to distribute company literanuT 
to ans wcr questions. 
COFFIN CODFISH Co.. , 
undertaken a can1paign of consun1er, :,1.:·~~ 
Ed\JCational folders haYc 1''"' 
\Vest. 
DARRAH CORBET of Smith 
Machine Seattle, made a 
South on 
Corbet's finn manufactures 
among other cannery equipment. 
DECEMBER, 1931 
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BLUE FROl\I COLD and exposure, one of tbe trio delirious, the crew 
, and captain of the fishing vessel 
''Portola" were brought ashore at Mon-
terey on the morning of November 6, 
bundled into an automobile and taken to 
their homes for rest after a most painful 
a half-ring craft measuring 
feet and po~wered ~with a 
engine, was built in San 
in 1925 to the order of San 
Francisco International Fish Co., for 
whose Monterey branch it has been fish-
;ng. Early in the afternoon on N ovem-
ber 5 Capt. Joe Aliotti, with his father, 
J olm Aliotti, and Sam Aliotti left 
terey to spend the night fishing. 
in, but they hoped to secure a 
fare and return to port early 
following morning. 
The trip was without event until 9:30 
]l~ m. when an explosion suddenly ripped 
the ship apart. Fire at once started up 
and the three men, who had been thrown 
clear by the detonation, swam to the skiff 
which then still \Yas made fast to the 
vessel. They cut the two craft apart and 
then attempted to climb into the smaller 
vehicle; they had not counted on the 
of their however, and in 
efforts to aboard they upset 
tbe skiff, whicl1 then could not be righted. 
All through the night the chilled and 
sbaking fishermen clung to 
the gunwales of the overturned boaL 
long after they had cut it loose from the 
burning hulk of the "Portola," the latter 
sank, leaving them in darkness. At last 
morning came, and when it seemed that 
the limit of endurance had been reached, 
nearlv-dead trio was discovered bv 
Sal;,atore Gianiano of the 30-fo(;t 
t-rap·-boat ·''Susie'~. Capt. Gianiano at once 
1 urned his boat in the direction of Mon-
terey, where he landed at 10:30 a. m. 
"SERRA" 77-foot Monterey 
'einer whicl~ has been 
reduction ship, "Lake 
came near to being wrecked durin'' mid~ 
dlc November wh~n failure of par-t' of its 
equipment left it tossing helplessly off 
rocks ncar Bolinas Bay. Thanks to 
assistance supplied by United 
Coast Guard men, the 
sustained no damage. 
"Serra's" p11ght \:vas discovered 
U.S.C.G. station, and 
immediately dispatched its 
to hold the seiner off "Clam 
rocks. Shortlv afterwards 
cutter "262" arrived from San 
'is co and brought the disabled vessel back 
to Golden Gate Harbor. 
crew of the "Serra" on the trip 
above included Cant. Horace 
Paul Olanclo, E. L11cido, Nino 
Lucido, Vincent Rui-
Anthony DiMaggio, Frank 
Lucido, Peter Campo 
s~ape 
There he and his crew, Peter Gianiano 
of the master) and Peter Penisi, 
the tired men ashore and saw them 
headed for their homes. 
Capt. Joe Aliotti was able to be up the 
morning, but the other two ex-
posure were more seriously af-
fected and were confined to their homes 
for a longer period of time< 
MARINE MACHINE SHOP, oper-
ated on Fishermen's Vlharf, Monterey, by 
T. Critchlow, recently installed one 
the new electrolysis elimination sys-
tems aboard the SO-foot abalone boat 
"Empress", owned Capt. T. \Vatanabe. 
The "Empress'' has bothered with 
this naturzll phenomenon, ·which attacked 
the propeller, piping and metal water 
:otraincrs as ~well as other metal parts. De-
termined to end the trouble, Capt. \Vat-
anabe ordered that his vessel be equipped 
~with the Dnrham patented eliminators 
which are grO\\'ing recognition 
on the West 
The installation \Vas made during Oc-
tober while the ship vvas on the ways of 
Siino Boat \V orks. Murphy, rep-
resenting the California dis-
tributors, Marine Electric Co. of San 
Francisco, was on hand to assist Critch-
low with the installation. 
The electrolysis elimination equipment 
is manufactured bv Electrolvsis Elimi-
nator Co. of Seattle. Hervev-N. Petrich 
of Pedro is in of distribution 
in California, sub-distribu-
tion agents are T. Critchlow in Mon-
terey and R nss in San Diego. 
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THE SARDINE LIGHTER "Maria" 
has been purchased from Monterey Boat 
Works by Stagnaro Cruz, 
and will be called "Stagnaro Trip 
Barge No. V''. ·when remodeling com-
plete, it will have two toilets, new fuel 
and water tanks, galley and railing and 
will carry 75 passengers. Malio 
states that it wil! be bv 
incler gas engine will be ~eady 
use in February. 
Stagnaro's boat "No. III" now is 
repaired by Monterey Boat \Vorks~ 
completion of No. V" the entire 
fleet will be nnv speed boat 
also is to render s-ervice to 
passengers the barges and the 
Municipal Wharf at Santa Cruz_ It is 29 
feet long, 8 feet has a 1/ -bottom, 
oak keel. and ribs, cedar planking 
and will be powered by 
Hall-Scott direct-drive 
reverse. It w.ill travel 
cost approximately $3,500, 
16 passengers. 
The bm;iness is owned by 
Stag-naro Sr., Cottardo 
lio Cottardo 
and Gl1io. 
sports equipment the finn owns four 
Genoa fishing boats and gear. 
all its wholesale fish to San 
cisco International Comnanv and 
bas been doing so for the past i:cn- years. 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES inter, 
es_ts of 'I'exas are fighting a bill proposed 
by Senator Purl of that state which would 
per1nit of a section of Sabine 
River for development< As IS ex-
·will pollute 
the streanL 
rcprcscnt~tives o~ the Game, 
Con11111s s1orL 
\Yater and destr'oy 
c tto 
Netti 
Made hom PORTERDALE SUPERIOR 
g 
HE Fl H 
SEINE TWINE. Knit to in any 




because it is best. 
Purse 
Nets, and all purposes. 
I 
JERSEY C J. 
Coast Repre.s'entative: JOHN H. DAVIS CO., 36 Sp•~ar St., San Francisco 
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Automobiles 
REO-SAN PEDRO CO. 
Karl Keller 
Reo Cars-Reo Trucks 
Complete Service on All Can 
by Skilled Mechanics 
217 So. Pacific Ave. Phone 1632 
Auto Bodies and Tops 
SAN PEDRO BODY & TOP SHOP. 
Commercial Body Building. 
Radiator Repairing. 
130 N. Pacific Ave.. Phone 3689. 
Electric ContJ·actor 
SAN PEDRO ELECTRIC CO. 
Wiring, Fixtures, Lamps. 
Supplies, Repairs. 
263 Vv. 6th St. Phone 884. 
Fish and Ship Brokers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR. 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances. 
11 Cabrillo Theatre Building. 
Telephone 5094. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
Machine W or I.· 
ENGINEERS 
AC I ISTS 
B STREET MACHINE WORKS 
KELLEY METALS Pl!one 1666 
527 West B St., Wilmington, Calif. 
___J 
Phones: / 
Res. San Pedro 5032 Shop Wilm.ington 87 
UHLIN MACHINE WORKS 
GENERAL MACHINE WORK 





435 Avalon Blvd., vViln-.ington 
Phone Wilm. 808. Nite L. B. 651-185 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
SAN PEDRO-WILM GTON 
M~arine Hardware 
FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES 





xpert Boat R. epairing 
Wood or Steel Hulls 
Handle up to 100' in length on 
Marine 




1 Block South Coast Fishing Company 
WILMINGTON CALIF. 
IV! en's Clothing, 
BROWN BROS. 
Hart-Schaffner-Marx Clothes 
Florsheim Shoes, Stetson Hats. 
109 W 6th St., 461 W 6th St., San Pedro. 
Paints 
R. C. LONG PAINT STORE. 
J\,larine Paints, Oils, Varnishes. 
640 Broad Ave., 'Wilmington. 
Propeller Work 
WILLIAlVl LAMBIE 
Security First National Bank Bldg. 
Phone 834 WILMINGTON, CAL 
Propeller 
All Work Guaranteed 
EGGERT & PETERSON 




Wholesale Prices on .. __ l 
PROVISIONS to FISHING BOATS ~.: 
Day and Night Service 
TANNER BROS., INC. I 
633 Beacon St., San Pedro Phones 14-51<32!"1 ~ -~l 
Physicians·S urgeons 
DR. JOHN G. NORMAN. 
129 West Sixth Street. 
Office Phone 163 6; Res. Phone 3 621. 
Radio Service 
JOHNSON RADIO SERVICE. 
362 6th St., San Pedro. 
Majestic Radios, Radio Tubes and 
Batteries. 
Expert Service--All Makes Radio~. 
Sea Salvors 
MERRITT, CHAPMAN & SCOTT 
CORP. 
San Pedro. 2880-Cable Ad. Merritt 
Ship Blacksmithing 
SAN PEDRO IRON WORKS. 
Vl. H. Smith, Proprietor. 
Acetylene Welding and 
Phone 311. 242 No. Harbor 
San Pedro, California. 
BELASCO TRANSFER. 
Packing-Storing-Crating, 
663 7th St. Tel. 3844-3~45. 
Steamship Agent 
W. H. WICKERSHAM & CO. 
Custom-House Broker. 
Steamship 
109 W. 7th TeL 2498, 
Business 
Light or Heavy 
Furniture Packing and 
606 Beacon St. Phone 93. 
CHARWOOD TYPEWRITER CO. 
Sold, Rented, Repaired, Exchanged. 
Prompt, Expert Service, 
274 W. 6th St. Phone 115. 
San Pedro, California. 
Undertakers 
GOODRICH-HALVERSON 
Funeral & Ambulance Service. 
sn 6th St. Tel. 141-J-1515. 
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"WHILE TALKING to your Los An-
geles agent, Wallace I. Atherton, I was 
telling him what I thought of your new 
yacht manila rope," writes W. W. Pad-
der of the schooner yacht "Diablo" to 
Tubbs Cordage Co., San Francisco, "and 
he asked if I would mind writing to you 
what I told him about it. So here goes: 
"I put a coil of your new yacht manila 
to work on mv schooner vacht 'Diablo' 
at the opening of the racing. season to try 
it out and it has held up so well that 
110w, at the close of the season, I have 
unrove all of the sheets and halyards 
made from this rope and put them away 
for next racing season as they arc in per-
fect condition and worthy of being used 
again next year. They will, in fact, be 
in better shape than they were at the 
beginning of this year, when brand new, 
while this rope has very little stretch, 
there was has been taken out by 
this season's use and will make better 
halyards next year. 
"The lines are soft, white, easy on the 
hands, and do not snarl up, and I am 
\·cry enthusiastic over the merits of your 
new rope. I have raced and sailed my 
,;chooner 'Diablo' since '23 and have never 
yet been able to put away a set of sheets 
and halyards in as good condition as 
these are for use next year." 
p 
Stuart T. Henshaw, Tubbs Cordage 
Company, San Francisco 
ESS 
Our 1Oth Annual Car Sale, Dec. 7th 
to Dec. 28th. 
Sale a Year" but real "Honest to 
Goodness" offered. 
Come to our lot and inspect them 
for yourself. 
en Evenings 
LARK K. C OK C 
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER 
& PACIFIC SAN PEDRO PHONE 1300 
PORT OF WILMINGTON, Califor-
nia, is evidencing much sagacity in a new 
plan recently set afoot for improving its 
local Chamber of Commerce. Feeling 
that there has not been sufficient diver-
sity in the representation sitting on the 
Chamber, its board of directors 
has proposed that a new selection 
made, the object being to have every in-
dustry and profession Ac-
cordingly, the Board Directors has 
proposed a list of prominent men from 
which to choose the ne'N members of the 
Chamber. This list includes names such 
as Paul 'vV. Hiller, chandler and ship sup-
ply merchant; Sam R. Hornstein, presi-
dent of Coast Fishing Co.· Albert 0. 
Pegg, superintendent, Depart-
ment, Union Oil Co.· E. A. Mills, presi-
dent, Crescent & \Varehouse Co., 
and vice-president of Los :->team-
ship Association; Gen R. assist-
ant manager of Los Angeles Steamship 
Co., and several other business and pro·· 
fessional men. 
Fishing and shipping interests arc the 
dominant ones in 'lv'ilmington, which is 
declared by all economists to have a great 
future as a manufacturing, fish-canning, 
and industrial center. 
Ce:nte r of the 
Greatest play-
J-'1round of the 
Northwest 
Ouiet iocation yet close to 
Everythin>=j 
RATES fROM $1 so PER 
Beautiful Dininp Roorn and 
Coffee Shop 
FRANK C. MUNRO 
A1anaJ1er 
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RESOURCES EXCEED $13,000,000.00 
A STATEWIDE INSTITUTION 
FULL EsVI~NG·LO!Il FULL 6% 6% 
ASSOCIATION 
Interest Under State Supervision-Legal for All Trust Funds Interest 
Paid! SAN PEDRO BRANCH Paid! 






Automatic and Manual Systems 
LUX & FYRFREEZ 
Hand Extinguishers 
THE FATHOMETER 
V ALCOLITE CLEANER 
YNCHAUSTI CORDAGE 
Distributor for 
NEW JERSEY BOTTOM PAINTS 
Agents Being Appointed 
Specializing in 
FISH BOAT REFRIGERATION 
PAUL W. HILLER 
~.E. 
WILMINGTON 
334 Broad St. Phone 1416 
PAUL W. HILLER, ship chandler at 1 
equipment dealer of Wilmington, Ca~L 
forma, has recently been active as a mem 
ber of the Board of Directors of th-
Chamber of Commerce of his port in h.e 
ff h h b . . ' IS e orts, t<? ave t e o Je~t~onable "SO-ton 
clause m harbor admmtstration cod 
ma.de inoper<_ttive. The ;Stipul!lton referr:~ 
to IS one whtch was wntten mto the code 
many years ago, before big tunacrunsers 
ever were contemplated. It states that 
a fe~ shall be charged against all craft 
makn_1g fast to wharves. for the purpose of 
moonng there, except 111 the case of fish-
ing boats under 50 tons in size. 
Hiller, an-d other members of the Wil-
mington Chamber, has sent to. Bert Ed-
wards, general manager of the Los An-
geles Harbor Commission, an opinion that 
~he "50-ton .clause" .shoul~ no~ be placed 
111 effect agamst fishmg shtps, Irrespective 
of their size. The Chamber points out to 
Edwards that the law specifically ex-
cused small fishing craft from payment of 
the fee, and that the purpose was to al-
low this class of work boat utmost lib-
erty in the port. It is called to attention 
that there has been "no change either in 
conditions or in the attitude of our citi-
zenry" in this matter, and that the ex-
oneration from pett:l:' taxation of fishing 
boats of whatever stze should became a 
fixed tenet. 
HARBOR FIRE Protection Service, 
San Pedro, recently has taken over Fish 
Harbor distribution of Lux C0-2 fire pro-
tection systems, in accordance with Paul 
Hiller, general distributor ·for the Los 
Angeles Harbor region. Since that time 
Jerry Kearney of the fire protection or-
ganization has equipped two boats of De 
Luxe Water Taxi Co., Long Beach, with 
Lux remote control systems. A Lux auto-
matic system has also been installed 
aboard the yacht "Greyhound." Kearney 
states that shortly he will commence in-
stallation of this equipment aboard the 
en tire fleet of vessels opera ted by Green 
Line Water Taxi Co., also of Long Beach. 
HARBOR BOAT BUILDING Co., 
Terminal Island, was a busy place dur-
ing November, many vessels of a vanety 
of types having been in its yards for re-
pairs. 
"N eskleetia" tunas hip was· well on the 
way to being' as good a~ new by the end 
of the month. Coast Guard Cutter No. 
'804 was hauled out for repairs to a bro-
ken strut and also for cleaning and paint-
ing. "Western Enterprise", tunaship, 
which went aground off Mexico at the 
same time as did the "N eskleetia", was 
another visitor to the Harbor plant. At the 
time it was thought that no damage had 
been done but it later was learned that 
a new sho'e and some repairs to the keel 
were necessary. 
Harbor Boat-Building Co. has taken 
building up a reputation for high-quahty 
repair work. As a result, the firm has re-
ceived an unusually large share of the 
jobs being handled by Fish Harbor esf 
tablishments and there is pronuse 0 
many more 'tasks. 
SANTA CRUZ is making extensive im-
provements on the Municipal Wha.rf, 
"W drtV"" states Wharfinger Baer. e are et 
ing 80 new piles ang will use 80,000 fe 
of lumber in strengthening the dock. "f"d 
purchased a steam pile -driver an_d staro~d 
work October 1, and are makmg g d 
progress. Sixteen davits are rented ~he 
more will be added eventually as 
fishermen need them". 
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COAST BOAT WORKS, the new 
\Vilmington yare! at Slip 1, Berth 162, 
after a fortnight of comparative inac-
tivity has suddenly had a dozen large 
craft make reservations for the usc of its 
ways. First of the string >vas "Sonny 
·which hauled out for cleaning and 
and took the water again on 
The Japanese tunacruiser "White 
Rose'' hauled out an hour after "Sonny 
was refloated, and ·was painted top-
and bottom, inside and out, minor 
repairs to the rudder being made at the 
same time. Other ships that will avail 
themselves of the Coast ways are: "Old 
Timer", ''California II" "Starlight", 
·'Johnnie Boy'' ''Sie11a", "Monterey II", 
and 
The Coast Boat Works is owned and 
, •peratecl by Jacob ("Jake") Terportet~. 
native of the great shipping port of 
Kid, Germany. He is a graduate from 
the German Marine Engineering School, 
having spent a five-year apprenticesbip 
i here during which he worked at repair-
ing every kind of ship and engine. He 
then went to sea in merchant craft, in 13 
years becoming chief engineer on trans-
oceanic passenger and mail liners. For 12 
_n:ars he managed the jJCH\'er plants of 
big Atlantic whereafte1· he came 
to America where became l1ead me-
chanic for the Santa Fe and later the 
Southern Pacific. Finally, during the 
World \Var, he >vas master mechanic of 
submarine construction in the Union Iron 
\Vorks, San Francisco, where he turned 
out a number of sub-surface torpedo 
craft. 
\Vhen Terporten took over the marine 
vv·hicb he renamed the Coast Boat 
be entirely reconstn1cted the 
foundations of the entire plant. His fa-
cilities permit the hauling out of vessels 
much larger than the biggest fishing 
ships, and his unquestioned abilities as a 
smith and machinist make his establish-
ment a favored one hy San Pedro tuna-
craft. 
MISS MAY YETTER, employed in the 
bookkeeping department of C. ]. Hendry 
Co., San Pedro, recently took the "ball·· 
and-chain' treatment anclnow is l\!Irs. \·an 
Hoosier. Her husband is marine-minded, 
it is said, being attached to the San Diego 
naval hospital in tbe capacity of dentist. 
"GEORGIA," purse-seiner owned by 
J akov Misetich and in charge of Capt. 
HOW TO TAKE NEW 
ROPE FROM THE COIL 
On thoe ·inside of the coil, or center aperture, 
find the end where the coH hegins. Turn this 
:<ide DOWN.· Reach down in the coil and draw 
!his' end UI" through the apm·ture. By so 
doing, the rope comes oul of the coil the san1c 
.as it .went in does not lHH in any addi-
tional turn or which causes kinking and 
buckling encountered when altemptlng to take 
FOil<" off the wrong way. 
Anton Misctich of San Pedro, 
dnring November and was 
i!re 
de-
stroyed. Captain and crew un-
harmed and were able to save nets and 
skiff, but the ship was a total loss. 
The seiner measured 
and was powered with a 
feet 
50-
hp. gas Insurance v,~as hv 
Gilbert C. Camp Insurance Agency, 
San Pedro. 
GRAVE FEARS were felt for the 
safetv of crew members aboanl the San 
Peclr~ "Sea Rider" early in 
hut the alarm of friends and 
relatives proved to be \\-ithout foundation 
\vhen the can1c into San Francisco's 
Fishermen's "l'ith all aboard safe 
and well. 
The ''Sea Rider." of which Capt. Ray-
mond Dragich iii master and 
67x20x9-foot with a 
160-hp. Enterprise die-
Several months the ca.ptain, with 
a crcvv of \;v·ent north 
to enter sardine fisherv. After 
ping at Monterey for - the 
again headed nortlnvard am! 
erations off the Golden Gate, 
its fares to a cannery receiving barge at 
Fishermen's vVharf. 
The range is easily the most item in 
the galley. Why not have one 
libetal outlay in manufacture and 
and experience. 
years of tests 
And besides, there 
SHIPMATES and 
more models of 
of fuels than 
111 any other line. 
THE STAMfORD FOUNDRY CO. 
STAMFORD, (:01"1\!. 
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One day early in November crews of 
several fishing vessels reported that they 
believed the seiner to have been lost with 
all aboard as a result of a collision be-
tween it and a coastwise steamer. Since 
the San Pedro craft was nowhere to be 
seen for some time thereafter it appeared 
that these men were correct in their 
statements, and it was not until Capt. 
Dragich reached port that fears were a!-
layed. He explained that he had been 
surrounded by fog which apparently had 
prevented other fishermen from seeing 
his ship. 
FALCONE-ZUVICH WEDDING 
BENEDICT LOUIS FALCONE and 
Millie Violet Zuvich were married Sep-
tember 27, at 2:00p.m., in Mary Star of 
the Sea church, San Pedro. Capt. John 
LJNQLJESTIONABL Y 
THE BEST- SINCE 1853 
STILL RETAINS ITS SUPREMACY 
THE WORLD OVER 
Ederer Netting 
---for All Kinds of Fishing 
Our California Distributor 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
carries in stock purse seine, round haul 
and gill nets, for Tuna, Barracuda, 
Mackerel and Sardine seining. 
Ederer Netting Is Cheapest 
Because It Is Best 
R. J. EDERER CO. 
Main Office and Factory 
540-548 ORLEANS STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
B. Falcone, Jr., \Yas best man; Miss Mar 
Rose Zuvich was maid of honor· bridei: 
maids were Miss Margaret Falco~e Miss 
Anna Zuvich and Miss Benita Stagnaro· 
ushers were Domingo Falcone and Dom~ 
inick Me~etich. Antonio Zuvich, brother 
of the bnde, gave her away; his compan-
ion in the wedding grocession was Miss 
Margaret Falcone, sister of the groom 
Following the ceremony a banquet ~as 
spread in the residence of the bride's 
grandmother, 50 invited guests attend-
ing. More than 100 visitors were re-
ceived there during the afternoon the 
friends of both families convening to' offer 
congratulations to the couple. In the eve-
ning a private dancing party was held in 
the same house, the bride and groom lead-
ing the ball in approved fashion. 
01~ Battista Falcone, famous fishing 
cap tam of the. forgotten days of sail, was 
present to witness the marriage "Ben-
nie" being his third son. By coi~cidence 
the bride was also the third daughter of 
her parents. In this wedding is seen a 
linking of probably the oldest Italian fam-
ily of Genoese in San Pedro with more 
recently arrived Slavic stock from Dal-
matia. Thus the American melting pot 
fuses this country's populace into an in-
distinguishable and uniform whole. 
Following the wedding ball the 
newlyweds eluded all jovial persecutors 
by escaping to Long Beach. Next morn-
ning they boarded the S. S. "Yale", and 
voyaged to San Francisco where during 
two weeks they visited relatives and 
friends. Return was made aboard the 
S. S. "Iriquois". 
Their dozens of friends swamped the 
bride and groom with presents. "We 
have enough to commence houskeeping," 
declared Bennie. "All we need now is a 









"Products the Trade have 
learned to respect" 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
Distributors 
-
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Tunas hip Towed To San Diego 
bins machine shop would be giYen the 
job. 
The "Musketeer" was built at Terminal 
Island, California, in the yards of San 
Pedro Boat Building Co., and was com-
pleted early in 1930. It was constructed 
for Capt. Andrew Zamberlin at a cost of 
$70.000 and later was purchased by Ocean 
Industries of San Dicgoo It has a 375-
hp. diesel engine. The ship has been 
fishing for Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., 
and brought up 10 tons of fish. 
He at once left for the South, took the 
damaged vessel in tow and it up 
to San Dcigo. At this port the is to 
"Sacramento", Capt. Denis Santos' ship which brought up the disabled "1vlusketeer" 
l\ ·1 USKETEER", 103x25x12- foot 
(. € l f semi- billet- ?eacl tunacr~1iser, 
broke 1ts ta1l-shaft at '1 urtle 
Baja California, and was forced to 
north for assistance. The trouble 
occurred during the latter part of 1\i nvem-
bec 
From incomplete reports available at 
this writing, it is understood that the 
shaft broke while the ship was not far 
out of Turtle Bav. Another vessel which 
happened to he ·in the vicinitv took the 
crippled cruiser in tow and brought it into 
the harbor. A Japanese fishen1Jan, who 
at that time was bound for Enscnada, 'xas 
asked to wire information about the acci-
dent from that port. Instead, he report-
ed it to Capt. Wilvers, marine survcvor, 
whc> happened to be in the Baja Califor-
nia town. Capt. Wilvers in turn gave the 
information to Merritt-Chapman & Scott 
marine salvage corporation of San 
At that time the Merritt-Chapman & 
Scott salvage steamer ''Homer", powerful 
146x34x17 -foot vessel, vvas home ware! 
bonncl from a trip to the wrecked liner 
''Columbia". Believing that it might be 
useful in bringing up tht; fishing vessel, 
off,cers of the salvage firn1 at once got i'1 
touch with Frank Johnson, San Pedro 
for Van Camp Insurance 
, vvith which the ship was insured. 
_ HEAVY FOG has been rolling into 
Monterey Bay since the first of N ovem-
ancl this condition has had consider-
effect upon fresh fish !:wdings at 
and Santa Cruz. Manv of the 
fresh fish dealers, on- various 
have not received sufficient fish 
to fill their orders. Opera-
small fishing craft frequently do 
compasses, which causes then1 to 
completely lost when their view 
l8_nd is shut off. 
Johnson received further information 
about the trouble from the master of the 
tug "Grime," which tben was lying-in at 
Ensenada, but by that time the "Bomer" 
was so far from Turtle Bay that it did 
not have sufficient fuel to make the trip 
there and return with a double load. 
Immediately upon ascertaining this. 
Johnson of the Van Camn finn dispatched 
;?~pt. Denis., Santos and his tuna cruiser 
Sacramento , wh1ch then was lymg- at 
San Diego, to bring up the ''Musketeer". 
he repaired, according to Hubert Hous-
sels of Van Camp Sea Food Co., Iuc., 
who stated that he thought A. R. Rob- The "JJ1usketeer" at tile time of launching 
y Fishertnen hoose 
I GLE RANGES 
Ingle Ranges are equally 
for tropical, semi-tropical and 
the colder climates such as Alaska. 
Under date November 6, 1931, the W, 
f. Erskine Company of Kodiak, Alaska, 
writing to one of their friends say in 
their letter: 
"We think it hardly necessary to 
dwell upon the virtues ~f Ingle ranges 
and hea-ters, both from a standpoint of 
convenience and econonTr. Thev have 
proved one hundred pe.rcent s~tisfac­
tory here and their use is steadily in-
creasin.g. 11 
INGLE MANUFACTURING 
San Diego, California 
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BOAT BUILDERS- MARINE WORK 
Foot of Eighth St. San Diego 
Bottled Gas 
b th~ Saf~st 
~a.-in~ Fu~l 




Cook With PROT ANE GAS 
Keep Your Galley COOL 
Distributed by 
BOTTLED GAS CO. of SAN DIEGO 
Fisherman's Wharf M-1477 
Club Boat Shop, Wilmington 





Two Automatic lee 
Crushers 
Instant Service 
New Fishermen's Wharf 
San Diego 
Fish and Ship Bro!'ers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR. 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances. 
Telephone M-1225. 
San Diego, California. 
306 Municipal Pier Building. 
Ice and Cold Storage 
CUYAMACA 
Distilled Water 
Best for Health 
Best for Technical Purposes 
S.Al'i DIEGO ICE & 
COLD STORAGE CO. 
67 Eighth St. Main 0251 
Marine Electricians 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Ideal Motors, Generators 
RUSS SCHWARZ 
FISHERMEN'S WHARF, SAN DIEGO 
Phone Main 9688-Nite 6605 
Marine Sheet Metal Work 
BOAT TANKS 
Iron, Copper and Brass Work 
CENTRAL SHEET METAL WORKS 
Corner of G and Front Sts. 











H. K. SHOCKEY, Prop. 
Sho.:ke;}' 13oile;.-
Wo.-ks 
FUEL OIL TANKS 
Also Fish Cookers 
for the Canning Trade 
125 Market Street 
SAN DIEGO. CALIF. 
Phone Main 4448 
Subscribe to 
WEST COAST FISHERIES 
MAGAZINE 
ICE FIRM SEEKS FRANCHISE 
REPORTS THAT SAN PEDRO is 
to have a new ice and. c~ld storage plant 
took on the charactenstJcs and appear-
ances of having sound foundation when 
the California Consumers Company of 
Los Angeles recently applied for a char-
ter enabling it to conduct an ice-factory 
and fish-freezing plant at the harbor. 
During several weeks there was been 
persistent rumor that this large organiza- . 
tion, wh?se var_ious busin~sse_s include 
that of mtlk and tee c_ream _dtstnbution on 
wholesale scale, was mvesttgating the ex-
tent of the present and probable. future 
fish business, having in mind the pro-
vision of such modern freezing equip-
ment as would permit of the development 
of all phases of fish processing and man-
ufacturing on this coast. As yet the com-
pany has made no announcement of its 
purposes, but the word is abroad amon~ 
all fishermen of the port that a close link". 
ing of the Fishermen's Co-operative As-
sociation is to be anticipated. 
Perhaps the fishermen became emphat-
ically "refrigeration-minded" on the re-
cent occasion when the purse-seine fleet 
contributed a 100-ton catch of local bar-
racuda to the fresh fish markets of San 
Pedro, all at one time. On that sunny 
morning there was much consternation 
when the discovery was made that be-
cause of the relative abundance of many 
other species, no demand existed for so 
large a quantity of the elongate variety.· 
Considerable effort was expended before 
the whole of the catch was moved into 
consumption and it may be that this ex-
perience served once again to impress 
upon the consciousness of the boatmen 
the indispensable part played by refrig-
eration in the business wherein they are 
the factor of initial production. 
MARINE ELECTROLYSIS Elimi-
nator Co. of Seattle, through its South-
ern California sales manager, Hervey N. 
Petrich, has made arrangements for rep-
resentation in San Diego by Russ 
Schwarz, marine electrician of Tunamen's 
Wharf in the far-southern city. "We ex-
pect our ·new distributor to be extremely 
successful", states Petrich, "for he is 
working in an important tunaship port, 
where every vessel suffers rnore or less 
severely from electrolysis. This partly 
is due to the amount of electrical equip-
ment aboard each cruiser and also to a 
number of other causes". 
Electrolysis eliminators are securing 
favorable recognition throughout the 
coast, and equipment is being installed 
aboard vessels of all sizes and types. 
CHARLES LUCAS, in charge of the 
United States Coast Guard cutter "Ta-
maroa", was called upon to perform an 
unpleasant service during November 
while voyaging from San Pedro to Saq 
Diego. The trip was without event untJ 
approximately half the distance had been 
covered, at which time the vessel encou~­
tered an odor which was both penetra -
ing and unpleasant. Chief Boatswain dLud 
cas' nose told him that there was a ea 
whale in the vicinity and that it was ?e-
coming more dead with each succeeding 
minute. 5 
The coastguardsmen approachbld t~ 
near the carcass as they were a e net 
and then leveled their gun at the clefu de-
mammal. A dozen and a half shotstt!ed 
flated the body and it slowly se. ·its 
downward as the cutter proceeded on 
journey. ·' 
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DIESEL ENGINE MEN in the fish-
ing fleets will be interested in knowing 
that the Los Angeles engineering school 
of the Hemphill chain is making all the 
headway anticipated by its enthusiastic 
and vigorous staff of directors and in-
structors. As readers of vVCF already will 
the Hemphill Diese.l Engineering 
at 2121 San Fernando Road, 
its doors only a 
despite its compara-
thc place now has a big stock 
of both gasoline and Diesel engines and 
much auxiliary eCjuipment, and an enroll-
ment wherein all parts of the United 
States are represented. 
One of the students recently to com-
mence study in the diesel engine and re-
frigeration course was a young man from 
Connecticut. Another hails from Okla-
while some are from Vi!isconsin, 
Dakota, Michigan and Delaware. 
Three boys came dovvn from San Fran-
cisco a week or two ago, and there are 
matriculations from almost every part of 
the Far vVest. 
Ralph E. Hemphill, president of the ed-
ucational svstem which bears his name, 
generously -accords a major share of his 
success in establishing the Los 
institution to the executives of the 
Imperial Engine Company, 
chinery Company, Baker 
Company, and several others who have 
given him material assistance and cordial 
co-operation in his project of building a 
large, thorough, and conwlete en>sinecr-
ing academy in Southern California. The 
assistance received has included the usc 
of various types of engines and equip-
ment, and the. directing of men wishing· 
to train themselves in principles of Diesel 
operation. 
Refrigeration Engineering is a depart-
ment that has just been added to the cur-
riculum as a separate and distinct course, 
and to instruct in this subject a recog-
nized specialist was employee!. Herman 
Better \vas chosen dean of the depart-
ment after letters endorsing him had been 
received from Union Ice Co., of Los An·· 
geles, Fairbanks-Morse & Co. of Los An-
and Omaha, Parker Ice Machine 
of San Bernandino, Booth En-
gineering Company of Los Angeles, al-
iiornia Consumers' Ice Company of Los 
York Ice Machine Corporation 
English & Lauer, Inc., of 
National Ice & Cold Stor-
Company of Califbrnia (San Fran-
Gilmore Oil Comnanv. Ltd., of 
Charles E. Sn1ith (diesel 
rngine and machinery distributor) ~f Los 
and a number of other firms and 
The first class in the refrig-
eration course was convened on the eve-
ning of Dec 1, and a large enrollment 
commenced with the initial lecture. The 
school counts itself especially fortunate 
m having an excellent assortment of ac-
equipment and appliances with which 
begin work, these having been pre-
sented to the institution by Booth Engi-
neering Company, Scientific Equipment 
and Refrigeration Products, 
All e·ngine manufacturers and refriger-
machinery makers are watching 
much personal. interest the achieve-
ments of Ralph Hemphill in establishing 
his Los Angeles link in the Hemphill 
chain for the availabilitv of trained en-ginen~en who not -know HOW to 
run macl1inery, but they should 
run it as they do, adds 500 per cent to 
the chances that the built-in ~worth in 
diesels and ammonia compressors will be 
conserved and preserved throughout long 
years of service to the purchasers, in this 
way building up the reputation of the 
manufacturers and at the same time that 
the purcl1aser is given the service for 
which he paid, and to 1Yhich he is en-
titled. 
GENERAL REFRIGERATOR Co, 




ment, is not sitting back waiting 
iness to come its way, according· to 
fornia representatives of the firm. 
tributors and salesmen are 
a sales contest called 
Club Handicap", prizes 
more than $5,000. Awards are given to 
salesmen and distributors leading at the 
end of each "furlong'' and al.'o for indi-
Yidual sales. 
General Refrigeration Co. also an-
nounces, through Electric 
N nv-s, that it has 
production new evaporators 
use with Lipman condensing units. The 
new apparatus is made of steel pipe, over 
which steel discs have been placed, the 
U-bend connections being electrically 
wclclccl to the pipe ends and the whole 
unit later being hot-dipped galvanized. 
The evaporators are furnished both in 
header types, in which ali tubes simul-
taneonslv are fed refrigerant, and with 
the tubes in series. They are designee! 
for use with ammonia, but also may be 
operated vYith methyl chloride. 
CAPTAIN MIKE SKORLICH, mas-
ter of the tunacruiscr "Bremen", 
applied for Mexican clearance 
censcs to permit his 
the Mar de Cortez 
the purpose of hand-lining for 
and corbina. His included an ex-
pedition into the Gulf 
vicinity of San de esus, B. 
and Santa Clara Son., there 
to do his own fishing at distances greater 
than three miles from shore. His petition 
for papers was denied by Mexican repre-
sentatives, the statement being made that 
Mexico claims jurisdiction over all .of the 
sea lying between, Baja California's slen-
der peninsula and the main. 
Probably Capt. Skorlich was in error in 
seeking authorization of sort from 
Mexico, for there seems room for 
supposing that a sea the size of the Gulf 
of Califo-rnia can be claimed by any na-
tion. At1 its lower end it IS a day's sail 
to cross it, iJ.!1cl Felipe it is 
40 miles wide. to 
claim all this rich fishing area as ex-
clusive ground for native hand-liners, but 
it is inevitable that international law must 
eventually be recognized, and the Mar de 
Cortez thrown open to whoever chooses 
to operate there, provided that all such 
comers observe the rule requiring them 
to keep at least three miles off the shore. 
49 
OAKLEY J. HALL, head of th.o Star 
(~ Crescent tug and con~ern! and 
of the San Diego Construction 
Co., has just returned from an extensive 
journey through the eastern states. Cap-
tain and Mrs. Hall travel.ed bv train to 
Detroit, where they" possessed 
themselves brand new Cadillac 
Twelve sedan, wherein continued 
their peregrinations. In the ve-
hicle they cruised from Detroit into Can-
ada, thence southward into Nev.- Enc:Iand 
and the Middle Atlantic States,, 
eventually arrived beneath the coco 
of southern .Florida. 
usual weather'' at Palm. Beach 
ami, the Halls decided that there is no 
place like home, so the Captani did some 
terrestrial and the big 
Cadillac of de" 
TARR & WONSON, 
whose factory · 
ter, an 
entirCly sales ·volurneJ accord-
ing to oft-leers the cornpan:._v-, and is 
looking forward to the 
approaching The firm's 
line of bottom is well kno'A-n to 
fishing vessel .cnvners, for large quanti-
ties are consumed each year to protect 
hulls of saln1onJ sard1ne, tuna and 111arket 
vessels. 
The business was founded in 1863 by 
two n1en >vhose names are m 
the company titie. Since time the 
Tarrs have so that the busi-
ness no\V is operated A. S. -\"'./ \Al on-
son, grandson of one of the founderc;. He 
· manufacture of the· ~well­
\V on son copper paints and 
states that in spite of severe 
today the same rigid 
manufacture prevail. 
"MARINE RADIO Telephom Equip-
ment' is the title of a booklet by \Vestcrn 
Electric Inc., for the 
owners and 
Sections 
Electric to usc of VV estern 
fire boats, 









may be distribnted 
- to capacity and 
arrangernents 
the catches thus may 





be n{ade prior 
"The ability to regulate closely the 
movements of boats and the time saved 
of great where 
the time a!-
between catch and the canning 
process. By installing radio equipment 
on trawlers, owners are able to keep in 
constant touch with their boats and are in 
a ~o take immedi.ate a,~vantage 
of m market cond1t1ons . 
.. 
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"Big Chief" 
COTTON GLOVES 
for All Fishermen 
-with Indian Head trade mark. The 
word Fisherman on the label insures 
this special glove. See that you get it. 
On Sale at Marine Supply Stores 
Also CANNERS' GLOVES in light-
weights-Jap~', Boys' and Ladies'-
sizes carried in stock for immediate 
delivery. 
SEATTLE GLOVE CO. 
Seattle, Washington 
Wholesale Only 519-12th St. South 
A. W. THOMPSON, vice-president of 
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., diesel engine 
manufacturers whose headquarters are in 
Chicago, has been placed in charge of 
manufacturing operations for the com-
pany, according to a recent announce-
ment by President W. S. Hovey. Thomp-
son succeeds Vice-President Heath, who 
resigned at the beginning of November. 
Thompson is well-trained for the new 
post. He was graduated from Renselaer 
Polytechnic Institute in 1907, at which 
time he joined the firm of George A. Just 
Co., New York City. Later he became 
affiliated with Westinghouse, Church, 
Kerr & Co. and, in 1910, joined General 
Electric Co., with whom he remained for 
ten years. In 1920 he became general 
manager of , the Indianapolis plant of 
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., and in 1926 was 
transferred to the West Coast as Pacific 
Coast manager. Later he became a vice-
president. 
CYCOL Jr., wild ram which was 
owned by ] ohn Odom, wharfmaster at 
the Associated Oil Co. wharf in San 
Diego, suffere·d an unexpected demise on 
the morning of November 6 and was 
buried with all the pomp due so good a 
friend of fishermen and other sea-goers. 
Wharfmaster Odom's pet elected to do 
battle with a stray dog. but the cani'le 
T HIS Home Owned and Operated Bank is ap-
preciative of the Patronage received from Fisher-
men and the Fisheries Industry. 
Main Office, S. W. Cor. Fifth Ave,, at E, San Diego, Calif. 
BRANCHES 
Fifth at University Ave., San Diego 
Chula Vista and Escondido 
Thrifty Fishertnen Choose 
INGI.E OIL FURNACES 
for their HOMES 
-burning distillate for fuel and equipped 
with the same famous Valjean Carburetor 
as the Ingle Ranges on their boats give 
them every advantage they look for. First 
there is a saving of 5&% on fuel, an abund-
ance of fresh, warm, moist air heating the 
whole house at even temP'erature and a 
noiseless, smokeless, sootless apparatus that 





San Diego, California 
proved too much for him and he was 
slain in combat. A service was held fo~ 
him in the presence of tunamen and oil 
company staff m~mbers, after which his 
remains were "consigned to the deep". 
ARCHIE R. ROBBINS, founder of 
A. R. Robbins Co. of San Diego, died at 
his home on September 12. He is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs. Mabel Robbins· 
his son, Ira; his grand-daughter, Florence: 
his mother, Mrs. D. A. Purdy; and ~ 
brother, George, of Framingham, Mas-
sachusetts. 
Robbins, born in Nova Scotia, came 
to Eastern United States while still young 
and completed his education there. Short-
ly after the beginning of the twentieth 
century he moved West and became in-
terested in West Coast Gas Engine Com-
pany. After a brief association with that 
firm, he established A. R. Robbins Co. 
and began manufacture of gas engines. 
A repair department was an important 
adjunct to the business, as was also a 
marine way. The business grew rapidly 
and soon became well-established on San 
Diego's waterfront. About two years 
ago the elder Robbins retired, leaving 
his son, Ira, in charge of the business. 
HANCOCK BANNING, scion of the 
famous Wilmington, California, family 
(which originated when the celebrated 
Union officer, General Banning, pur-
chased a few square miles of the 
Rancho Dominguez and settled on the 
shore of the then Estero Dominguez), 
became the object of excited observation 
in the seapart town a few days ago. It 
seems that Banning had made an early 
morning appearance at the cold storage 
plant of the Union Ice Company, and 
had been "shown the works" by Knut 
] orgeson, who has charge of the big fish-
freezing chambers. Among all of the 
other stiff wonders that Hancock saw was 
some SO tons of barracuda, frozen rigid 
as icicles. Well, when he emerged from 
the frigid environment he wore a new-
type staff in his finely gloved hand. He 
presently arrived at the California Bank, 
where he proposed calling upon his old 
friend, Paul Eubank, and with the 4-foot 
frozen barracuda held jauntily, marched 
into the counting-house. There he leaned 
his "cane" in a vacant corner, while he 
chatted a quarter hour with friend bank-
er, after which he issued from the exclu-
sive private office, took up his sea-food 
staff-of-life and departed upon furt~er 
business. Paul Hiller, who is our WJt-
nes~, declares. that despite a 20-n;in~te 
penod of rest m the corner, the fishs ng-
idity was undiminished, and that, more-
over not a drop of moisture remamed 
upon' the floor. Hiller says that this gives 
him the idea of edible sea-food canes, and 
he now is looking for finances with wh!ch 
to start up a drozen eel fad for walkmg 
sticks. 
GAS-ICE Corp., Seattle, has been es-
tablished to produce carbon dioxide from 
resources controlled by it in Klickitat 
county. More than 1,000 acres. of landz 
including four wells now nroducmg co-
and various other spri1igs, have bee;~ 
leased and plans are being made for pu 
ting "Gas-Ice" on the market. in ~ebrn: 
ary, 1932. Capacity at that time JS ex 
pected to be 14,000 pounds. _ 
Officers of the firm are R. B. N ewber~: 
president; S. A. McCune, vice-pres1den ' 
Louis Hoefle, secretary. 
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Problen•s of the 
Fresh Fish 
Sl•ipper 
By CHARLES FELLER 
J11arshfield, Oregon 
M y vVIFE does not understand (me), thank heavens!'' should 
-L be the ·words, soto voce, of 
\Yell-nigh every fish dealer and shipper 
on the coast. That's the only possible 
l myself can offer why the 
of f1sh dealers stick bv their fish-
dealer husbands. For, of a!( the chaotic~ 
H'lltures and enterprises into which peo-
ple \Yill, and do, involve themselves, \Yith-
out a doubt the general fish business, as 
it hcE' been these last few \'ears, takes the 
cake. Of all the misadvc1;tures that may 
IJcset mankind-of all the varying im-
and circumstances of indetermina-
kind and character that hamper our 
wa1·--of all the unknown quantities and 
eqHations with which our labors must 
]ll:oceed, surelv the fisl1 business stands 
alone in offering so rich abundance. 
is it about this fish business that 
men fighting their li,·es away in 
a gamble? It is nothing more than 
th;t indomitable spirit tl1at "won't be 
heat" and that natural Ion: for the haz-
ardcus-that inclination · towards that 
irccdum of action \Yhich the handling of 
such classes of merchandisC', as fish, alone 
The fish business needs ab-
fullness and a total lack of 
nerves. It attracts men who have cour-
age and an insatiable capacity for punish-
and disappointment. It attracts men 
in body and mind. The per-
;·onnel of the fishing inclustrv will com-
pare most favorablv with that of any 
other branch of trad~:. 
.Reading 
Yery comforting to read l1ere and 
in the trades papers of the apparent 
"PUknce and prosperity of many of their 
Bigger crews being engaged 
large orders there, cars of this and 
cars of that, going everywhere and no 
Place. Lincolns and Cadillacs being 
CH.JRLflS FflLU;'H. 
is president the Orei)OJI fresh fish ·whole-
saling finn bears his nan1c. H c is one 
of the old-ti7llcrs in the business, so that 
this article is from thr pen of a 1/Ulll ~u!zn 
speaks ·zeith the aut horit_\' of lony cxprri-
cncc. He is a member of United Stales 
J.ishcrics "dssoeiation. 
bought close upon the heels of a very suc-
cessful season, etc., etc. \Ye should con-
gratulate these very fortunate gentlemen 
\\·ho seem :w eminentlv able to wrest 
from a disordered trade the profit:; which, 
to the grc·ater majorit]· of us all, have 
only been noticeable by their absence. 
Perhaps fortunate circumstance of loca-
tion or such may ha\"e added to the gold-
en harvest. yet, possibly, it is only the 
exceptional abilitv of the individuals that 
has made tbem 1:ich and famous. Never-
theless, \Yhatever the causes, as I saicl 
before, it is all \·cry comforting, and does 
give the ordinary averagc fishman hope 
and encouragement for the future. 
And in retrospect upon the season just 
closing, it has not been so goocl, yet it 
has not been quite so bad !Jy any means. 
T t might baYe he en a whole lot ·worse, 
The fishermen are all paid, taxes, insur-
ance and what not taken care of, and 
the mortgage is going down; some fish is 
in the freezer ancl a lot of money owing 
us by the and the bank is not com-
plaining, yet. we arc off next week 
to Seattle to see some of our fish dealer 
friends and look about a hit. Stee !head 
season opens again December 10 and they 
will be worth -+5 cents per pound in New 
York, maybe. And, I rise to ask, what 
more would you these clays) 
Methods Along the Coast 
However, seriously speaking, the fresh 




buyers and shippers along the Oregon 
coast, and Washington coast. too, fur 
that matter, is sadly confused, and is open 
to much criticism. A great deal of the 
general confusion is now not particularly 
to any single one, or to particular 
group of fish merchants, !Jut the natu-
ral consequence of total disorganization 
,,·ithin the trade itself. In a like 
1931, \\·hen the distribution of catch 
of fish has been greatly hampered by re-
stricted consumer demand, the most 
glaring in:;tances of bad methocls and 
near-panic haYc been more 
brought to our notice. \\-'hat the 
lacks is strong leacl~rs. 
Yet it that the fish business, 
in the fish branch, does not lend 
itself to a general moulding of aim and 
[lllrpuse into a concrete form of proced-
ure to be clirectccl intfJ channels \Yhich 
would bring the fishing ani,·ity as a 
whok onto a prosperous ancl thoroughly 
sound level. There an: too lllan\· cle-
ments of a too elastic nature, and. ;-,n the 
other hand, there are elcmentoo com-
pletely beyond lmman controL Ho\Y-
ever, something conld be done to sta-
bilize the price le\'Cl at 1\·hich the catch 
of fish is clistributed. True, the la\1· of 
and demand maY ultimateh· ex-
and be:, the cont;·olling fact-or as 
price might be obtainable on a 
given occasion, but ,,·1th son1e sort of 
central selling agency there IYOnlcl nc,t be 
that complete collapse of prices to the 
abysmal -depths that we h;we suffered this 
season. There should not be that insane 
scramble to sell fish at cut-rate prices m 
order to mcn~e them off the clock, 
less of cost, as \Ye have \Yitnessc·d 
recent months. 
A New Problem 
Added to the sum total of the fish 
dealers' problems, there has come into 
52 WES'l' COAST FISHERIEs 
the picture a new, but let us hope only 
more or less serious phase-
to the personal of 
v1ew. This is the ftsh peddler. am in-
formed from authoritative sources that 
TINGEYS'§ 
Spring \V ater-Grain Fed 
RAINBOW TROUT 
and best equipped ti"out 
the Survrising qu.ality-1ow 
Standing orders encouraged. 




Now Shipping Smelt 
Tdepho:ne 269 or 134 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
Producers Selling 
authoritative peddlers' 
issued by the State 
in Oregon this year. 
Washington state has as many 
licenses out also. may readily be per-
ceived ·what an a"dul havoc such an armv 
of men with trucks can play in the busr-
ness of the established dealers with plants 
ancl so forth at coastal points. No won-
der the regular dealer can't find custom-
ers. K o wonder his old customers have 
quit buying fish from him. 
These peddlers in many instances are 
only peddlers by legal designation. ln 
fact, they are as completely wholesalers 
J. HORMAN SH CO. 
WHOLESALERS 
Smelts lVow in Season 
Teiepfwne .?50-W 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
Fresh an Frozen Fish, 
. Frog Legs, Shrimps, Crab~ 
I, Scallops,R.ed Cross :Brand 
. Oysters, Fillets 
LOS ANGELES L 405 STAN' FO AVB~ 
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EASY TO OPERATE DOES REAL JOB 
STRAND PORTABLE FISH SCALING MACHINES 
Wh•n Once Installed, They Are Never Returned. You Will Never G<> Back io the Old Method 
of Scaling Fish. 
HORIZONTAL TYPE 
M. N. THACKABERRY 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
308 E. THIRD STREET 
Manufactured By 
VERTICAL Photo Courtesy 
IRELAND'S OYSTER HOUSE IN CHICAGO 
Two Machines 
DISTRIBUTORS 
C. W. MARWEDEL 
SAN FRANCISCO~OAKLAND 
STRAND co. 
STAR MACHINERY CO. 
SEATTL,E, WASH, 
5001 N. Lincoln St., Chicago 
as any of us. 
tons. They cover the 
coast territory and on 
as far as Salt Lake 
at times even Denv~r 
the low !~rices that prevailed fc,~ 
salmon th1s summer and fall, · 
cYerywhcre where a road was adjacent 
a nver to make access by truck pnso•iLk 
have been their fish direct to tk 
peddlers, \Yho were 
to the established fish house for ti·~i.~ 
gear and the like, did not hesitate 1., 
patromze these fish men. Tlw 
ultimate good may come out ~)r 
this peddling. is that finally when price, 
for fish do rarse to a h1ghcr level and the· 
peddler becomes discouraged aEd f: 11 ;;, 
other work to do, then the public in •,•ur-
lying districts that have not been ,,, - i 
served with frec;h fish in the past maY 
no-.v have a Eking for tha.t diet an\-~ h~._-·­
comc: future steady customers at their 
local stores am! demand from their ';utch-
crs and food purveyors that the,- fmni .; 1 
fresh fish at least once the weck.-
The peddling- of fish has no doubt ha,] 
something to do "'~ith the low prices 
to the lishennen for raw fish. Tltecrcti-
cally the f1sherman himself has Lcc•c 
gr(;atly to blame for the low prices 
a len L I£ he had not pa tronizecl the 
cller to the cxten t that he did, then 
sibly his price from tbe 
wholesaler would haYe been a little 
er than it was, for the simple rea,on 
that the wholesaler ,youlcl have harl Let-
ter rlistribution for his stock had the nr"d-
cllers not been in the field with , ii-,J· 
\\~hich thcv \Vere to the pnh;l(' 
at absurdl}r 1oV\r prices 111any inst~nces. 
It is we!l known that salmon \\'as 
sold in tovms like Klamath Falls, 
Dencl, Oregon, at a price as lo\\' J 
cents per pound. l'\o shipper could 
fresh saln1on frotn the Oregon coa:-_>t t<' 
a butcher or regular fish market in ;<m 
of those towns to be ,;old over the co;m~· 
ter at sucb a Yet the peddler 
ured he do and 
and at least b;tcl a 
do\vtt. T'he onlv cure rH_:cidkr 
evil is substantia.Jly tn tht 
fishermen at the , which 
turn reflects better times and other j<Jb" 
for those who turned to peddling li,;h 
a living. 
Fundamentally Sound 
Fundan1entally, as a }n1JH: 1n 
endeavor, the fishing rs '8!1110 
as any other industry. It ls, and a,_-~.~ •."-.::t,:.\1 .1~ has been, one of the 
n1aritin1e nations. hen-...-
eyer, the industrv does not receive ;n d•i" 






trade is being 
matter of artificial 
if we 
action, shall 
Free State at the 
where direct government aid is 
fiishermen for the furnishing of 
with proper boats and proper gear, 
loss by storms is frcn' 
lie funds and where marketing 
r th"; even helped, then one must rca,ize . 
Y. . tn..- d-·p;;_ 
the countries that do those~tnmgs '-" ' · 
fishing industry as a part of their 
(Continued on Page 
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HALIBUT SEASON in the North-
in:st came to an end with the first day of 
N oYembcr, but statistics on tbe year~ arc 
not yet available, due to tl1e fact that 
storms and other causes delayed tbc re-
turn of many ships \Yith their last fares 
and consequently made the task of get-
ting totals much more difficult. 
September statistic; show that 139 
trips were landed in Seattle, 1\'ith totals 
.of 2,346,500 pounds of halilmt, 300.000 
pounds of sablefish and 41,450 pounds of 
mixed cod. These landings were valued 
at $146,713 for the halibut, $10,500 for the 
sablefish and $951 for the cod. Totals for 
1930 1nre greater for ,.;ablefish and mixed 
cod, hut less for halibut: Halibut. 896,-
350 pounds at $121,095; 497,500 
vounds at $19,900; mixed 55,200 
pounds at :rL930. 
October saw 101 trips made, prodtJcing 
pounds of No. 1 halibut, valued at 
and 747,530 pounds o£ No. 2 hali-
Sablcl1sh landings totaled 
pounds, while 45,450 pounds of 
mixed cod ~was brought in. These land-
ings were yalnef! at $10.080 and $1,249 re-
,;pectiye ly. 
Harold E. Lokken, manager of Fishing 
\'esse! 0\Yners Association, Seattle, re-
ports that 15,742,650 pounds of halibut 
-,,·as landed in that city by fishing vessels 
during the 1931 sea,.;on from February 
15 to' NoYember 1. This is an increase 
of 3 136,595 pounds over 1930 f1gures. 
Pric~s were lower in however, the 
total receipts of the captains and 
cYws being but $1,179,550 as compared 
to $1,501,031 for 1930, a decrease of more 
than $320,000. Prices for 1931 aYeraged 
7% cents as compared vYith 12 cents dnr-
thc previous season. 
Rupert, British Columbia, shows 
a Iandin.!.!; of 16,036,940 pounds for 1931, 
more than 8,000,000 pounds below the 
1030 total of 24,638,000 and ,;till further 
hel.ow the 1929 and 1926 total:; of 27.~ 
and 27,036,000 pounds respec-
sho\Yed a sudden upward trend 
~s the end uf the season drew near. A 
mark in September was reached 
17 cents on mediums and 6 cents on 
chickens. A drop occurred shortly there-
afte~, but prices rose to higher levels on 
occasions before the last boat 
port, in several instances exceed-
cents on the mediums. 
and "Sund'E'' were the 
lwo most successful schooners of the sea~~ 
scm, it not being determined at this writ-
which one is desen~ing of the title 
boat". The share for each man 
aboard these is deserving to be in 
the vicinity of "Alutian'' had the 
honor of b~ringing in the final trip for the 
1931 season, arriving in port on N ovem-
hfr J 1. 
SEBASTIAN- STUART FISH Co .. 
Seattle, shipped its first car of sliced 
frozen halibut of this season during the 
latter part of November. It was a full 
c:n. carrying 30,000 pounds of fish for 
th"' eastern market. The seafood is 
in parchment paper, packed 14 
to the carton, and presents a 
appearance. 
RT 
Charles A lhadeff 
CHARLES ALHADEFF, manager ol 
vVhiz Fish Products Co., and Jack Cas-
ton, office manager of Palace Fish Co., 
Seattle firms, left the ]'{ orthwest during 
N oYember for a trip to California. 
Caston, before coming south, ~went to 
Spokane, \Vashington, for a week's busi-
ness. In Southern California he spent 
much of his time with Matt Blumenthal. 
Palace broker of Los "After lll\~ 
visit, I feel that om in Souther;1 
California is dne for an increase," states 
Caston. "\Vith the price situation in far 
better shape than during the past it 
seems to me we ought to be 
tin1i,Stic.'' 
Alhadeff ocn1piecl himself with confer~ 
cnccs with Antone K. Koulouris, broker 
for \Vhiz Fish Products Co. in Southern 
California. "Business is entirely satisfac-
tory in Los Angeles," he states. "I like 
the climate, too, although the Northwest 
is pretty hard to beat .. , 
L. BERT CORNELIUS, Alaskan Gla-
cier Sea Food Co. of Seattle, went duck-
hunting Saturday and Sunday, November 
21 and 22. has been the sale 
of the nev.- Zone" label 
that Cornelius he had earned a 
recreation. 
COLD STORAGE HOLDINGS of 
fish have been showing a large increase 
during the past several months, but has 
remained well bc:low corresponding fig-
ures for 1930, according to governmental 
reports. 
On July 15, 1931, a total of 48,349.921 
was in storage, as compared with 
pounds at the same time in 
On August IS, 1931, the a111ottnt 
had risen to 57,534,668 pounds, while at 
the middle of September and October the 
totals were 6R,037,7l'i2 and 73,017,681 
pounds, respectively. The mid-October 
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Nfain Place for Seafood 
lf7holesale Shippers 
MAIN 
FISH CO.~ Inc. 
WE CARRY A FULL LINE 
___ OF CALIFORNIA FISH ___ _ 
Exporters of Gulf Shrimp, Dry Salt 
Salmon and Salmon Caviar 
NEW LOCATION 
111 RAILROAD AVE. 
SEATTLE, WASH. 
ELLIOT 0681-2 
"lf It Swims We Have lt" 
PALACE 
FISH AND OYSTER 
COMPANY 
A II Varieties 
Fresh F I S I-1 Frozen 
Colman Dock Seattle, Wn. 
W EST COAST FlSHE 
"RlEs 
figure for 1930 was 88,693,276 pounds, 
more than 15,000,000 pounds greater than 
this year's storage. The figures for 1931 
represent an even greater decline than is 
indicated because of the unusually large 
carry-over from 1930 which had to be dis-
posed of by the dealers. 
Canada's report on the first day of J nly, 
Augnst, September and October showed 
totals in storage amounting the fol-
lowing numbers of pounds: July, 
3,389,742 pounds of halibut, 395,491 pounds 
of mackerel, 2.240,236 ponds of salmon 
and 9,340,005 pounds of other species; 
for August, 4,609,386 pounds of halibut, 
1,043,927 pounds of mackerel, 3,357,545 
pounds of salmon and 10,582,958 pounds 
of all other varieties of fish; for Septem-
ber, 4,955,034 pounds of halibut, 1,251,356 
pounds of mackerel, 3,609,049 pounds of 
salmon and 10,352,418 pounds of other va-
rieties; for October, 5,201,328 pounds of 
halibut. 1,227,542 pounds, of mackerel, 
4,845,168 pounds of salmon and 8,870,678 
pounds of all other varieties. 
Halibut was the chief variety of seafood 
in storage on the West Coast-in October, 
slightly over 10,000,000 pounds of the 21,-
320,244 pounds being of that variet:Y. 
Other important holdings vovere the van-
ous species of salmon, including silvers, 
over 3,600,000 pounds; chinook, slightly 
over 1,000,000; steel head trout. more than 
1,300,000; falls and pinks, 385,000; other 
species, t621,000. Other We:;t Coast spe-
cies in storage were cod, flounders, her-
ring, mackerel, sablefi:;h, shad, shellfish, 
eluachon and a miscellany or others. 
I. A. TAYLOR of Western Motor Ex-
press, Inc., Seattle, says that his business 
with the fishing industries is experienc-
ing a satisfactory growth. As evidence 
he- has purchased a handsome new De-
Vaux six, powered with a motor vvhich 
is closely related to the many Hall-Scott 
gas engines in use in vVest Coast fishing 
vessels. 
FOX FISHERIES, Inc., after having 
improved its plc,nt to the fullest extent, 
has started to work on its offices. A new 
general office and a smaller private space 
recently have been completed and add 
much to the convenience with which busi-
ness may be handled by the Seattle firm. 
LAWRENCE DRESSEL of Dressel-
Collins Fish Co., Seattle, took Saturday, 
November 21, to do a little duck-hunting. 
No report on his success has been re-
ceived, but since he is engaged in the 




(Continued from Page 36) 
millionaire. Consider this: Pork 15 -+2 
cents (gold) a pound; beef of 
quality is 38 cents a pound; 
American-made Alpine milk 
cents when bought by the case. alir] 
American cigarettes, months old, cost 
around 40 cents a package." 
Among the trophies brought home 
the crew of the ''Reliance" a 
called "Pez Fuerte" (Powerful 
the Mexicans. It was a beautiful 
about four feet long, and 
sembled a yellowtail. 
.The 111en also recounted experience·; 
w1th the Golden Grouper of the trrJ 11 ;,~. 
a species seemingly almost exactlv ·· --
the cabrilla and other sub-tropical , 
ers except that its scales are 
mered out of 10-dollar gold 
magnificent species ranges in 
3 aLe! 30 pounds, 15-pounders rela-
tively common. It is so fearless, aacl 
fearfully voracious as a feeder, that it :Jil 
~t the bl~cles of oars when boats tt·on: 
Reliance were bemg rowed, and seiz,·;l 
upon bare hooks with avidity. O'DrisccJ!l 
tells that while he was washing- a 
of galvanized metal in the sea, one the· 
gold.en groupers struck at it and almost 
earned it out of his hands. Two of the 
species that the crew caught were -
in the bait tank, where they 
nicely until finally taken out again. 
ford Pinchot, when he voyaged into emu--
torial seas a year or more -ago, rcput:ted 
upon the qualities of the golden 
stating then that it was as · 
food as it was to be appreciated for ;!s 
sporting qualities. 
"They are as golden as the Garibaldi 
perch," says John Cosgrove. 
"Somebody's been painting them, that's 
all," comments John Nelson, tunaman. 
Fresh Fish 
(Continued from Pa·ge 52i 
duties are conscious of the enorm•JU' 
value of the J1shcries as a perpetual 
in building up the national wealth. The 
Irish Free State nOV\' is merelv 
what has been the general -
Scotland, England, Norway and Den-
mark, etc., for decades. The salmon iioh-
eries of Ireland were, many cc:nturies 
a matter of vast importance to 
in her trade with Spain, and ·were the 
subject of treaties and ag-reeml"nts at that 
tim e. 
That we shall see immediate sub.stai> 
tial betterment in the ''eneral trend 
the fish business is to be 
pected. \Ve shall see 
market conditions wl1ere certain 
of stock are faf belo\V non11al in suppl:-
no doubt, but by and large 
ity is bound up with the 
vV e cannot lift ourself 
straps. The situation in 
not give any encouragement. 
Hitlerites gain the complete 
they are striving for, then 
knowing what may happen, and the 
salvation for all in Europe will 
the old time element of German 
still sufficiently strong and sane to 
clown the extremists and not alloiY 
to be stamJ)ecled into any new cxct~s«co 
of political and revolutionary tunno~Lr 
And, who is the fish dealer so br1lrr 
to say that the political situation m Ger-
many does not affect the 
salmon, be he ever remotely 
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This division of FRESH FISH SECTION 
is of distributors and pro- OREG N 
ALTHOUGH CONDITIONS are not 
as bright as they might be, Hugo vV. 
Klein of Nehalem Bay Fish Co., Wheeler, 
Oregon, believes that salesmanship and 
modern merchandising methods will en·· 
able wholesalers of his state to enjoy 
good business during the winter months. 
"I believe that most fresh fish ship-
pers need a concise and to the point 
course in good salesmanship", he explains. 
"Dumping fish on the markets is not 
salesmanship, but reacts to the detriment 
of those concernecL Everyone in the in-
dustry suffers and the consumers pay 
about as much. In Portland fresh 
became so cheap that the consumer 
didn't want it, apparently being dubious 
about its quality. 
"Some plan might be worked out by 
which fish might be fileted during runs 
and surpluses held in storage, thus keep-
ing the market from being glutted. I 
understand that the San Francisco firms 
are working on this; perhaps they may 
work out something to stabilize the mar-
kets another year. There are folks in the 
Middle vVest who do not know what 
fish is and are so used to storage 
that, not knowing good products, 
thev will ask for poorer grades." 
Klein looks forward to a good volume 
of sales in the various species of salmon. 
"Silvers are most in demand, largely be-
cause of the convenient size for the but-
cher trade. Chinooks have been excep-
tionally fine this season, the quality being 
excellent and the meat reel. Falls began 
to run in October. The quality is good 
but is difficult to determine how many 
will be taken. Their runs are peculia1:, 
there being many fish some years and 
none during other seasons." 
ARTHUR RAMSEY, head of the 
Tillamook Bay Fish Conmany, has in 
service wl1at he believes to be one of the 
old•cst ice-machines on the Oregon coast. 
He tells that 14 years ago, when he de-
cided to expand his cannery operations to 
include fresh fish and mild-cure opera-
tions, he looked around for equipment 
with v:hich to outfit his chilling rooms. 
found a butchershop where the but-
cher had killed himsdf, and I bought tbe 
ammonia plant out of it for almost a song. 
an old machine, made bv the Bell 
Company of Portland, Oregon, 
and it was already old when I bought it. 
The lilloanufacturer went broke long ago, 
and I'llltlouht if there is andther compres-
~or Eke this one in the whole country." 
The odd-lookin;z machine is a twin-
cylinder affair having the fly-wheel set 
on the shaft between the hvo cylinders. 
It is belt-driven, of course, and is rated 
at three tons. Lacking the improved 
glands and gas-valves of modern com-
Pressors, this ancient Bell Wildman leaks 
a small amount of ammonia, but Ramsev 
it still serves well, and seems to 
eternal life. 
ALBERT T. ANDERSON of War-
renton Fisheries Co., vVarrenton, Oregon, 
that activities in Northern Oregon 
slow during October, but that they 
expected to improve during the fol-
months. "Practically no fish was 
taken in the Columbia River and 
small quantities were being brought 
in by ocean trollers," he states. "All of 
the canneries had ceased canning opera-
tions with the exception of Point Adams 
Packing Co., at Hammond. This last-
named firm was packing troll-caught sil-
vers. Due to unsatisfactory market con-
ditions, there seems to be little likelihood 
of any of the canneries packing chums 
this year. 
"Opening of the crab season in Wash-
ington saw very few crabs taken and it 
looks like a scarcity of this product from 
northern waters. During the winter 
months it is usually too rough at sea to 
guarantee a steady supply of this crus-
tacean and it is likely that prices will re-
main firm. We are cold-packing a con-
siderable quantity of fresh crab meat in 
addition to shipping cooked crabs to the 
Northwest markets." 
Anderson expected that opening of the 
California crab markets on November 15 
would improve sales volume for Oregon 
crabs. 
CANNED SALMON OPERATIONS 
in Oregon are reported as over for the 
season. A few of the packing plants have 
been processing ocean-caught silvers, but 
stopped receiving fish for that purpose 
during middle November. 
Columbia River Packers Association 
has announced prices of 4 and 5 cents per 
pound on bright silvers ancl steelhead 
trout, respectively. The quotations were 
made in middle November and, as fresh 
fish prices ahnys are subject to consider-
able fluctuation, they probably will un-
dergo many changes during 1vinter and 
spring months. 
A. LA ROCCA & SONS, live lobster 
distributor of San Francisco, has been re-
ceiving large shipments of these crustace-
ans from Santa Barbara, Gaviota ancl 
other producing regions. "\V e have been 
busy since the opening of the season re-
ceiving, cooking and delivering these 
crabs," states AI La Rocca. "San Fran-
ciscans are lobster-eaters, and our sales 
consequently have been good so far this 
vear. 
. "\Ve also are distributing Snake River 
trout, which run from four to five fish 
per pound. This fish is meeting with 
ready sale among clubs and hotels 
throughout San Francisco." 
Established 1914 
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This di1,isian of FRESH FISH SECTION NC). IS of interest to the Northern ducers and distributors of 
"Cath1'rinc Paladini", one of the flat of Northern California tra,wlers 
Tl!ll -J-
ID~Ler 
S AN FH.Al'\ CISCO BAY wholesale U fresh tlsh dealers. having closed 
their summer operations, are getting 
into the stride of 'cVintcr activities, en-
couraged by what to be a profit-
able and season. Good catches 
of fish. a sales and advertising program 
~which dwarfs all projects of a 
similar nature on \Nest Coast, a mar-
ket which is steady and shows signs of 
heavy demand~these are a part of the 
evidence which is making executives of 
the San Francisco -wholesalers look for-
ward with anticipation to 1932. 
"Our sales volume this summer far sur~-
asses other summer season in the his-
, states 
treasurer of 
ard Fisheries. "Although prices 
been lower on almost all varieties, we arc 
able to show very satisfactory earnings. 
We are expecting to be equally fortunate 
during the next period of operations." 
.Paladini Hus:r 
Lionel Shatz, secretary-treasurer of A. 
Paladini, Inc., also reports that summer 
sales have been greater during 1931 than 
they were in 1930. The tonnage was so 
lnuch greater that in spite of low prices 
net profits have been good. 
William Lacey has been appointed man-
ager of the Eureka branch of A. Pala-
dini, Inc., and is handling the work at 
that peint, assisted by three staff mem-
bers. Frank J. CardinalE, who has been 
serving as manager of Pittsburg Fishery, 
has been placed in charge of the Pitts-
burg branch of the Paladini firm. Vince 
Season Is P @ @ rOIDISID~g 
and Jack Cardinalli, brothers of the man-
ager, are vyorking -·with hin1. 
"F. E. Booth Co., Inc., has 
decided increase in the sales of its 
fish division," states lgnazio ~A.lioto, man-
ager of the fresh fish department. "We 
are forward to a hcavv fall and 
F crente -will be in 
plant, with two as-
Davi will manage the 
l'ittsburg branch, assisted by his son, Joe 
Davi, and two other staff members." 
Successful Eureka Man 
vVestern California Fi;;h Cu. has ap-~ 
pointed Theo vVeissich, son of President 
W. 0. vV cissich. as manag-er of that or-
ganization's branch. Theo, who 
has been in of summer operations 
at Eureka for C. Fisheries, previously 
was port captain the tra1vler fleet op-
erating out of San That Theo 
is on excellent man for the post is shown 
the fact that this summer fleet 
through Humboldt 
Eureka, more fish than ever before is re-
corded as having been brought into that 
port. So much fish Vias landed it is now 
stated that Eureka ranks as the htird larg-
est fresh fish port on the West Coast, 
being exceeded only by Los Angeles and 
Seattle. 
Western California Fish Co. has made 
no appointment to the post of manager 
at Pittsburg. The firm's Pittsburg branch 
still is being operated by N. C. Fisheries, 
which is using it as a mildcure 
G. Alioto, president of San 
International Fish Co., also is 
with fall and winter 
our sun11.ner prices 1cn~~er than 
usual," he states, ''we have had a 
factory· season 1 and expect the vvinter 
be as successfuL 
"Theo Vv eissich 1s 
Eureka branch 
of an agreement 
vVestern California 
Davi, with two staff 
clling Pittsburg branc!J, 
Knapp is con tinning as nJanager a 1- nu~­
Shelter Cove branch." 
Fogs Hinder Trawlers 
Tra~wlers of the five 
operating out of Eureka, 
been 
and out of 
which caused 
Pa1adini~" o-\Yned . 
Paladini, Inc., as well as tvvo coastWl~'' 
freighters, have been a 
troublcson1c has been a 
channel at that iJOrt, rnaking 
difficult to pilot' the fisbinf' ye'i-
Alex Paladini, president of A. 
Inc.. announces con1n1issioning oi the 
"Bristol" and "Polaski" as an 
unit to vvork out of Eureka" , T'"~. 
Iaski" repla~es the "Achil,le + 1 0 .th::;: Palac!Jm sh1ps, and also tnosc c;, LL l 
firn1s, are experiencing 1l1 
ing operations because 
weather. Catches have been 
consequent rise in prices. 
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FISHERMEN'S WHARF Merchants 
organized in San 
State Andrew 
Thompson and Seafood Thomas 
Castagnola and k Sabella, has experi-
enced a rapid development, ZS retail mer-
chants already having affiliated with it. 
N. Alioto has been elected president, 
'l'homas Castagnola is vice-president and 
.·\. Sabella is secretarv-treasurer. 
"The association will do a great amount 
o£ good in stimulating interest the 
members to fiix up their places of 
ness as attractivelv as have the officers 
of the " stat~s 'vVharfinger Thomp-
son. retailers need and deserve 
more business here on the wharf than 
has been enjoyed in the past. The fish-
ermen also will profit by an increase in 
trade, for Crab and Salmon Fishermen's 
Protective Association, of which all of 
them are members, will be able to sell 
more crabs. Fisbermen's Vvhar£ never 
before has been exploited'' 
advertising has been begun 
in The and Tl1e Chronicle, promi-
nent Golden Gate dailies, and will appear 
in both publications three times each 
1\"eek until the end of the crab season. 
copy reads: "Let's go clown to 
Wharf, San l'rancisco's most 
colorful picturesque spot. Crab season is 
" This nublicitv is being aug-
by banners -on Taylor Street cable 
cars which nm within a block of: the 
wharf. 
G. ALIOTO, San Fran-
c;;oco International San Fran-
reports that trawl from the 
territory have hecn heavy during 
November, in spite of stormy weather 
which the fishermen have encountered in 
Northern California. "\V co are operating-
two sets of tra>vlers," states Alioto. "and 
are sel!inQ" all the fish our crews are able 
to bring '~in. Tony Tarantino is acting 
port captain at Eureka, where 'Interna-
tional No. V' and 'International No. VI' 
working together, as well as "'1-..J.o. 
VTI1' and 'No. III'. 'No. II' is 
held in reserve. 'vVe ar~ looking 
tu a prosperous season 
S. TARANTINO & SON, fresh fish 
brokerage firm of Fishermen's vVharf, 
San Francisco, has joined its fresh fish 
business with that of Crab & Salmon 
Fishermen's Protective Association. Tbis 
has been anticipated by 
both parties, it will enable the asso-
ciation to perform its marketing functions 
more efficientlY. It \vill continue to dis-
crab, s~lmon and cod direct to the 
and operators of seafood 
located on the wharf. 
vears Salvatore Tarantino 
has as a broker 'on Fishermen's 
from the fishermen and re-
Francisco wholesalers. In 
Peter, ·who at the time was 
bv San Francisco International 
joined his father and the two 
have been together since. Under the new 
arrangement they buy herring, sardines, 
anchovies, smelt, shad and bass from the 
fishermen and delivered to the associa-
which resells through them. 
SALVATION ARMY'S food kitchen 
at San Pedro has been serving hot meals 
many unemployed of late. William 
of C J. Hendry Co. contributed 
a supply of coffee, while fresh fish whole-
salers and B. F. Ballanger of Union Ice 
Co, in supplying fish. A duty 
against the fish was paid by the 
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SAM CA TTOLICA, order clerk for A. 
Paladini, Inc., Oakland wholesale fresh 
fish branch, was an enthusiastic rQoter at 
the Stanford-California "Big Game", for 
his brother, Joe, playe-d halfback on the 
Golden Bear eleven. The game, which 
was played before almost 90,000 specta-
tors at Stanford Memorial Stadium near 
Palo Alto, proved to be a thriller, with 
California wining by the margin of one 
touchdown. 
Other Paladini officials who attended 
the game were Lionel Shatz, secretary-
treasurer, who motored down with Mrs. 
Shatz and friends; Mr. and Mrs. Hugo 
Paladini, also accompanied by friends; 
2nd Mr. and Mrs. Walter Paladini of 
Oakland . 
LIONEL SHATZ of A. Paladini, Inc., 
spent four days in Los Angeles during 
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Clondbn:~~st alts Totuava 
SAN FELIPE DE JESUS, Baja Cali-fornia, suffered the first of its usual 
series of '>Vinter misforttJnes in mid-
dle November, just passed. The same 
gale of wind and deluge of rain that con-
verted the deserts of Arizona into ex-
temporized duck ponds, com•enient for 
the flocks of persecuted water fowl then 
winging southward from the vVhite Man's 
annihilation, continued its thundering 
course until piling its black cloud against 
the red cliffs and unclad peaks of La 
Sierra de los Occupas and the richly-
painted range of Las Montaiiyas Pintadas, 
in the Baja California peninsula. There 
the Mexican rain god "did hi:; stuff" with 
the same absolute .thoroughness that had 
characterized the accomplishments of our 
,,wn Jnpe Pluvius in the instance of the 
Phoenix and Tucson cloudbursts, letting 
;:;o the bung in the heavenly scuttlebutt 
and deluging the coverless terrain be-
neath. As always bappens in these in-
stances, millions of tons of water came 
roaring down the mountain face, sluicing 
through the stone-walled ca1wns with a 
reverberant commotion audible for three 
Spanish leagues. There being no trees. 
no shrubbery, no grass, the whole of the 
precipitation gravitated across tbe steep 
landscape, rolling large boulders along as 
it made for the sea. 
Now, it bappens that the fish-road of 
the totuava trucks ·winds its ·way from 
'\ilexicali, on the border, to San· Felipe, 
on the Gulf, while hugging closely the 
:ohell-rock apron at the foot of the ranges. 
This affinitv is in fact the evidence of a 
aversion, for tbe flat plain beneath 
composed of treacherous ground-tidal 
salty, subject to inundation at the 
and soft as axle grease to a 
depth of a mile or two. The caiion 
wouths therefore vomit their suddenlv-
created rock-carrying rivers directh· 
across the road, carvng out deep chan-
nels that not even a Prince of \Vales 
hunter could jump, let alone a 1-ton Ford 
loaded "'ith 3 tons of totuava. The con-
'eqnence is foreseen: Fish hauling stops. 
For a week or tKo the camp at San 
was not even heard from. During 
that period whatever Gulf fish reached 
San Pedro markets was cirgoed in trucks 
operating to Santa Clara del Colorado or 
to I'nnta Pei1asco. Both are in Sonora, 
where the soil is sandv and absorbant, 
where there arc no mo~mtains close be-
side the sea, and where no 30-milc ex-
panse of pudding-like mud menaces with 
submergence the vehicle of tbe truck-
During the second week in Novem-
two loads of Punta Penasco ("Rocky 
fish reached San Pedro. Because 
totuava stocks were scant, prices ad-
vanced from the previous 8-cent rate to 
1 l cents. The Mexicans realized an en-
couraging profit. Later. on November 21, 
the first load of San felipe fish was rc-
at the markets. but immediatelv 
the trafflc was interruptecl 
again, and persons who were interested 
· the matter spent time specnlating 
which of several rumors merited credit: 
(1) That a strike among the hand-liners 
was in progress; (2) that inclement 
weather was preventing the operation of 
the canoes; (3) that controversy within 
the fishermen's. "co-operativa" (guild) was 
preventing shipping; ( 4) that the trucks 
had abandoned the Baja California camp 
because they could obtain cargo at 
Sonora points at less cost; (5) that a sec-
ond rain had torn ont the road repairs 
just effected; (6) that some of the fish 
reported as from Punta Pef1asco ac-
tually was ongmating m San Felipe. 
There being no telephone, telegraph or 
other means of communication except 
messages carried by trucklnen them-
selves, solution of the matter awaits the 
arrival of some informed Mexican who 
will relate the facts. 
Marked changes in the character of the 
loads have taken place since vV CF pub-
lished an acco~mt of the commencement 
of machorro hauling, in the November is-
sue. As was stated in that writing, the 
1931 season began when initial cargoes of 
corbina were broug·ht across the line. 
These were caught before the shoal wa-
C LD 
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IH 
SERVICE 
The only Cold 
lOS ANGELES ICE & 
COlD STORAGE CO. 
715 E. 4th St. 
Los Angeles, California 
Phone Michigan 1461 
ters at the head of the Gulf had cooled 
sufficiently to permit the presence in 
them of the hardy machorro, male of the 
totuava species. A week or two later the 
advance guard of the machorro schools 
appeared, and as soon as these \\ere avail-
able, no more corbina were trucked across 
the frontier. For more than a 
all loads were purely machorro, but 
condition also expe-rienced modit!cation 
when totuava rctnrnecl to the 
cooling areas during early 
Loads composed of half machorro and 
half totuava then became the rule, 
until the third week in N ovemher 
sexes of the giant croaker were in evJ-
dence. Since November however. 
trucks l1ave carried but few the small 
male croakers, practically all of their loads 
having been composed uf the big female 
fish. 
The present season has been conspicu-
ous for the better quality of fish trucked 
to market. It must be admitted that in 
two or three instances sub-standard ma-
terial has been urged upon dealers by in-
cautious or neg-lectful drivers, but for the 
OYSTE 
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First quality of all grades. 
supply insures you prompt 
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most part the cargoes have been excep-
tonailly fine-actually so excellent as to 
excite comment from among the market 
owners themselves. This circumstance is 
especially fortunate, for nothing would be 
more deadly to the Mexican croaker busi-
ness than were unscrupulous dealers to 
put tainted fish into public consumption. 
Were such practices to obtain, legitimate 
merchants would have no better course 
open to them_ than to demand strict in-
spection bv the Commercial Fisheries 
Bureau, as Insurance against injury of the 
fish business as a whole by the illicit op-
erations of a. reckless minority. 
JACK DELUCA of Los Angeles Fish 
& Oyster Co., Los Angeles, accompanied 
by friends, visited Santa Barbara during 
the middle of November. 
"PATRIA", tunaship operating out of 
San Diego, California, recently installed 
an Ingle No. 118 oil-burning range, one 
of the same type of all-nickel trim stoves 
as those placed aboard the new ships 
"Mayflower" and "City of San Francis-
co". Capt. Joe M. Medina of the "Fa-
tria" incidentally is a partner in the giant 
"Mayflower", and it was in connection 
with the new vessel that he learned of 
the many fine qualities of Ingle ranges. 
E. J. WHITMAN, president of Haines 
Oyster Co. of Seattle, Washington, and 
Don Ehle of Dan's Sea Food Cafe, also 
a Seattle establishment, visited Southern 
California during November, leaving on 
the third and returning on the 24th day 
of the month. Both of the fisheries ex-
ecutives were accompanied by their wives, 
and their program included both busi-
ness and pleasure. Among activities 
which were included in the latter classi-
fication was a stop at The Willows for 
geese. 
The northern shrimp season has been 
unusually fine, both in Puget Sound and 
in waters farther north, according to 
Whitman. "Our trawler 'Audrey' has 
been lying in harbor," he states, "but we 
have been operating two ships out of 
Everett, Washington and three more in 
Hoods Canal. All of them have been se-
curing good catches and the shellfish are 
in fine shape. 
"I believe all of our northern dealers 
are well-satisfied with today's outlook. 
Sales show good volume, prices are in-
creasing and prospects seem excellent for 
the winter. Some of the dealers tell me 
this is the best year they ever have ex-
perienced. Of course, Seattle has unusu-
ally good retail markets, the finest on the 
coast, I believe, and also the most pros-
perous." 
The company's first shipment of crabs 
to California this season was made dur-
ing the middle of November. Whitman 
describes the Puget Sound run as a good 
one, with lots of crustaceans of good qual-
ity, although rather small. "However," 
he point out, "the small-sized crab is es-
teemed as a delicacy, so we have no rea-
son to complain." 
While in Southern California Whitman 
of course visited the offices of WCF. 
"WEST COAST FISHERIES is one of 
a few among the magazines I receive 
which I read all the way through," he 
stated at that time. "And not only my-
self, but everybody in our offices reads 
it. I find it spread out before the men 
every n1onth." 
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LIKE EVERY OTHER animal of 
economic importance, the oyster also has 
its pests which wreck great havoc on the 
supply in certain localities and which add 
to the zest of living for the grower. One 
of the most destructive enemies of the 
cultivated and natural beds is the oyster 
drill (Urosalpinx cinerea), a little snail-
like animal about one and one-eighth 
inches long. In New Jersey and in Dela-
ware the damage to beds by this animal 
has been estimated at a million dollars 
annually, and a recent invasion of Hamp-
ton Roads, Virginia, one of the largest 
producing areas in this country, brought 
the question of control to the immediate 
attention of the Bureau of Fisheries. As 
a result, Dr. Henry Federighi was com-
missioned to make an investigation and to 
report upon the life history of the animal 
and a means of control. 
This destructive creature, according to 
Dr. Federighi, is found along the Atlantic. 
Coast from Maine to Florida and at some 
places on the Pacific, and also has been 
introduced with the American oyster into 
England, where it also has become a pest. 
It inhabits brakish waters where oysters 
thrive. but fortunatelv it cannot endure 
as low salinity as can fts victims. On that 
account it may be killed by planting the 
in mouths of rivers, thus freeing 
stock from infestation. The animal 
is virtually non-migratory as was shown 
by marking and liberating a considerable 
number of them and later retaking them; 
it is carried from one area to another 
chiefly by transplanting oysters, shells, 
and seeds. 
The drill does its damage by boring 
holes through the oyster shells with its 
file like tongue and then licking from 
within the flesh of its victim. Although 
From its appearance one never would sus-
pect it, says Dr. F ederighi, the drill is 
negatively geotropic and positively rheo-
tro-pic. In plain terms this means that the 
animal climbs upward and tends to move 
upstream against the current. This tend-
ency to move upward from the bottom is 
the weakest link in its natural history and 
has been taken advantage of by the in-
vestigator in destroying the animal. It 
~was found that by placing traps com-
posed of pails full of sand on concrete 
pillars on the oyster beds the drills will 
accumulate in great numbers and can be 
hauled up and destroyed. 
It is interesting to note· that this same 
idea has been adopted by J. Richard N el-
son in New Jersey, although in this case 
hags of oyster shells, or even young oys-
ters, were used as traps. For several 
years oyster planters in Louisiana have 
used a similar trap composed of bunches 
o£ palmetto leaves placed upright on the 
beds on which the drills accumulate. 
SAN ]U AN Fishing & Packing Co. 
and Melchoir, Armstrong, Dessau, two 
firms with headquarters in Seattle who 
arc extensive shippers of halibut, closed 
th~ir Ketchikan plants during October. 
R E. Hardcastle and John Maloca have 
bcen representing the San Juan interests 
li1 Alaska, while Robert Hooper and An-
drew Engstrom have taken care of busi-
ness for J\ifelchoir, Armstrong, Dessau. 
Jfatt Blumenthal of Los Angeles super'Vising 
unloading of a car of "Red Cross" oysters 
J. & J. W. ELSWORTH Co., Green-
port, Long Island, and New York City, 
bas been enjoying a splendid demand for 
its "Red Cross" deep-sea salt-water oys-
ters, according to Matt N. Blumenthal, 
CaJifornia distributor. "Continued cool 
weather on the \Nest Coast, particularly 
in Southern California, materially is in-
creasing consumption of oysters," states 
Blumenthal. "In fact, I believe that 
when the present 'R' season ends, record 
sales wiil have been checked up. I have 
been agreeably surprised and gratified to 
noted this demand, especially in view of 
existing conditions. 
"I am convined that each 'R' season 
sees California consuming more bivalves, 
and the enviably reputation of the 'Red 
Cross' brand assures J. & J. W. Elsworth 
that the future looks good indeed." 
OYSTERS in Oakland Bay, ~Washing­
ton, experienced a four-year period of ab-
normality beginning with the spring of 
1927. There was a high rnoratlity ancl the 
oysters which continued to live sbowed 
little or no sheli growth. There was vir-
tually no although the bay has the 
reputation being the best seed ground 
in Pngct Sound. Indications were that 
tlre conditions were such as would be ex-
pected to follow pollution of the water 
by sulphite 'Naste liquor hom the pulp 
mill 1vhich was established on tl1e bay in 
the spring of 1927. From that time until 
March, 1931, varying quantities of liquor 
~were allowed to escape into the bay. 
Then the mill dcvelopecl a system where-
by the liquor ~was pumped several miles 
into a dry lake bed and pollution 
of bay by this waste brouglrt presum-
ablv to an end. 
During the past summer the initial 
stages of recovery of the oysters affected 
have been so obvious as to constitute 
new evidence of the harmful effect of the 
liquor, confirming the results of the lm-
reau's investigation. The ovsters left on 
the grounds, almost none of which could 
be considered to bave set during the last 
three or four years, are fairly large, and 
show new shell growth equal to that of 
any oysters in the neighboring bays. The 
bav ~water has lost its brownish colora-
ti;n to a large degree, and most of tlre 
dense grovvth of filamentous algae has dis-
appeared. Of greatest significance is the 
fact that a light set of soat was obtained 
during the summer altl1ough very little 
new cultch was planted. Small spat may 
be seen both on shelL; and on new egg 
crate fillers. 
Oakland Bay shows every promise of 
becoming· again a chief source of seed 
oysters for the growers of south-
ern Pugct 
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A. K. KOULOURIS Co. during No-
vember received a carload of each 
week, according to President K. 
Koulouris, and the successful Los An-
geles brokerage finn has been able to dis-
pose of every bivavle without any great 
sales effort. Indications now point to an 
increase in demand, which will make nec-
essary se1ni-·weekly shipments from east-
ern beds. 
"vVhile prices are not highly faYorable, 
they are becoming more stabilized, and 
increase in demand is bound to 
them," states Koulouris. "Scarcity 
local fish and the small quantities of sal-
mon and halibut shipped down 
from the North makes balance of the 
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SPAWNING AND SETTING of oys-
ters ( Ostrea lurida) in the vicinity of 
Olympia, Vvashington, was the subject of 
a summer investigation made during 1931 
hy Dr. A. E. Hopkins of United States 
Bureau of Fisheries, with 
vVashington State Department Fish·· 
eries. The purpose of the investigation, 
whose finds recently have been released, 
was to find what natural conditions are 
favorable to setting of the oyster so that 
accurate predictions may be made for the 
benefit of gro·wers. 
Most of the experiments and observa-
tions were made in Oyster Bay and TYiud 
where the chief oyster grounds are 
Plankton samples were taken 
frequently, and at the same time the 
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S. LARCO 
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scdinity, tem]Jerature, and pH of the watec 
w.as deternllned both m representative 
d1kes and m the open bays. Thenn., 
graph records of water temperatur-e h~·,:,~ 
been kept in one dike. At short interyal~ 
oysters were examined ancl records ·' 
of the presence of larvae in the 
chamber and the condition of the 
Two or three times a week ·wire 
shells were planted 111 each of several 
dikes in the tv:o and after · 
left for from 7 to 20 brought to the 
laboratory for studyo of these 
shells is not complete. except for these 
which had been planted in two dikes 
Oyster Bay, hut the results appear be 
signif1can t. 
-The total number of spat on the shells 
in each bag was determined and 'l di,;-
trihution curve, based on measuremenh 
of 500 spat plotted. In this mann·::.r u;; 
number of spat setting daily on the unit 
of cultch was roughly determined. 
the daily set in these dikes was 1J lotted 
for the season it was clear that settirw 
was restricted to two distinct perio;l~~ 
The former took place from about the 
15th to <.<bout the 25th of 
maximum daily set per was 
<.'bout 700. Then for an 
there virtually no set. 
the of July t~1 the middle of :\ugtcst 
a period of very profuse setting took 
place, the maximum set per day nnit 
cultch amounting to as high ac; 
Bags of shells in the water 
days at this time bore from to 4!1,-
000 spat, while those in the water for the 
same length of time during the first set-
ting period bore only 3,000 to 
The second set was about ten 
profuse as the first. \Vhether the ahovt-
(\escribed conditions arc typical is nnl 
known, for the investigation has been ~m­
der way only one season. 
The rnethod of the oyster growe'·s 
to plant cultch during June in order io 
catch the earliest snat. \Vhile this ,·ear 
the early set was u~1Llsually good it \YaC' 
of small importance as cornparecl that 
of a month later. Cultch put in the water 
during caught sorne of tht~ 
ond but it was not dean 
enough to obtain the maximum. The f()i-
lowing experiment shows 
essential it is to have fresh 
time of setting. A of shells ·we> .. '' 
into a dike on July and. on the 
another was put with it. 
brought in on 3. 
bore 28,000 
39,000. The 
about nine clays before the main 
started, ·while the latter was 
in tirne to get tbe set 
however, were sufficient to 
of the cultch by 30 per 
periods of this veer an: 
as will determined by 
the next fe\v year:-.;, 
DOssib \c increase the . 
by taking advantage of: 
setting, instead of the first 
practiced. 
take place a 
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:t~loated Oyster Evil 111 the shipment automobiles. 
"San Felipe Marine Products Com· 
.l\i EVIL \l~hich in the past has 
brought disrepute upon the oyster 
industry is that of "floating" the 
product. A floated oyster is one whicb, 
after it is harvested. is shelled, drained of 
all sea brine and then placed in fresh 
water. Of this latter fluid it absorbs 
large quantities, so that an oyster which 
has been floated often is twice the size of 
one not subjected to that process. Float-
eel bivalves take up more space than non-
·processecl ones, so that less are required 
to make a pound or till a can than other-
wise is the case. 
A.ccording to Frederick F. East, 
eral manager of Planters Oyster Co., 
Port Norris, New Jersey, California oys-
ter dealers for some time have been pre-
judiced against N evv Jersey shellfish be-
cause of experiences they have had ·with 
certain companies which have floated 
their products and consequently delivered 
an inferior seafood !o western purch-
asers. \Vl1ile he agrees that such prac-
tices are wrong ancl that firms using them 
should be censored, East wishes to point 
out that Planters Ovster Co. never has 
ancl never will water "its goods. 
"Since the beginning of its operations 
em October 1, 1931," he states, "Planters 
Co. has l1ad its O\'Stcrs brought 
from the beds to- the :;hucklng 
plant. Nothing but salt oysters an: 
shucked; these are taken from the beds 
one day, shucked the next, put in the 
cans fresh and shipped out to the buy-
ing public without being held or ,ldayed 
by storage either in shells or cans. 
''\Ve believe these :foods to be very 
and the buying public which is ac-
with them is justifying our con-
for we are having a run-away 
business on this product. It is astonish-
ing to realize that the firm has been in 
busine:;s onlv 90 dav~s and now is run-
at full -capacity. V,T c feel that our 
is one ·which the public has de-
manded for years but probable has been 
unable to obtain until our modern, pro-
gressive system was put into effect . 
. have put this system into effect 
:c;ince the fire reported in \VCF for No-
vember, and will continue tu use it at all 
times in the future. We are sure we shall 
he able to gain hack the public's confi-
duJce in New Jersey oysters.'' 
MEREDITH FISH Co., Sacramento, 
Francisco Interna-
Francisco, both re-
"Rev Point" ]Jurt 
and 
Co., 
good sales of 
by vVest Coast Oyster 
"Dealers are taking to this product 
" states President Crad Meredith 
the capital citv organization. "\Ve are 
waiting for the- new pint and half-pint 
lithographed containers, ·which we hope 
to have distributed in everv retail outlet 
in Sacramento Valley in a -short time." 
"\Ve have sold 20,000 'Rev Points' in 
the shell and 750 gallons of bL1lk oysters,'' 
states G. Alioto of San .Francisco Inter-
naticmal. "Next season the firm is ex~ 
to harvest a rca.! bumper crop, as 
will have five times the oysters it pro-
duced this vcar. Japanese spat will be 
Planted fr01{1 Tanuarv JS to March, 
during which· time "over 40,000,000 
O}'ste;~, will be placed in Elkhorn Slough." 
East reports that orders for his "Daily 
Dozen'' brand and other packs of shell-
fish are coming in from all over the coun-
try and that rle anticipates a season of 
prosperity and progress. 
MEXICAN TOTUAVA FISHING is 
to be made more consistently profitable 
throm;h the provision of chilling facilities 
at th~ beach-side camp called San Felipe 
clc J es1rs, B. Cfa., if plans of a five-mem-
ber partnership work out according to ex-
pectations" On November 20 a big truck 
with trailer left San Pedro wrth maclun-
ery and equipment for erecting the neces· 
sary plant, Jnechanics and constructwn 
is the name by which the 
firm is to be known. 
composed of both Arnerican and l\1'exi-
can stockholders; through its hi-national 
integration it enjoys the benefit of much 
political strength in the Re-
public. According· to best 
formation, the concern has the 
advantage of the good-will and 
ness of the San Felipe totuava fisherrncn's 
guild, this alliance having been 
through the admission of Colonel 
Cant{! to and direc-
torship in it will be 
remembered, was 
Baja California, and 
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has 'Non for hirn perpetual confidence and 
respect from the inhabitants of the Penin-
sula. Moreover, for more than a vear 
Cant{r has been the head of the organ-ized 
hand-liners' "co-operativa", and as such is 
the dominant factor in the fishery. 
Another source of strength and prestige 
enjoyed by the fish-chilling organization 
is derived from the interest being taken 
in the venture by Percy Hussong. As is 
well known, the Hussong family is the 
chief merchant of wines and liquors in 
the Mexican seaport and recreational re-
sort of Ensenada, and enjoys high repute 
throughout the Territory. Both John 
Hussc1ng and Percy Hussong always have 
evidenced active interest in fishing enter-
prises, which explains the latter's par-
ticipation in the San Felipe project. 
Organization of the company was ef-
fected by "Connie" ]. Hannifin, in con-
junction with A. G. McCoy. Both men 
hail from \Vilmington, California, where 
Hannifin formerly ·was in the yacht brok-
erage business, and an oil opera-
tor. It vvas through sagacious sc-
Co111111en~e 
'
X JEST COAST Oyster Farms, Ltd., 
! 'V began harvesting its first crop of 
Pacific oysters at the end of Octo-
ber. The bivalves were good-sized, firm 
of flesh, clean in appearance and possessed 
of fme flavor, according to officials of 
the company. 
In harvesting operations, the shellfish 
is pulled up on the ropes upon which 
it grows, the latter being suspended from 
floating stationary rafts at Elkhorn 
Slough, Monterey County, California. The 
heavily-laden ropes then are placed in 
boxes, loaded aboard barges and towed by 
river boat to the packing house, which is 
on the bank of Elkhorn Slongh, with a 
receiving dock ·which extends out into the 
water for a distance of 30 feet. 
A four-wheel Boyd carrier, operating 
un an overhead 4x4-inch track, picks up 
the 100-pound .boxes and rapidlv shoots 
them dovvn the wharf to the en.d, ·where 
they reach a lon,;:; metal-lined table. 
There the shellf1sh is dumped, v;hile the 
~mpty boxes are pulled back along the 
wharf to tbe starting end where they are 
stacked for washing. The oysters, in 
the metntimc, are to a thor-
ough cleansing on a washing ta-
ble, a constant" stream of water being 
forcecl over them hy an electically-opcr-
ated pump. Salt water is used in this 
cleansing process, which also is applied 
to the floors in order to eliminate slip-
periness and reduce the likelihood of ac-
cidents. 
After being washed. the mollusks are 
pulled from their ropes and deposited on 
three 14x4-foot tables, standin.c: three feet 
high. From J 5 to 20 shucket~s stand on 
either side of the;;e tables to remove the 
sl1 ells. 
]. Pitt, in charge of the washing and 
counting department, superin\tends the 
next adventure of the which travel 
to the onposite side the establishment 
and are- placed in enamel-lined pans 
which in turn arc put into a long trough 
with drain-boards on either side. Here 
they arc graded, counted and prepared 
for the adjoining packing department. In 
it they are placed in gallon tins, 200 
count; half gallons, 100 count; quarts, 
pints and half-pints in lithographecl con-
tainers. A special gallon tin pack of 160 
WEST COAST FISHERIES 
lcction of personnel that Canttl and Hus-
song were admitted to the firm, the only 
other .stockholder being the mayor of the 
entry-port of Mexicali. 
It is understood that the fish-chiller is 
to be composed of a butcher's box meas-
uring somewhere in the vicinity of 10x15x6 
feet, having 4 inches of sawdust insula-
tion between double walls of rnatched 
wooden siding. Refrigeration is to be 
supplied by a Sx5 ammonia compressor 
which will be energized by a marine-type 
gasoline motor. When the canoes of the 
totuava fishermen arrive at the beach, the 
fish will he placed in the coldcbox for 
chilling, after which they will be loaded 
aboard trucks for the 160-mile dash to the 
border. No ice will he added to the loads, 
since the coldness of the fish will serve to 
guarantee its undamaged arrival at Mexi-
cali. 
Refrigeration at Gulf poicts is fraught 
with several Llifficulties, one of which is 
the costliness of gasoline fuel. the great 
distance from supplies and repair parts, 
and the expense of operating in a region 
Harvesting 
also is produced. following the canning 
process, the oysters go to the ~·cfrigera­
tion chamber. 
The packing plant, which is said to be 
a model one in every respect, entirely was 
built by E. C. and A. T. Vierra, broth-
ers who are chief officers in the firm. It 
measures 30x60 feet, is equipped with 
many unusual devices for speeding up op-
erations or making more easy the work 
of producing "Rey Point" oysters. 
The empty shells are being replanted 
each day in a special plot which has been 
found to have a firm bottom. Here the 
native oyster spat fastens itself to the 
shells and apparently thrives. The Vier-
ras are much interested in this develop-
ment, and expect to sell these smaller 
oysters for cocktails when they reach ma-
turity. 
WILL A P 0 INT DISTRIBUTORS, 
Ltd., Southern California firm which has 
the exclusive franchise for handling 
"vVillapoint" Pacific oysters in its terri-
tory, reports that the pnblic is giving its 
chief line of seafoods a rousing ·welcome. 
To create a demand for this product in 
Los Angeles and other Southern Califor-
nia economically and yet rapidly ·was the 
difficult task which faced the new firm a 
short time but its success in solving 
this problem attested the splendid 
sales record it has 
]. A. Seyferth. president of vVillapoint 
Distributors, Ltd., explains how his or-
ganization built U.P so large a sale,; outlet 
in such a brief period. "Our 
he states, "durin,g the past six 
<eerved fnllv 5.000 Californians with lus-
cious-fried ·vVillapoints. These ·were eat-
en at functions ancl banquets of many 
sorts- churches, parent-teachers 
Legion chapters 
groups. To handle the 
cookin,c; and serving we have established 
a banquet department which assists and, 
in most cases, actually takes care of fry-
ing· the bivalves so that best results will 
be obtained. 
"After the guests have eaten their fill 
of vVillapoints, an expert lecturer delivers 
to them a short but pointed talk on West 
Coast oyster culture, giving particular at-
tention to our product. He stresses the 
wlt<:rc every nail, nut and gallon of oil is 
subject to heavy rmport taxatron. Mor•' 
over, cli~ntic conditions are · ad~ 
verse owmg to sustamed heats 
out the whole of every clay. The 
of the sea are themselves 
so that .extraordinary condcnst:r 
. rs reqmred to or:erate an ctrn-
moma comp_~essor. It v;rtll be remem-
bered that V rllalohos of Santa Ana b1.;!; 
a $20,000 refrigeration plant o1;~ 
Campo, a rmle or two from San 
1928, bnt failed in the enterprise 
of a combination of the above 
and other handicaps peculiar to the 
country. 
There can be no doubt that if the San 
Felipe Marine Products 1s suc-
cessful in operating its plant, 
a greatly improved product ~trriYe 
in San Pedro markets aboard the totuava 
trucks. It also will enable a considera1)le 
lengthening of the period of producticn 
by making it possible to transport leads 
even when summer heats become extreme. 
quality and tastiness of our 
by instilling in the minds the 
in attendance an understanding of 
goodness of vVillanoints so that whcr 
they go to make a ptrrchase they don't 
for oysters but our brand name. 
The results of 
coupled with out 
have been highly 
"Frigid Zone" Alaska 
packed by Alaskan Glacier Sea 
of Seattle and sold by \Nillapoint Dist:-ib-
utors, also is gaining favorable attention 
in Southern California, to Sev-
ferth. The "San Juan" line " 
salmon and codfish, produced by the f!rm 
of that name in the Northwest, likev,-i,cc: 
is proving a popular seller. 
In merchandising \;Villapoint oyc;tcrs, 
Seyferth also is increasing consumer rlc-
mancl for all other oyster. 
believes. Dut other brands of 
and bivalves from the East are 
to benefit by the thorough 
can1paign nov; under \Vay. 
r-------------------------~-~-------. ! 
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The infinite care taken to pro-
duce each package of the new 
Portola "Steam-Grilled" Sardines 
r~suli"s in so high a quailty as +o 
make the sell itself. 
However the K. Hovden Com-
pany knows that no matter how 
the u~less the mer-
chandise is backed pub-
quantities, the 
is not corr1-
